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CfW'TER I.
INTROOOCTION •
On 1 May 1877, a heated public a.tina at Thornbonuah
forwarded the fo11owing resolution to the Premier I John Do~,las:
the occupation of the Northern Ports and Gold Fields by hordos
of Chinese is detriMntal to the interests of the colony
1nuauch &sthey contributed but little to the revenue. exhaust
the gQ14 fields - (leading their acquired ••alth to China) •
etowd out the lurope. dilger, introduce loath,some41seases.
practice the grossest 1DoX"ali~i.s and. fill every kind of
domestie office usual1.1 appTOpr1ated by females and the youth
of both sexes of the Europe.an.s. 1 . '. .'
.. " .
This statement was typical 'of the storm of proto.'" which
accompanied the influx of large numbers of Chinese into Queensland in
'the latter half of the nineteenth eentlU'Y.. The ideas wen widely held
throughout the Colony. As the Chinese were an alien group in Queensland)
'the whites perceived and tmderstood· them by assigning cortain COllUllOn
characteristics to them. These features were transferred in turn to'
ea.ch lndividwll Chinaman with whom they came in contact. These
i.ntpressions were a very iaport4nt factor in defining the relationship
between the two societies. In Queensland, those who wanted cheap
coloured labour, such as the landowners and sugar pl&1lters. charaeterized
the Cluneseas Jindustrious' and 'law-abiding t while tho OJ~n.ntsof
Chinese lmmegration spOko of their •servility' and their t1mBoralityt.
lSeeretary Public Meeting, T'aornborough to John Douglas. 1 May 1817 I
3478, LAN/ASS.
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As the numbers of Chinese increased and they became more of a threat
to the established European order, their opponents grew more vociferous
and the anti-Chinese stereotype became the one which was more commonly
. held.
Historians have generally been more concerned with the content
of the anti-Chinese propaganda and~ when they have considered it at all~
have defined Australian racism as the outcome of the social or economic
fears these statements expose~ Fear was an important component in
racism in the Queensland context was the confrontation between highly
A number of letters and petitions were sent by them to the Colonial
racism" but to define this phenonmenon in these terms is to underplay the
as a clash between
An important. aspect of
The lack of material
Therefore, apart from their
The ethnocentrism of the
This picture has been drawn mainly from
This thesis is concerned to study the Anti-Chinese
adaption to the new sitUation.
relevant evidence from European sources.
actually written by the Chinese has greatly hampered this investigation.
movement in Queensland in terms of social interaction·:
Thus it has been necessary to analyze their social system in terms of its
self sufficiency and the extent to which it fostered or hampered their
two divergent and self-conscious cOnmRL~ities.
secretary but these gave little indication of their attitudes to Queensland.
content, stereotypes give some indication of the degree of ethnocentricity
ethnocentric minority and majority groups.
of each social group.
complexity and irrationality inherent in this.
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Europeans was fi)asierto describe for it was testified to on numerous
occasions in the press, parliament and petitions. This comparison
between the Chinese social system and the conceptions the Europeans
had of it gives some insight into the extent to which the former was
willing to adapt, and the latter were willing to allow it.
As this is a historical thesis it may perhaps be necessary
to justify my use of sociological terms such as 'stereotypes' and
'ethnocentrism. ' Although historians -acknowledge the use of
interdisciplinary findings, many regard th~ end result as overgene1"8.l,i;:ed
or too impersonal. In this context , however, racism has so many emotive
connotations and such a complex pattern, that it requires both a highly
objective and systematic approach. It is for these reasons that I have
used some sociological techniques which students on all questions of
race have found indispensable.
Before discussing the Chinese in the a.ctual Queensland
environment,. it is important to consider the type of.Ch'inese who
migrated here. The emigrants were from the southern, coastal regions
of China. They were mainly Cantonese Pen-ti, and Hakkas from Canton,
Hong Kong, and Macao. In China itself, varying generalizations list
characteristics of these groups. The British representative at
Canton, Consul Elmslie,desc.ribed the Pen-ti:
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The Cantonese people are the strongest, most intelligent and
sagacious and the most industrious and thrifty of all the Chinese.
They work hard, live orderly and take care of themselves and are
more clannish than any other people in China. 2 .
According to E.H.Parker, the consul at Hong Kong,
It is the race least likely to settle permanently and divest
itself of Chinese political sympathies unless the conditions of
settlement are. compatible with its self respect. 3
The Hakkas on the other hand are· portrayed as:
Prolific and impressionable and the one of all which troubles
itself least about the Chinese idea ••• Their patience,
resignation and industry are sometimes positively touching:
they are very true and grateful if kindly treated and their
unsceptical minds, unlike those of other Chinese ••• seem capable
of receiving the genuine religious enthusiasm of Europe or Islam, 4
These blanket categorizations, while posing some useful insights,
were modified somewh~t when weight was given to the occupational and
economic backgrounds of these groups. It was highly improbable that the
early inducements of emigration were sufficient to attract reputable
people or those earning an adequate living in their own villages.
Hwuy-Ung, a Chinaman who lived in Victoria, stated:
In a manner I can understand the discourtesy paid to those of
our own country Iiving here. They are - excepting a few Merchants -
of the low class and illiterate. All in the eighteen proVinces are
judged to be the same and no better, therefore are they not
respected. 5
2Elmslie to Bowring, 2SAugust 1852, Enclosure in Bowring to Earl of
Malmesbury,25 September 1852, G.B. H.of C. Papers 1852-1853,
LXVIII, 1686, 345.. .... -
3Report E.H. Parker in Salisbury to Knutsford 15 December 1888, 03865, COL/13.
4Ibid • p.4.
5Hwuy-Ung, A Chinaman's Opinion of Us. (Chatto and Windus, London, 1927),
p.17
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With the discovery of gold. however, the rewardJ of emigration looaed
very much larg.r. Official' consular opinion was agre:od that:
Should the Chinese who hayegone tbither rep:ort favorably •••
there w'il1 be Dawant of a supply of voluntary emigruta J able
. and willing to pay for th:oirpassagc, ,and they would, of <:ourso,
be • very superior class to those collect.ed t.ogether by e-rbtpilli
"~ a.gents cL-roeless (,If all eonsideratlons except their ow pecuniary
profits.6 .
The n_8W aura of respectability was more tban aQ.equa,~ly
balanced by tJ'le incentives given to adventurers andprofliga"tes attracted
by the 'get rich quick' connotation of the venture. Sel1heiJR." Waraon of
the Palaer River Gold Field~ noted in 1876' tha~ there WON a number of
pirates UlOng the large group of new immigrants froza Macao. 7 Gov.mor
Nomanbyof Queensland added weight to this assertion when enquiring of
the possibility of importing Chinese agrleultural labourers from Aaoy:
Some Chine:s. have already come down. bu't those being the off
scourings of Singapore have proved of little .seTYico~ and are
certainly not of a class #- the illportation of which it is
desirable to encourage. 8
While several references testifie.d to the 'industry' and 'orderliness'
of the01inesc communities:, someeredonee mu.s t be given to aeeounu
of the eriae and vice UlOUgst them. and to the existence of idens
of Asiatic infuy'. These life-styles ~ however ~ represent extremes
6 . .
Bowring to Earl Mal~esb\U"y, 13 September 18S2. G.B. H. of C. Pa2!rs,
18S2-53~ LXVIII~ 1686, 345.
'Report Sellheim, June 1876, in H. Holthousc, ~ver of Gold,
(Angus and Robertson, Sydney 1967) p.l77.
8Governor Normanby to H. a.Ms. Consul Alloy. 3 Angus t 1874+, v. i P••
1815 .. p.S60.
and apply to only a very small proportion of the immigrant population.
The two im.pressions were used 'to £01'lB the eontend.1llg stenotype$- that
were envisaged as encompassing tho whole of the Chinese group.
'the only characteristic that might safely be applie4 to the
whole Chinese society was their penchant for organi~at.ion. Andrew
Shonrede in his testimony before the Now South Wales Legi.slative
Council in 1854 stated:
The Chinese are very systematic in their arrangemenu. Thus
if. there were twenty or th.irty Chinese on board a ship or anywhere
olse. they would select a he~. a cook and otne'r persons
for diffe'rente duties.9 .
It is justifiable to see their strength as emanating from this trait.
Thusthelr apparent and deceptive docil!ty arose not from their being
a broken-spirited and emasculated people,. but came rather ufrom habits
of self control and from being left to self gov,rnment in local. coamunal
and municipal Jiatters. n10 A snap assessment of th.se characteristics
found its way into the Queens1ander in 1876:
In the art of organizing, superintending and controlling _pation..
the Mona.l1an is as superior to the Englishman of the nineteenth
c~tury)as the latter is superior to him in scientific prowess
and uTal culture.• 11
The early type of Chinese emigration - the contract system -
was highly or,ani%ed by Chines·" firms. The usual me1:hod of acquiring
9Andrew Shortrede, V. &- P., Legislative Council, N.S.W. II, 1854.
IH.J .. Macgowan, ~~Chinese Guilds or Chambers of COllil1lerce and Trade Unions/'
Royal Asiatic Society (Nth. China Branch) XX1~ 126 ..
11
HThe Six Chinese Cospanions" .. ~enslander. 22 July 1876, p.14.
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labour involved the chartering of a ship by Australian capitalists.
The negotiation with Chinese brokers for coolie emigrants was usually
undertaken by the Captain of the vessel. Arrangements were often as
uncomplicated as those of Patrick Leslie: tWe were fortunate to have
a relation in China who at once despatched some Chinese who proved
12
excellent shepherds and servants."
In China as there was no overall consular or governmental
control of recruitment, the system was open to a number·of abuses, such
as kidnapping. In 1859 the upsurge of public resentment against the
evils of the trade J resulted in the murder of some of the kidnappers.
A number of 'Passenger Acts' passed after this date attested to some
official interest and awareness. This acted as a deterrant against the
more blatant outrages. Sir John Bowring, the British Consul at Hong Kong,
categorized the 'crimps':J people employed by the brokers to collect the
emigrants, as:
of the very worst character•••The profits of the trade, the.
enormous premiums given for the collection of emigrants naturally
and necessarily creates agents of the lowest and most worthless
description. IS .
A Chinese labourer acquired.and shipped under this system was actually
a profitable commodity. The majority of Chinese emigrants were cheated
and brought against their will, "If there was any difference between the
12Mrs • George Leslie, flAn Early Day Aristocrat - Reminiscences",
Bulletin, 17 MarCh 1954, p.25.
13Extract from Despatch J. Bowring to H. Labouchere, 26 July 1856,
G.B. H. of C. Papers 1858, XLIII, 579,606.
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ways of procuring an African slave and a Chineso lalxnirer~ it COUld.
be only that the Chinese labourer had signed a contract. u l4
1'110 earliest recorded Chinese ilUligranu tc QueoR$land were
fifty-six passengers on the ship ~imrod. _They arrived in 1&4'. and
worked as labourers for George San4eaan in the Burnett Distrl¢t. 1S By
1852 the number of Chinese contract labourers in titeMoreton Say
settlemen~ was given as 10>J for the new colony was in great need of
labourers. 16 The i rc,ontracts varied 1i'ttle fro. those of o'thor
labour-starved countries. l'he Nimrod Chinese had guaftnteCKl to work
for f1veyears in lieu of a payment of 'their £Is passage sa<m.ey ·aJlC an
annual wage of (; wi th two suits of clothing and rations .17 Donald Gunn
described a less formal arrangesaent:
I know from my Father of an original agreeunt made betwe_
Patherand a Chinaman named Low Sa.t\ in 1153, whereby he agreed.
to work for Father for five years ata salary of four dollars a
month (4.1•• 4 shillings) .18
One of the most lucrativee-ontraets for the Chinese appeared. to be
that ref.rred to by J~. t1aly in li66where'by he and hl$ partner
employed ei.ght. Chinamen at twenty ...el~\t shillings per weekwi'dl an
additional one shilling for each la;ili they cared for. 19
Il::~~'-'-'---_. --.---"~~----""""""-'--~'.. -'-.'--. . .. 'M·'. -~-----
1 Sing-W'u Wang, tiThe Organization of Chinese E.Jdgration 1848,..1888, With
Speeial Reference 'to ~\inese Emigration to Australiau , (unpublishod 14. A.
Thesis; Australian National Universit'Y:t 1969) p.16. .
lSi'{ .Coote, Hist.ory of the Colony of Queensland.' (Wi.lliam Thorne,Srisbantl ..
1882) p.SO.
16 .. .. .J .D.Lang, Freodo!-~~ I~depe~dcnce. (Sampson Low~ London 1870).
I1Despatclt No. 55 .. Earl Grey to C.A.fitzroy>, 19 July 1348.
lSn.GUnn, 'The Chinese in Q\leen$landH (Handwritten lWlusmpt held in
Oxley Library) p.l.
19HaIr, Q.P.D., XI# 1866» i15.
..9 ...
Even in their earlysubserri.ent pos-ition the Chinese lIluorlty
domonstrated their capacity for organising to 3.dvance their intorests.
At· first the Chinamen worked all ri.ght until they p't to
understand they were not being paid as li.beral1y as th.wl,tlte
workers. There were 300 of them on the Darling Downs lee.king
after 450.000 sheep. The group ••• became dissat.is.fied and
went on strike. 20 .
The forty Chinese imprisoned in the Brisbane Gaol during 18S1 fOT
breaches of t.he Hasters atld Servants Act de~trated tho same
determination to forego unsatisfactory ocono1l1e arrangeaenu.21
n\e Chinese organizationalcoi.aplex ha4 nowhore a clearer
expression than in th.e so-ealled 'free t emigration syst••* that began
after the gold discoveries. Chinese erdgnnts although c:la,ssified as
1 free' were more often indentu.red lahouftf$, undor t invisible i . boads
to relatives or Chinese brokers until they repaid their bonowed passage
money_ In fact, tlley oeeupied a very similar positi. t.o ~e early
•contract t labourers. The main di ffereneo was ~\at the overseers were no
longer Europeans~ but Chinese living in. Aus'tralia. Only a very small
percentage of i free emigrants. such as ridi merchants or medical doctors
22left. China on their own account. 'Crimps' were again employed and
unsatisfactory elements were once tlOre introduced into the syst.em. Th.e
21Moreton Bay: Co~rier, 11 October 1851. See below p.6S.
225in hI ti.f. . g-,jU nang. Ope cit. p.77.
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notorious Chinese weakness for gambling was utilized to 'force' indebted
persons to purchase a 'bargain ticket' 23
In 1887 a delegation from China visited Australia. They
denied that any Chinese capitalist firms were involved in the" emigration
traffic to Australia. 24 Available evidence tends to invalidate their
assertion. As the Colonial Governments did not conduct a Royal Commission
into the trade, few of its abuses in this country have ever come to light.
It was probably similar to the system operating in California. 25 The
revenue drawn by the Chinese companies involved in the Californian trade
were simply enormous.
The leading members of them live at home in a style of Asiatic
princely splendour. I t is for them primarily that the swarming
hordes of pale faces in San Francisco, in the Australian colonies,
and in the ~ging districts of the Malayan Archipelago are moiling
and toiling. "
The Chinese firm of Hopkee in Cooktown chartered each Torres
Straits Mail Steamer and many other immigrant vessels in the autumn of
1876 and "the spring of 1877. All of them arrived with excited emigrants
27from Hong Kong. This firm has been connected at times with the most
famous "Australian Hong" whose firms prefix each title with 'gold' the
word being elliptical for 'Gold Hills', Kum-san, Australia. But the
23G.B. H. of G. Debates CCIX, 16 February 1879, 538.
24J.Potts - A Year of Anti-Chinese Work in Queensland (Davison and Metcalf,
Brisbane, 1888), p.24
25p.c.Campbell, Chinese Coolie Emigration to Countries Within the British
Empire. (King, London, 1923), p.27.
26t1The Six Chinese Companies", Queens lander, 22 July 1876, p.14.
27D.Crawford, "Notes on Chinese Immigration in the" Australian Colonies,"
15 September 1877, p.21, G.B. F.D. Archives, 1879-81, Confidential
Print Number 3742.
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head of the firm# f.,:fr. Kong iJ.eng, repudiated establishing his business
agencies in Queensland further north than Townsville. 28 The extent of
the influence of Chinese firms suc.h. as the Hong· Kong Opium Guild and
Jung kee, and the Canton Coal Firm is difficult to estimate. Hopkee
seemed to rely mainly on the CooktO\ffl trade and on the supp-ort of
Chinese colonists in Aust~alia. Chinese companies were definitely
involved in the trade.
in a letter in 1862,
George Raff, a shipping agent J stated as much
lie have been advised that it is the intention of certain mercantile
firms in- China to open up direct communication ~11ith this port. Our
co-operation is requested 11 and we are informed t......at they are desirous
of shipping teas, sugar and other Eastern produce. We are asked to
advise them whether the Government or any Public companies wish for
Chinese coolies. for shiplnent of whi~~ they would be prepared to
enter into contracts finding everything necessary on the voyage for
seventy-one dollars per adult. 29
The Chinese company served as a type of giant overseer j both in
enforcing repayment by thecoo1ies of expenses incurred on their behalf.
and in securing the 'individual and collective interests of the body of
aliens who constituted its mertibership.;; The enor'..uty of this task
necessitated the ~mployment of 'headmen f to supervise the group.
Sing-'Wu Wang listed the duties of the 'headman i as: forming a part)' of
labourers) paY~lg for their passage, ta~ing care of tile tickets and
-~---:-.......__. -.-----.--------_.._..-
28D• Crawford" op. cit., p.30. This statement is ll."'1dermined when
one considers his involvement in the Cairns sugar firm Hop-Wah.
29George Raff to Under Secretary Executive Council, 16 May 1862,
1443 J COL/Al9.
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arrangements, maintaining order, finding employment for his men, and
superVising all until they had repaid the money owed. 50 This system
was not so benevolent in practice for the _'headmen' were found to have
exercised a bad influence on labourers. 5l
The dehumanizing nature of this system is illustrated in this
description of the arrival of groups of Chinese into Cooktown:
They pass through the town in batches of six to ten, in single
file, but never singly,each coolie carrying his own bamboo pole
brought from China, on which are slung baskets of clothes, a roil
-of matting, a few humble necessaries" and perhaps a box of tea or
preserved eggs to barter. Men walJ<ing with apparent nonchalence
on the footpath act as guides, and the different files, never
expressing surprise or any other emotion, never mixing together,
and never stopping, carry their loads- straight to the place assigned
them; most to the camping ground beyond the town, where the
greatest regularity is observed in the disposition of the tents;
a select few go to the various accommodation houses, representing
branches of the 'Sheathed Sword Society' or other organizations.
In these houses the coolies sleep upon the floors of the rooms and
in the yards, so packed together as to appear like a small regiment
of blouses, lying prostrate in their ranks~ •• 32
The emigrating Chinese were usually collected from the
-agricultural class in the Heongsan district of the Canton province.
Crawford puts their average age at about twenty-five. 53 Those arriving
in the Torres Straits Mail Steamers under credit to the Hopkee company
were usually of a superior class to those brought by the opposition
3Osing-wu Wang, op. cit. pp.87-88.
31Ibid p.86. As no further elaboration is given it is impossible to state
what specific incidents resulted from this influence.
32D.Crawford, Ope cit. p.27.
33Ibid p.30.
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Chines.e line. A typical example, The Brtsbane,carried among its 500
passengers, at least 200 picked men .. organized into batches of ten or
twelve .. one employer having ,a gang of thirty-eight' ine1nding slaves. 34
The number of slaves was only small, yet their presence in
Queensland is noteworthy. For these l there was little return fo'r the
risks involved in e1nigrating and Iittle chance of ending their bondage.
Th-eir manumission would involve the forfeiture of the small pe-D$ion
conferred upon their parents. _But the slave in Aus'tralia was in a slightly
better position than one in China.
He represents interest on an outlay of capital and should d.rought
or ocer misfoTtune compass his masteTts failure J he will probably
receive. food longeT than the bondsmen receive c:rotit.. If a
sub-lease of labour offen, it is to the master's interest. to
advance his slav." whilst it is to the employer's interest to prevent
his bondsman from too soon repaying the principal instead of the
heavy interest of the small debt which at first binds the to his
serviee.35 .
It was possible for 'the Chinese 'indent t ~'irough his own industry ~o repay
his debt and attain his independence in a relatively short time. 36 As
with the early eontTact la.bourer~ the influence of Australian institutions
and the attractions of high wages resulted in his growing independent of
custom and c~l1·eless of family considerations and deserting_ Thus:
S!ttl1e the domestic. slaves of a hong merchant will servo him with
,,: 'eudal devotion approa<:.lling to affection in chamber and garden 1
his hired labourers will persistently haras$ him with, fresh demands
on his purse unless they be of his own kin.!7
---, ---- --_-...._--~----
34D• Crawfo~d, op. cit., p.30.
3S Ibid p.29
36p • Just, Australia, pp.201-8.
"D. Crawford, op.cit., p.19 •
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The Queensland Government refused to interfere in contract emigration ~
This meant that the issue of slavery and the less clearly defined
'bondage' of the indebted Chinese received very little consideration and
no attempts were made to eradicate capitalism in the trade.
Another feature of Chinese emigration was the small number of
women arriving. When he was embarking the Chinese coolie was in no
position financially to obtain a passage for his wife" and after he had
served for a time and saved a competancy it was doubtful that his family
would part with his wife and sever the last link attaching him and his
money to his ancestral home. The merchants were equally homebound, but
because of their social position they were, loath to incur for the wives
the frequent return of Chinese from overseas countries was their anxiety
to form matrimonial connexions and to ensure t.hat there were descendants
the stigma of 'lowborn'. . This would have been 1evelle'd at them if they
had emigrated - for this was the usual epithet levelled at those who broke
with convention and left China. One of the most important reasons for
in their native village, to maintain unbroken the chain of reverential
honours paid to the ancestral tombs.
The failure of the Chinese to come as a family unit gave credence
to their being stereotyped as 'economic exploiters of Queensland t :
They came to Queens land for none of the. ordinary mechanical
pursuits of life; their object is simple enough - to take
possession of the gold fields Ai ••• and having done this to retum
to China to· spend their days. 38 ,
38A• Macalister .. I IQueens land and Chinese Immigration," Proceedings of
the Royal Colonial Institute, IX, 1877-78, p.S2.
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Indeed mueh of the Chinaman's motivat10n was economic.
From three causes, overpopulation" int.ernecine feuds J aad a
universal spirit of gambling resulting in differont .egnes
of slavery, crime and debt; gold hunting possesses every
attraction for the men of the south. providing means of e$cape -
or food for excitement with the final inducement that if they
return they will return rich enough to compensate for past
offences or misfortunes. 39
The glowing accounts of successful diggers indueed many to form
'themselves into co-operative bands and emigrate in a clan, or 'to
enter ind!vidually into an unwritten -contract with a labour agent.
A large number of 'Workmen even made a living solely by \forking $uceessive
contracts of three or four years in places such as Saigon) Manila,
Queeu$land 01" Singapore.40 As all this suggests, the actual and
individual mot.ivations for emigrating were rather less important than
the fac't that an attitudinal framework had b~en set up~ and migration
had become an established social pattern. The prospective. emigrant was
'in an Unstable state of equilibrium' and needed only a small impulse
in either direction to decide whether to stay or leavcw The importance
of the social acceptability of emigration was enormous in China where
cQnditioning had induced such a marked degree of ethnocentrism that
for a time migration had been completely outlawed. Bven after' this had
ehanged, Chinamen still left t..'leir families behind when they migrated.
Queensland society had its own brand of ethnO¢e:ntrisDl. Lord
Durham stated:
--------~~-,------
39
, D. Crawford, 01'. cit. p.2.
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The groat wast:e lands of the Empire are tn'$ rightful pa-triuny
of the Bnglish people the ample 4p1'..g. which, God and nature
set aside in 'the New World for those whose lot h.ad usigned
them but insufficient portions in. the Old .. 41
'We hold the lands in trust for our own countrymen alone and DOt for
Polynesians or Chinamen. 42. As well as exploiting the land.. ~landers
were in'tel'lt,thrGugh progress .. upon living down the 'taint of eOJlvietislil
wuie had shadowed t..~ei:r early years. This combination of goals
nat.urally onough engendered in the so.¢iety- 'a deep sonse of eon£ondty
, , " 43
an.d stereotyped notions about deviants j • Th.:roughout this period
'<ueenslandGrs exhibited a complote disinclination and inahili~y to
handle the integration of a minority 'raee group as a 'solvable' problem.
In a deba'te in the Legislative Council in 1876. .. 1r1 .H.Yaldwyn referred
'to 'the c:ff$ct of Chinese imJrdgration on th@ Colony ..
queensland was like a young and vigoroU$ fo-res t tl"'ee , giving
pToadse of amal?~£icent uturlty; hut a parasite was at its,
root j insidiO\~ in its appreach) inevitable as fate; it ~ew
on and on and unless pruned away t'lith a ruthless hand the nOxious
growth would involve the \~hole fabric in decay and daath. 44 ,
A similar attitude was expressed on ot..lter social deviants by the Colonial
Secretary~ A.H. Pal_r~ in 1S78:
It was most und~5ira.ble to have b$nevolent patients. in the
neighbourhood of a town ....... it was exceedingly unpleasant for
the. 'la.t,.abitan:ts ....... ~'"ld gave a had impression of the colony to
all Vi.SitOTS.45 '
41~,_'-':-~'----:~"~---C"--~~-'~-'-:-:-L' t; '-,.. -.'-~' A"-t-"-' -.~:--~-~'~'~:'-~~~~--,._-'---.-
L'Urn8m. iI"~po~ ... OnM4Ua!-ln.~ .Neue.~n,e: S~t1c uaJl&or In "u,e
Colonies. (George Routledge JI L()f,tdou, 1907).) p.2" '
42t4aealister, Q.P.D.> IX, 12 May 1$09. 1%9.
4ZR"L. Evans" u'~aritable Institutions of the Queensland CovoDl1ltmt to 1919B
(Unpublish~ t4.A. ,Thesis~ Un!vel'$ity of Queensland.) p.129.
44W•H• Yaldwyn, Q.P.D., 6 Soptember 1876, 619. '
4SA.H.Palmer, Q.P.D., ~XVs 2 August 1878, 15&.
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Therefore Chinese organizations were •. necessary to counteract
the uncompromising attitudes of this society. The framework of. adaption
perceived by Eisenstadt for migrant groups in Israel provides a good
comparison. He sees the tempo and direction of adaption of inn.iigrants
into Israel as dependant.on the transformation of their primary groups.
The relations between the primary groups and the new social and cultural
system is mediated by elites among the immigrants who combine in their
positions, authority and extended primary relations.
The elites interpret and communieate the ultimate social values
and serve as symbols of security' and identification - and
participation within the soeic\.l system. The extent of the
immigrant' s identification and participation within the new society
is dependent on the degree of their attachment to the elites and
the elites compatibility with the general orientations of the social
system. 46 .
individual Chinese.
and as suggested by Macrossan it seemed that the Government would be best
employed in conducting all official business with them rather than with
In Queensland the 'headmen' retained their position'Ift;grant da t·· 47uu. a p J.on.
The Chinese social system was admirably suited to. this type of
46G.N. Eisenstadt, "The Place of Elites and Primary Groups in the
Absorption of New Immigrants in Israel, It American Journal of Sociology,
LVII, 1951, 222.
47Throughoutthis study, the adaption of the Chinese is not seen to rest on
their wholesale adoption of the European way of life, rather, it merely
involves their deciding to settle permanently in the Colony.
48J.M. Macrossan, Q.p.n., XX, 3 August 1876, 379.
It was quite impossible to get any money from these slaves •• " but
it was quite possible to get at the superintendents if they were
not allowed to leave Cooktown with their 150 or 200 men, without
paying the sum which the Government decided to levy.48
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In the wider ramifications of society the well' e,d~cat,d or wealthy
Chinese was to become part of an elitist groupth.t acted as mediator
between the Buropean community and the large mass of Chinese. They
49 " ' 'became banke.rs and overseers of a giant labour pool, and the conveyors
of Chinese grievances. They conducted their own law and order CUlPaigns;
Hyour Petitioners will do all in their power to induce their fellow
countrymen to abide by the laws of this- Colony and in every way to
SO '
conform to its usages. n The hongs of which these men were the leading
members were, however, not political. In Caims and Cooktown some of
them had the l'ight to sit on juries and to exercise their vote at ~ic:ipa1
elections, but they,made no attempt to form a political pressure group.
In the economic sphere, they represented a force that eould not be ignored.
Yet as~ere was no large servile group they did not become the ve%y
effectiYe 'middlemen f they were in other tropical countries.
In areas of Queensland where there was a large concentration of
their countrymen the elite-group was able to gain a foo,thold in the social
and economic system. At a banquet givan in November 1882 to eelebra'te
the visit of Sir Thomas McIlwraith .. Andrew Leon .. one of the leading
Chinese in the Cairns district l was included among the town f s five most
51prominent citizens in the address presented to thePremier~ The
49Mackay Mercury 4, ft.'Iay 1886, Advertisement for Lee 'Kee and Co. - Chinese
Labour Brokers.
SOpetition Chinese Merchants iiackay, V. & P.. 1886.
SlJ.W. Collinson, More About Cairns. (smith i Paterson Brisban, .. 1942), p.19.
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Buropeans and this Chinese elite mixed soci~lly,some of the Chinese
even IlOved from .their quarters in Sachs Street. to. the more select area
52~i Abbott Street.
While the respect accorded these Chinese did lessen the vehemence
of anti-Chinese sentiment in this area, some animosi ty still e~s't.d.· A
number of incidents indicated that while the Europeans eould relate to
particular Chinese individuals, they still maintained most.of their
S3
stereotyped notions about the whole race. According to Dundas Crawford,
the courtesy of Chinese traders to E.uropean visito~s was :rarely returned.
This same impoli t.eness can be. seen among the Chinese j as some of the youths
and the old men of the prejudiced anti-foreign sChool often gave a rude
gesture·to Europeans and tapped their shoe significantly implying a desire
. . 54for a personal encounter. It is clear therefore that even in the most
pl'Omising atmosphe.refor racial contact in Queens Ia.n.:!, definite, BlUtual
antagonisms remained.
This then was the type. of migrant whQ dise~barked in· Queensland
ports. They were as divergent a group as the European community into
gold fields or into agr~eultural pursuits.
which they came.
now to be examined.
Some would remain in towns, others were drawn to· the
l-V11.at awaited them there needs
Would·any constructive social int~raetionbetween
Chinese and Europeans survive their implicit racial fears, the stereotyped
notions that dogged all their relationships and thedetermiried ethnocentrism
of both groups?
52Land Sale Returns~877~ .30~9., ~~/~~-.'_._~-""~--'-'--_._'
S3This was particularly evident in the split between those who wanted a
repeal of the poll tax levied on Chinese and the large group of miners
. andsull tradesmen who wanted it retained. LetterS 3100; 1878,
COL/A263.3364; 1878, COL/A264.
54 .D. Crawford. on. cit. n.27
,CHAPTBR I I •
HTho Eastern people5 always remain apaJ:t,. You can never .cet rid of
what Meredith Townsend called lthe dull unconquerable, unDlitipUd
distaste of Asiatics for white men. U
(L.E. N....)l
HThey are excellent coloalsts and wl11aake a h01l8 in aaycountry where
they are well treated. U (P •P. Tidlian)2
~'The Iittl. evidence sbows that Chinese emi,rut$ of the first gone:ration
have little capacity for social adaption, as _st of nOll have been too
much oecupied in u.kil\& a 11ving in new lands and have had li~tl. opportunity
for self-improveaent. The process of assiJdlation usually begins slowly
with the second generation. H (Ta Qum)3
In the Cantonese ontertainMllthall in Cookt.OWD. the I Garden of
Gold Va11.ys~ t was hung & scroll inscribed. to tb.e Taoi.lt '.104 of; woalth:
God 01W8.1th,richest under heaven I
Of all princes of starry influence.
Again in Cook~own at tho headquarters of the religious association I the
'Sheathed $v-ora Society', under the title 'The Priceless Triad. t was a
------~-~.......'--.,.------
lL.E.Neame. The Asiatic Danger in the Colonies, (George Routledge. London,
19(7) p.3. '
2p•F• Tidman. uProceedinss of the Rora!Colonlal Institute.
IX t 1877...78~ 58.
~a Chen, Chinese Migration With Special Reference to Labour Conditions.
(Ch'eng-Wen. 'TaTpei,-1967) p.160-:--- , U '---
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depiction of the god of var~Kuan Tl, his son 8P4 henct.uaan .. 'together·
. eDibleutic of loyal &t'tachunt. 4 . The•• insignlualludeto the type
of adaption of the ChiDes. in Queensland. They bee_ well iDtearated
into tho Colony's economic life ~ but they usually rouinec1, a tllhtly
bound, alien group in the Aew social sphere. liven in Queensland 'their
socletywas distinguished by a host of voluntary asSOCiations. These
organizations balanced thevariousfutlons ,l~tb.ir .....1ty and'
perfolWdvarious benevolent funetiou fo~ tileir "-oJ'S_' This ,,&$' to
the e:tetriunt of their outsi. 'relatica, with the Suropeaa., for they.
bee... quite self s~ffici.nt and bad no aeod tel' other contacts. Lit'll.
information exist.s em 'these societies i. ~sl_dJ but as they were so
important in soeial aad racial interaction SOM account o:f them must be
given.
It is difficult to pinpoint the _.ershl,p bu. of these leagues
in ~e Colony. Tho traditional rlvalry between various dialectal and
territorial groups in China was transferred to Queensland. It woulcl
appeartlleD that these factions wore 41v1d.-d lntodiffci"8ilt soeietl....S
Emrd.ty en.-ted botwMft 'the Cant_oseJ and utives fromPuhkoen ad Maeao,
and tho Pen-tl and Hakka races within ~h. Can~oa d1s~rict itself. In
Singapore, the power and organization of these group. bave been
$ystoaatically studied. It was observed there that people of the 'Me
,--...-.~._.-_.
40• Crawford, Ope cit., p.9. This carving wu used in CAiftau their
revolutionary slogan. denouncing the p:resenl: regi_.
Spam11y and clan ties were also important and usually cut across the
territorial base. nte nwaber of family groups in Queensland at>poarod
quite ,large (so. below
There is, howevor, little evidence to show the functions or influence
of these ttOUDS.
dialectal group 'taded to cluster 18 spocial parts of the eit1 so that
socie~ios were able 'to establish themselves on the duala,sis of their
present locality and their place of origin in China.' 1ft Queensland
such inc1donts as the confrontation bewean the -Maryboroup aad Gayndah
Chinese ovor attempts to prosecute a I Gam-dab man'.. hOne. for the ll\U'Cler
of one of his eoun:tTY1lOllt Johnny i demonstrates tho si1Dilanty between the
Queensland and Singapore structUTes.7
Tho 110' t importan't societies in Queenslaa4 were t1le two £%'Oat
6M• Freedman - ItIDligrants and Associations f Ch.inue ill NiuteeDth Century
Singaporou p.33 in L.A. Fallors .. Imaigran't$ and Associations
(Mouton" The Hague, 1967).
1 ..
Queen v. Deong~ 18 November 1361, CCT JBIN4,
80 • Crawford, Ope cit.,. p.ll.
------------,~-~......~ -- ---..._----...-~'-'-_. _._.-~-_.~-~
headaen of ~e guild of three 'rile'. theNUIboi and 'an....l! burghers,
were the wealthiest _aben of the em1arant COItIlUni'tles J both 1n the centres
of 'trade ill Qllna and overseas, they did. not all follow the one profession .. g
Those cap! talists, usurers an<l financiers were very confident in the
absolute hegemony of their Ham-pan loague. and affecud a private contempt
in their hatred for the rival league of tn. four 'yik', their poorer
neighbours of Tungken and tho more turbulent na~lve$ of Hoongsatlll This
l.apes of '11k t -the three 'li~,', a branch ot t.\.e South Chin.. f Triad t t
called in Cooktolm ll 'The Sheathed Sword Society)' and the other;, a guild
of four 'l!:~'. Th.e latter was composed uhtly of less wealthy groups ..
Whilothere seemed to be a certain amount of occupational and e__rcial
homogeneity in society membership there was no noat and "gular division
on the basis of tneeconomic roles of tho -_en. . Thus. altb.oug..ttthe
-23,..
would havo been pr.sqptu.ous, had it. not bee reciprocated to the full ..
Their undoubted $\1peri.~ity in what both sid.es prized ~ the refine_nts of
life, tho 8.eCO$sorio, of wealth and the utof ma,ini ~"'Y --&lsQude
ud "the natural assuage.ntof ex!Ie rodueed the l'ivalry of these I.ques
tel a level that was not ~ dangerous. Tne Uakk..l$pH1tloft was also
la,roved in the Colony and the d1ff.r~C4·betwee.ntl1ei1fOUp$was not then
so anat. A¢cording 'to Crawfor~h
In Queol\slandfear .fdie autlteritie-stheir attitude more exeusable.
their shrowdaess 3IUl· industry ha.ve fre'eseQp~ and tB~li:r
hat-red of 'the Pen...tl 1.5 .soft.eniug into a mere . je.alwsy
£eltoy 5trufling 'men towaNs those ",~,om ti)&j" i4enttfy
withwealth..
9 D. Crawford, op. cit., p.8.
10 Ibiil •• p.28.
~......._-----
predominantly peuutelu$oswhosc only social diff.~n't.iation could be
wealth. )loAey W&sthon turned into politiealpow$rby being inv~$ted in.
relations with Europeans and with hWible:r Chines~ '~,;fhocou1d be c.ontrolled
new opportunities fot' advanc.ewmt also undermined tM'unity within the·
leagues. . Crawfordd:eseribed the positiollt
The $hop signs at CooklOk~ almost always ~11y ~)is sease of
¢'G:alltloil eombbut.ticon; ¢o--ope-rat1on ~ f NewPUblieP1'Otit, • .
tNewCO--~per,a.-tiv·eProfit, f. 'Great Public'Combin.'ti.on~' IUn10.n
"loutJaion f ; all these &1."e the ~,$ of diff'orol'1:t l1-ras"fjut.
the har-mr i$ not complete ... and IConsequentPrQfit.' $"" ot
variaaeewitil the re$t, 01ti\.r f~om tribal diff.~.nc.'sor too
keea a rivalry in b\lsi:n~".lO
·.,.24 ...
by a 'mx~ure Q;f p-rotee'tlon. and thuUery. ThctM1t¢hants. and· t..1trough tit••
the $.eret societies, were able to retaintheirh.:old Oil lUiO numbers of
ChbleM beeaas- of th.ir bvolve.nt in tho i~intiontradeor~ as they
tenaed it. tbe tpig bU$illess. '1 The povertY' stricken and bewi~4ered
arr.ivals without kinsmen or proteeto~s were peeuliarly aUbject to a
4is-c:ipl!ne which rested. not only on the exe¥'Ci,se .f toreebut a150 OR
appeals to priury loyal ties and ritual sancti~.
This dual aspect of the Cll,!n••o $C)eialamtIUDOluie organization
ue,servea further ~t... .Tlie l ..a.d&rsof the groupsvere d.~~ed to
mako uneyand so thoy t.ook $Ii~.vaatale ·of the Mndedpositlonof t·h8
'contract· aad slave. During tho first year of the PallKtr rush the
lso1at.ion of the C3la\P and the s¢arclty of provts!Qnsuantthat great
'tao1'lllOU$ loads totJle fields. A great many lest their l1ve$'P$¢aus.• of
. . 11. .' '" ..
sUTpnse attacks by aborlgines, or tn0 Ol\ast of what wu t,rmed •ankle
of thoir pack••
The meft lay unbUT1ed where they sank dot~ll exb;i;uste4. their loads
untou¢h4Ki. t!-l:0ir bodies uncared for. and utterly UJl1)~edby
their passing companions. who perhaps :regarded d-eathas a bappy
release from alifc spent in d.rudgery ~ 12 . .
ib" ~la.nder also drew attention to this.:
rrTh~-ab;~igi;;;~~r:th;p~lme;--field-~~~-;'-~~;~o~etto'-have kil~-ed an~-
eaten lUUly C!dll~se. See letters # Police ~1a.gis.tn.te Cook-town to
l.Jnder Colonial Secretary 28 October 1881" 4100~ caL/A324, and
H.M. Pitzgerald.. InSpector Poliee, Cooktown to Couiss.loner of Police
27 t.y 1892. 08566.· COL/A704.
12 D. Crawford, op. elt., p.23.
for it meant that:
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·their economic organization.
rne involvement ofit made a large hole in their gross profits.
l3Queenslander, 15 July 1876.
14D. Crawford, Ope cit., p.24.
l5Ibid•• p.IS.
Chinese merchants in Hong Kong and Canton in the Queensland enterprises
The merchant buys from his hong brother rather than from a
stranger in the cheapest market; and often sells at a loss when
mining prospects are gloomy; an4 a certain amount of credi t has
to be given to members of his district club~ dependants unwilling
to work, and captains of mining guilds in which he may be
interested. IS
The starvation, disease and death to which a la1;'ge section of
these people were reduced ••••both in their camps and along the
. tracks between Cooktown and the diggings .•••dead bodies in a
far advanced state of decomposition have been found in and around
Edwardstown •••• Bvert now we learn that they are begging on the
roadside, many poor wretches stricken with leg disease may be
seen crawling about the Palmerville and Edwardstown throughfares
on all fours. 13
Chinese employers have now no excuse for working their coolies
to death •••• ~e illfed, half naked, vacant eyed coolies, who
at Cooktown throng their patrons doors, selling baskets of cut
grass at fourpence J or pieces of sugar cane for chewing t may
excite passing sympathy, but they are really, in spite of their
appearance, as well off as they ever were; and ..... fairly contented
and cheerful among themselves. l4 .
For those in this predicament, though, this was perhaps small compensation.
The economic complex in the north of Queensland was large. Thus
The profits gained by the Chinese entrepreneurs were reduced to
an ordinary business percentage by the operation of the other aspect of
The growth of townships on the fields improved the situation somewhat
-26-
even a moderate increase of income produced an advanee in a Chinaman t s
life. Thus his labour was eheapest immediately after his arrival .. when
he was relatively' free from temptations. Thompson declared in a debate
in Parllament in 1876 that the Chinese tteontributedto therevenueDlOre
They were always ready to ·convert luxuries into necessities and in' a' city,
Tne dissemina:t1:on' o:f·;rUltil aJQPagst the Chinese COWIlmity
meant. that the majority oftfree' workers lived fairly comfortably.
16Inquiry into 'L~e fire at Hop Lee and Company I Charters Towers~.
21 January 1887, 0535, COL/A~90.
17petition* Chinese Merchants~ Mackay~ v.& P.~ 1836.
18D. Crawford, Ope eit., p.S
---------------------........--~_.__._-_.
than the white man, for .insteac! of living on beef and daJlper, he lived on
11 -+ flo -.....4 f S' . f· "d.-i-1... h' '. °d hO fth • HISa 50",,,,5 0 uxunes pl"Ocu.t;:U rom· lugapore or "u ~:l,e pa1 '. a . 16J~ pnco. ,
was a further drain on resources. The firm of Hop Lee and Company,
general HX"Cl'lants > was formed by Hop Le$. AhCow ~ and WOAg Chong in
Charters Towers , and High Sing in China. High Sing receiveda quarter
of the totalprofits j which in 18,86 were ! 180. Hop Lee owed finglish
merchants 1500 and Chinese firms!1500 for goods purChased from thea.16
The Govemm.ent also Neeived a large proportion of Chineseprofi'ts ill
revenue. The ship Catterthun which arrived from'China in l&a6earried
mo'rehandise. on whi~~ adtity of tfloo,ooo was paid. . Two Chinese
storekeepers in itfackay paid upwards of 13,000 duty. reali'ly. on their
imports. 17
Life was v-.ry -Eli ffereatthouglt, for .. bonded. .eJ!'Vaftt 4 ~.BH1. shoO's reuin
of straw ~ his jacket of c;oane blueCO'tten II ad his 1'-'1••, eoatinue
to consist of pickled ·cabbage and jorked port till his 'tl.l.--ftlt.f~11e.d.;119
Tho !uropeans regarded those Chinese comunities as -=_&0$- of
the worst kind of viee. Certainly many Chines. ,,-1_ .and saok.oopiua.
but .von thes. practices wen -not SO wiclospnd tlor so iDjUZ'lous ... the
turront stereotypes would have on. -believe.. Although ... ada_a lost
laqe StUS on the laablingubl.s" these bU$inoS$Q weI'. usually
cOJ1d.ueted on only " very saaJ,1 scale. Tn. police raid on a ~op'iIl
GaHt S Laae. Chuters Towers. ucoveredth,irty Chines. pi.yinl ~&1l:t.
witn. to'tal amount of t29.20 Ae:coriing to thoaps-on. Ht;lle haunts of
viee in any luge Buropean d.ty were just as -bali u~e ia Chiutown.
'
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ihNy.Uqalsa drew a aeaaingful analogy 1
With us as you know, gubling and eatug th. 48&41r .·tmag ..
1M two peat vices .... in -this laad 1t is hone RCUlI aa4 betting
_'teD-parts 0-1 t.he year. • ••Hab!~ I of eat.iug I1t~1.~.hPote
or ' cigarette' at now is in four places. [everyWhere] .. %2 .
I.n fact., t.his •viee t was so IQUCh & part of bodleommuniu.s that it 414
lI1eb to break down strict r4Cial groupings. Chinese loUeries became an
integral pari of the life of all Cairn·s elti~ns. Tickets hougb~ for
19 .O.Crawtord, 01'. cit., p.S
2O~orthcrn Miaing Re,ister. 6 January 1892.
21 . .Thompson. Q.P .D. Ii Xx.:s August 1876", 373 ..
22 HWuy-lm,. Ope cit., p.16l"
26Roport L.Severn - in Correspondence from the Cue of Chuck Lum.~
Instruction Paper No. 1133, 1890.. CRS/158.
Thoavox-age Chinee ••• is no~ a habitual opiumslaOker" lb.
eotl$U$ption of the dl'Ug holding t..~e same moralrelaUonwlth,
the .a1i011 as that of spirits does with the Europoan. Lit. .
tho public houses of t.\e European, the opium ShOPllOf theChine$e
an haunted hy men given to exccssiv~ indulgence, and it 1$ this
class that in Maytmm and els.where the most .reYJlsivo exupl'&s
of its effeets areperce'ptiblo~ and that the iletty larectl1e.land.
graver'} crinles originate. 25
..28...
lia ttlan of sup.eriQr education 1 in f$.c't he W'4S the best oQucated Chinoao I
have known and~as willI versed in the hglish languap.t~26
23S~e~t~"~~;~';';;~lit1eai ~~d-Pro~r~;-~s~e1'~t~~to C:;l~;~l" &tc~~r;~"-'.
Sl August 189$. 10547 COL/A147.
24Mr• Hudlton .. Q.P .0•• XLIX 3 september 18ast # 716.
2S ..-
!'nile the merenantsand \Yeal thie:r Chinese were very cafonable
tbey did. not U,.;~ualiy adopt the gracious and highly expensive mode of
An~w Leon and Chuck LUIn. t~~Q of the partners in the f11111 of S.ul'Un& Lee
and Sum. Chun.g JAiO in CooktOWtl and Cairns 1I were velY highly ngardlld by both
communities.
to see this ChinatQ'fffi of an ev.nin,g" men t WO!!M1l and eve;f.l ¢h.114:ten buying;
thue ti¢ktt'tS .... ~;'~.~..!..:?,.~_c~i_~drell: a 2S
TIle smoking of opitml was also ~rcovort 'than widc$pread 4
l>tr~ llarailt.on told Parli~'11ent that 21,O()O Ibs .. of opium weres_ked each
yllt3.r in tho Colony .. 24 lhis w'ould allsw only 2. lhs.fc>rea.eh penon over
sixpence could Will prlzo$ranging from five shillings to ~200. The- only
Cnwfonl elted a case in which ~
tlUiJ populBl' R!f;tgistra.te OfCQoktCYtm;,. ••was surprised and grat,itied
.to receiveat tlu~ Chines~ New' lear JJ aceording; to ~~l..ntary
usag,e,s,string of. small presents ho1.t.\ o'ranges·to a rout pig..
l~v$r ••• t:~e donQrs .wGredoUb~les$- ~ual·1Y$urpri.ed when in 30
iporane.$ of CJline::H:: etl:quette~ t.nemagistrate aceopud~Y'Ory one. H
This cliteal$Q had a ¢crtain~t of political_itlfluen~
inlC¢al ·aff1drs. In lSS:7 ~ SGuel j\shw# an Anglo-CMnes.,wu.naaaed
Secretary for the Sch.ool of Arts at Cooktown. 31 Maay oftho~ ga.ined
eo~t1 h-e.~ interested in Ch11l~e .culture a5 a J"Uul't ofth1$' eoa~"t
an4 they attended· a perfo~...ranee of t.heC\inese Opera Company \'dliQh visited
29Caim.s in lS94. Yet h~eause of the differenee between .tl1. t,wo ways (tf'
-29 ...
part)"' given by '~!r$. Lee Yan to ~ulebrate the birth of the fU'&t~11 caste
Chinese boy in ~ait'ns was, attended by 500 Chinese a!'td the tOto6'1l'$.seven:teen
leading european citizens.21 The two raC&$ were also inolude4, in .1".
o-lfic1al functions sueh as the banquet iiv~n for Sir l1tomaJ McIlw~aith
"..:I ~ , "H ,28 ~ r< ' tAb 'A'i"""l ti f ..."'"ansa; "iiO"VGm-Qr .iomaa. lnft, ~ovemor was g~ e~ • y a ~'$,gaOQ 0' ~e
, '{'l1ines-e eemmunity in national, eos'tume.
:27 -Q~~n;i~~;'""~~2S-'JUl~ 18.;~·;·~P :l~~--'-'-'--'".~-_...,._-.-...._._._'-.-_.. --.,...-:-...._."-"'--'~'''-.
2& J~\i.-~o11inso.n ... HEarly Pays of Cairns!' C~n~..,~~~~l~J.MoJ1th.l~
~~~aai~.,~ Sevte~i.r 1938~. P .15 • . . .,.. . ..
29 J.)J .. Collinson; More About C&ins (s..ith tl."Ild Pa.tenou$&rlsbane. 1942)p.119.
3D D. Crawford ~ op.~"cit~P: 27-.
31 Pugh'.s Alman!!, 1,"1,p.S9,
w~'te also includet;;\ 00 the el~et¢nl rolls and :p$1"I.\itted tOY'o,te.
hspit~ this th~y had little IntoN$.'t in furthering the politi,C41 etlds
0.£ t11ei'r eount~ tmd thus not.\1ng sub$,tantial was gaiMd in this spltere ..
Europeans and thee Chinese ~el'e In~eira'ted far more elf.e'tively
of 'the Al1ti ...ChinesemoYelAent~ the people in Ner'tn ,~G$land:
are very !tti,xod up with Chilt(t$e in trade and land leasing .... indeed
th.:eChine:so •••appeaT to oc-cu.py nearly half tho to\m(s). they
hav~ shops and follow various trades t fOT the eonve1'li.,ncc of th.ir
¢cunny cousins and tQl$t:1"UpUlouswhitoieople wtie want cheap
Chinkie i~uff.. 3$
furopocs and Chinese in siailMi occupations often acted t0l-ethe"r to
achieve it eo;uaonlyaeiired. end.' In 1$17 ~ Lee lfaa,.CooktOWft '$ only
ChincH publi.can t adM! Bl.tNptWl eolleaguos petltiOMj the· Olie,'
Secretuy antic prot.,ested against the retailing of cheap spirits by vlsiti,llg
. '. $4
st. ..':$., Burope$ns ~ho had W$lnd$a.nangoants vith tAo Chift;eso
~ere oftttD iaelined to be more $.ympathetic towards them. Tt~~ the
t4ayor of t;alftS i the landlord ofChina;t()lfl'n~ rofused pe~$sion for an
anti-..(.."bineso mooting to 'be held tnet'e.3S Androw Loon deDlutratod
tlu~ extent t.o which the Chinese could be integrated into 'the colonial
~c sphere. As well as his lax-ge business interest in U'ading
_.~""'-'-~"'~~---'"~ .....-.............."-:~",,~,=,,,-----,~~.-.-..•~~...-_,,-~., ,.~-......_~"",-'.,....-~~~.-'-:\:_'....."............""loC_.................
32 ~~._ts A1~ac13s6 ... Cs.irns~futdd.pa~ Cotm¢ll, lU6 ~ as. :repre$cmtatives
o·f tM Chines0 stores t ~lt Chow) sam Slng; as· reprucmtatiYO of the
Sugu Plante-rs, An.h,"8"G Leon.
33 . fi i
-J. rott,:. op.c t." p.14.
34 ~lieans:t~ C~k~~~ to Chief S$creur/, 21 July 1871 ~ 3947 ~ COL/ll42.
3$ J.Potts~ op. eit., p.S.
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anA agriculture ho beeaae finaneial advi$Or and attorney to a f41ss Mary
. 36Bel ton in Cairns.
While then 1s little 1nfol."JlatioJi on t.b.e life $t11001 5.lMl1er
Chinese urban groups in Southern Que.uland it appears that they lwi a
system siJdlar to that of the Northern eomun!ty. Tho aerehants wen
th-elr headmen. They represented tho1r coun:tJ'YllftOJ1 all occasions.
When John Pot·u visited G)'1lple. the leading Chines. sa' in the .frollt rows
·1n the hall in which the meeting was to be held. Af".t- lbtonina: w
PO"tt's vehement .attack on them nthe boss arose and after Nking a pacoM
bow and a blarv.i smile to the speakor. departed, followed by a· 11M flf his
yellow brotlun:s~i37 Thi, effectivalr undermined much of the vohnonCG of
Pott.s f sta'temenU. Their power of combination .uble« th•• to gain firm
. .. 38
holds in such occupations as storek.eping ana. cabillet making. In
'those areas. however. the socie'tios did not have the powe-rful t1~rlcal
huka. which l~de them so influential in the North. In anas vb.rather.
were on,lya small number ofcninese, the soe1al system was altered.
An unusual feature of social life existed in Noaanton.
M.S. Mather~ thee41tor of The. Chronicle, complained. to the legl$Uar
of Titl.sof hismishandlittg of a land tranafer for a ChinAUn,. Ah You.
36 ..Section 533 C8ims, LAN/AG212.
37 . .J. PQt~s~ ~. elt., p.9.
3.8 Q~P .0 •• LV.J 2SOCtober 1888, S83. In 8risbane th.revere 1200111'1.$•
.and only sixt:y Buropean cabinetakers. In que.ulad J itself' j there
were iOOChinese in this trade.
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As Mather held the ID4 for All You this Il1stake had cost hi. an GOWl~
oimone)" • At the end of his letter he st..~ed:
1 am hen recognized as the general &lent. of ChineMB••••
I was ~posed to arbitrate be'twetb"'l OUM$en ad sottle their
differences •••• I am about ~o .pply to you f:or a ~ransfor·from
myself to Olinamen,for whom I am holding land in twst. Z9 .
TilUS although this e~1?er1men't was unsuc,eessful, this .cue· is worthy of note.
i>{a.th.r had a positioneoaparable toa Chinese fbosHSQ'. He not oal)'
supems.d their holdings but. also appeased rival lactlo1UJ • Had this
boen a lAO" effOt:tive arrangement i~ would have beeu a large. st.p in the
direction of the ~re effoctive integration of the· Ch1Aos:e oraa:4_t1on
into the European complex.
Chinese secret societies also haA a n\1Jlber of other fune~ions
which were Jaore intimately tied up with their ethic. UWu.t-Ungaptly
axpressed the attitude of Chinese to the prospoct. of d}dag .,.y .hoI.a China.
HI apprehonded a totabless ond, .y spirit unwQrsldppodbyoffsprinl, 1lY~I.lf
h t.. .,.40 Th ~1· ~ ~ i ··1·' 1· -"'.~ .a ,Wlgrygu.ost."us) '1.eSplte tn. expense . nvo VUt1.. arge Rt1ullwOr
. of Chinese remains were 511iP1*l bact to their hcmels:n4. 41 The inl~lative
~the5e proee~.$ wasusuaJly taken. by family or clan or.aniu~ions
of tlle deceued~ Vat san's request to exhume hiseousiu; All Chong)
__·· ...... -O.(lI~':.;;_···,Il·,,·MI-....·~·,.._-..-:---:T_----: __.~.·•. -..---.....--..- ..- .... ' ~_~w...........__~_-_.._,._.. _
39 N..S.~tatherto ~gistrar for T1tles_ 19 May 1387. Bnelosure, NO,14
in 469$. COLlAS24. .
41 Eetween 1873 and 13$1 1 approximately 56 exhumation notico:s were
presented to tho Colonial Sea-etary.·
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My own and the deceased relatives have sent fOT the remains
by a Ilessenger appointed for the purpose of carrying his
remains to China" It being, one, of the principle tenets of
our t Faith t to, if possible, have our remains •."." conveyed
back to our native land. 42 "
The observances of the r~ligious society of tho 'Sheathed
Sword f had rasolved themselves chiefly into. a public regard for the
rites of burial and revenue of the dead. This association exercised
8. very wide influence over all classes of the community. As a religious
group it had divorced itself fNm t&\e idylls and idols of Buddhist and
Taoist superstition and" it expressed a simple faith in a triple bond
be"tweoll man, the dead below, and life above. Th.e most outstanding
expression of its concern for funerary arrangements occurred after the
accidental drowning of three Chinese in the bay of Cooktown, in
1817.. That night little lamps were placed on th$ ground in the inn of
the 'Garden of Gold Valleys' and the whole village was quiet,
••• though gamblers crept round as usual to and frOll the lottery
bank•••• About midnight, tmder a splendid moon•• ,.a devotee of
the tSheathed Sword Soeiety' went fortelt to cry the last lament;
and no savage war-ery could surpass the weird unearthliness of
those yells and intonations, which alone the ghost ean hear and
unders'tand.43 . "
Al though this was a traditional function of t.~e secret societ.y, in
Australia it was rare for them to sh.ow any zeal for :making burial
arrangements, The members of the Funeral Association in Melbourne,
expressed a commonly held attitude, U\'/e are young and death comes rarely.u44
42yat Lan to Colonial Secretary I 18 July 1880. 4191, ·COL/A297.
43D. Crawford, ope cit., p.10.
44ibid. p.29.
These groups also had lessconccm. for tn.. welfare o·f the
Despite this di$plneem~nt of its theotetiGal functions it was
4.1 Pollee lagi$tnte,Cook~ntolJndJ)r Colonial ~tary.20Hay 1815,
2953. COLlA.214.. He had to bury a ChlnaaanJ Nllind ~t_l~ 1s q't
possible under' Ll.ecircU;11sta~'ec$ofa. luge. C!till.'.$~l~~a~iol1J
_1 of wh~ are. ina sta"te of gN:l't dostitutlQl\~ .UJ'Oll to
avoid it. H -. - , '
46 .
Pol!ee ~~gistrat~,~ Cooktown too Colonial Seen:tu"y 1S May 1179.
1945. COL11\217.
of <iebt J interest jor zeal ~ As tlul years prolft5Se:dthO .piftt:ual and
~li&iOttS significance of ~\$ tSheathodSvord SoCiety' wained and tholr
..-tini houses in CooktoWli J lthe new guild' and ~be Y_ (Caaun)£ld,ld"
Ge,e.nerat.ed into '!fl~~ teashQps. t4~verthclessits excll$ive ehu~.ri.tles
appaTfm~ that rto fri.endly organizationsuen u the tpeaa ~ ~ny
Socioty' >' no clan guild of ~~.:li~. or ;?!-X!~,-, notea~.,Y.,-wu~..
or any'Q:f their proliferations possessed 'the' preponderating. l11fluence
of this secret '!!nl~ - the sworn fratQm.i ty of t.ho f Sh••thed; .SWord.' •
In those oth~r gr()ttt'}s the nu~mbers wen s'til1 ,tightly botuld.but. by reason
So th.'ok.tin,-t.o;;~I{ (CcoktO~"'ni s Funeral A$s€ft;ia!tittn) 1~ra111allow" doath
~O$ to be defrayed h)· the local }t4agistra't~ or ll()spi~l,,45 Sou·
of their influence ;..;~t$ utilized itl f1 PQlit1cal s~nse when tM·QtMte,ry
Coaduee at COOktClf,71 decidod to cha.rge an extra fi.vo pounds for ~.
exhtllULtlou. Th~'e Pen""ti tt~el"chant$ petitioned to .have. Chinese burie4
outside the cemetery..
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living Chinese. The wealthy mer¢hanU subscribed to many of the
hospital funds. 41 But in 1879# the Cook District Hospital \~as forced
- to petition for a. grant of ,kt~ to cove? the expens,es of Chinese
pauper patients s ~~hose countrymenfssubscriptions are not nearly
suffiQient to defray their fair proportion o£ tJ.\eir costs!!f For the
past _two years they had had a daily average of eighteen Chinese patients,
at a cost of about f950 yea.rly. L1Qllations and contributions received
from Chinese subscribers amounted to only 1117d per head, and each
. -_ _ £ 48Chinese patl.ent cost an average of ~6.
Clan and family connections were aga.in of. more irKliortanee if
a Chinaman wanted to receive welfare benefits from his countrymen.
Family and friends of some Chinese mental patients often arranged passages
to China for them.49 Similarly Oun Tsar, wh.o subsequently became
Queensland 1s first diagnosed -leper, was reported by the Surgeon of the
Brisbane Hospital to be living on the charity of Chinese at Limesten.
He came down 'to the hospital every five mont4s for furt..~er treatment.
HHe brings down the usual admission fe<l: j given him by his friends 1,50
SUll. eases abounded of destitut~and sick Chinese who had apparently
47 ...-- -..---"--~._-----,"--_._,--~~.._-.....-,_._.-
'·1-\11. 0 f Donohue, Clerk of Petty Sessions ~ Geraldton to Undor Colonial
Secretary, 9 April 1887, 3250, COL/A497. See also Q.P.D.~ IX, 9 August
1874, 451, for mention of large number of subscribers in Brisbane.
48Secretary Cook District tIes-pital to Colonial Secretary ~ 1 June 1818,
2277, COLIA260 • -
49Assis-taa'1.t Supe1i.ntendent iioogaroo to Colonia.l Secretary I S September 1874,
1748, COL/A198 - Case of Ar.~ SUi. See also R.A ..J<'anking,Police ~..a.gisnate
Blackall, to Under Colonial Secre,tary 30 October 1883 1 5646. COL/A312
- A Chinese cook partially imbecile sent by his countrymen to China.
SOJ.. Bancroft, 'iLeprosy in QueenslandH
Intercolonial Hedical Conzress of Australasia
3rd-session, 1892, p.624.
d,eserlbed one such destitute Chinaman:
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was death. ~l-t Cue, arrested as a vagrant, attempted to c01ltmi t suicide
Once again this was
In fact most of 'their offences were the resultthe Europeans !>ainted it.
53See Appendix III.
of their failure to comply with discriminatory legisla.tion ai_d at them. 53
SIM .. O'Donohue to Under Colonial Secretary, 9' April 1887, 3250, COL/A497 ..
S2Poliee Magistrate, Banana to Colonial Secretary, 10 June 1880, 2S00~
COL/A294.
----~~---
He crawls about from place to place among the Cllinese quarters
begging for something to eat, and even those of his countrymen
who are disposed to give him a meal, throw it on the ground for
him to pi!i up as best he c.an... He appealed to t.he Government
for help. .
eradK in the Queensland situation.. The Chinese were generally regarded
Voluntary associations also had a. legal function. In traditional
take care of the non-conformers of the villages.
of .who., on being questioned, said that All Cue was •cranky· and ought
to ltanghimself .. 52
by the Europeans to be steeped in crime. While the breakdown in the
overall discipline of their organizations did lead to a certain amoWlt of
corruption and crime amongst the J.Qembers # the pietut'e was not as bad as
in his prison. The strap used for the puI"p'ose had apparently."fin
handed through the bars to him by several of hiseountrymen, the chief
China the criminal organizat.ion functioned as a ~ype of social agency to
no strong links to any group, and who were thus left to the mercy of
local officials. M.O'Donohue, the Clerk of Petty Sessions at Geraldton,
The only otiler alternative for a Chinese rejected by his own community
-37-
In 1892 alone. eigkty..,;four peopl0 w.~ conV1cte4forbreachos.of the
Chinese I_igration Act.S4 SiJlllarly~. Chin••• w..~s forl"lll1g~
in the faco of official disapproval, ad tho luropeuts, COlleen to
perpotuau tho stereotypo of Chinese vice meant that _very year a large
number of the. were convicted under the Gublia, Mt.55
Individual Chinese ••".. also oft.en singled out .as the subJecu
for dlserildnation. Sixty ·Buropeans)iHludi~l·th.~.cutor"ev.a~11y
pttlti-Oued for a remisslcm of t.he seateRco on An .)ow. who had bOOD convicted
for assault, o$pi.te eVidence that he had beo.Cftsia.rably prov_H by
the Prosecutor. He was allowe-dno nQ.ue'tlon in hit tea of 'ORttAeo.56
Witnesses in cues alainst Chine.. ".nofton so. of their IDOSt Yi~l.nt.
oppononu. One Jiuropeaa. called. to support thedtf.daat in a 0&$. of
veaton assault by· a publican in Cookto_~ 5.1.801185.00. a ChiB,pan l
An Quon., had previously shot and killed a Chinos·. on thePalur.
_....,..._,..--_._---_._.-_.-~--
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. According to the Pollce Magistrate. he hUb••n:
acquitted by a jury in the face 01 what u all unprejudiced
penoas appoared· the cleJ.nst eridonco awl ever since has been
conspicuotlS even amongst this iymautlty for his unrouonina
anll1lOSlty against the Chin••o.
In this incident he attempted to vent hi. dislike in a loss violent though
no less vicious way.
Then weD some Chines. who sought to profit by the new situation
and uk. a l1ri.DJ frOll vice. Thus credit fAUSt be glv_to su.ch reports
as thOle of Warden 5el1heia at Maytown who referred to Hthefuq'JOney
of cri_ by Chinese of late .... l all of opinion uny pl"Ofes$lonal criminals
were amongst the lat.. Chinese amVa1s,~8 POl' some» i trea.ll)' boeae
a busta.ss. Mr. ChUbb cited a cas. in Parliaent,. of a Chinaun at
Gladstoae who employed aborigines to coJait robberies and then paid them
in opium.19
Exact statistics on cri.. wlthin the Chino.. communttyare
iaposslble 'to obuiu. The problem was stated in Chapleau·s Report
preS_Jlt" to 'tho Canadian Govemmoat 1n liaS t
lTn.~ iiI th. un<1ollbted existeaee among the Chines. of secret
organll&ticms e.abling·. tkem to act as compact 1>o41es in any
comuai'ty whore they lIIay be facil! tating 'the .vasi. of local
laws and the conee,alment of crime, out of utter iporaaceof their
langua._ and f1\Odos of thought placing the officers of j\l5tice in
57 .......1 .. c_How"'~ 51:.. George 'to Under-Colonial Qwcretary.20 Septnber 1882 ~
Sl17~ COL/AS47.. .
SSwarden SollAem_ tele.gnm w Colonial Secretary, 26 May 1887,
Enclosure 'to 2749. COL/Alii.
59Mr. Chubb, g.P.!)~. XLIX, S september 1889 J 720.
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the power of intorpreters whose veracity is douh1:fu1 and whoM
tat.artty then are. no means of tes''til'la. Tho powr and enent
of ~••e secret oqani&aUou onable thea to ...... a
sblultaneity of action throughout extensive districts qdto
inflict serious injury upon a eo-.u.dtywhilo th._olvos· not
oY-.r~ly violating any law so as to incur p\ll'li.shJleat.60 .
A similar situa.lon was revealed by in. Police Maaistrate at the
Palmer who wrote of:
the desirable necessity that exists fe iDecliate ..,l~t
of sou Chinese clot-ectives ••• undeJr .,. chq:p ••• at· pdsAt
it isaext to impossible to detect. a cr1Jae: .....t thoau.aes••6l
In Cook~own s01Il8timber stolen fro. John Trotter was load in Chlnes.
houses. A SWIHlOBS was served mel auwend by the Chtftese at",re••r
who, in coapany witil the dofendants I! offered Trott.l'. a bribe of f1ve
pounds if he WGuldnot appear. Trotter ac(:8p'tedtho bribe with the
intend-on of tiisclQ,1ng it and. adding Ii further char•••,u.ast the
Chin~se in court. But his admission led to Ute case be1q c11s.u.ssed.62
This and countless other incidents show the Cifficu1tles of obUiDiDg
reliable Chinese interpreters and 4eteetives. Not ely _n thes. people
hipl, susceptible as iad!vidua13 to the te!!Pt.ati~ of ,.eun1ary
60'
. Chaplea.u t $ R&port~ Canadiu Sossional Pap!rs. 18iS, 1. P.C. Crawford,
ope cit., p.49
61polico Magistrate Maytown to Colonial Se~etary~ 1 May las" 21B6~ COL/Al38.
62J.-Trotter to Attorney General, 11Mar~\ 1887,2JS7,COL/A496.
Another fairly typical ease was related by the PolIce Magist-:rate at
Herberton. (Police ~.agistrate 'to Crown Soliei.tor, 8 Aul\1$t 1388# 01071,
COL/ASSS.) .
In the enquiry into tb. death of a gud.eaer A,,\ Ho'i#e who had bun axed to
death "illile he slept; ono of ~he gardeners Ah New was interpreting for
AnSa (the accused). Toay Ah Toy Al also aiareteuer, came 1n and
quarrelled with An New, who tho refused to interpret anymore, s.ying
he could not understand the accused. TQBIJl1Y .Ah Toy then took· over.
The story he related was in c:omple'te contradiction to that told through
Ah New.
h'\~ ....
advantages. hut they .e%. very. enUeaehed in their O1'1IUliDtl~s.6J
AecorGina to .CrawfoN the linpiSh eaplO)"w had in the popular Diad
south1a1 of the c11gnity and respoaslbility atuch_ to • ti-I!!_
If a fracas Kcurs in a teashop ~ or a watch.'be ais-'eG U-
tAo pocket of u_ opium sl.eper t it 1. the lntorpnter towhoe
the Chin... COJIIIIJa.1~1 look for the punUbJIlIat of 1&wbreaken"
acl Oft his hed falls the blue. when a thief eludes tile po11ee.
Totally unconnected as he 1. with the eXMUt108 of tho law. taG
intorpreter is regaried by his ceapamots .-" _rely as t1le
representative of GoverueD'.b.' .f tha:t panicola' Irma of
Govemment, other thaa walch.eycauot i_abe. the Iystea
of paduated respon.ibility." . . .
The respect· they enjoyod wu also often b,ecause .f their po51t1011 as
leading _Jlbers of the vuyiaa locieties. Saa Hand, tile inuxtmtt.er
for the Maytown dist-rict, wu subsequently al1ude4 to as .. of the
Iea4ers of the t Cant.on1aen t .]1. a clan and tribal association which· liad .a
serious confrontation with their rivals 'wa_mea l ill this are.;,65
Similarly. Jaaes Chlan. a naturalized Chinese &ad interpnter for
Muyborough, had strong affiliations in his &S-soclaticm. In til. C&$Ot
&e&!!a v.Deem,. Deong wu eventually coavicted of the smktr of hU
COUiltryaaa•. Jolumt.It was obvious that 'the cue had cut &Cl'OS$ iJ'OUP
lillU. Johnny was • associa,e of JIUIN Chian who did ."erythba
possible to secure evidence ad a convic~lOD. bn~Qaiasthi. wero
,-_--.------_.-_--------_....~~ ....~......-..
63 Po1ieo Naglst.r&U. Cooktown to COlonial Secretary. 1888, 4341, COL/AS4S.
5...1 AM., the Chinese interpreter should he 4iSldssu as he acc.epted
• bribe.
64 .D. Crawford, op. cit •• p.l3
6S Sel1hel. toColonlal Seentary I 22 Februry 1871. 939, OOL!A2S4
see "low. p.
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the 'Gayndah Chinese' .~.cla.nsun of DeoDgf who had !.Ipromised not to
·66
ul1 anything for fear Deoa.g should eioH •
In the legal sphere the mediation of Jbeadun' intorpnters
aDd detectives was an important Mans of secret socioty illYQlveaent
thoulhi't v.not tb,. only one. At 11 very simple lowl tho. i.adm,
Chinese _rdwlts in Cooktowu offered _ reward of thirty poua4s to aid
in 'the "p~ure of the murderer of Lip Tu..ek, a fellow .,fthaa, aM colleague
.. ' .'. 61
at S't_~.town. A more obvious iDvol'?eaeat oceul:"I'e4 whem. tho four
Chinese prisoners being taken to Cooktown eSctlped. A$ they w.%. iaportant
digpn tho '80ss' gardener nearby substitut.ed four o'th,or coolie' for tho.
All were qJUte prepared to allow these new men to act as substitutes ..
Even the coolies the8i$elves so.,_4 no'!: opposed to the prospctct· 0,£ aJlKmth' s
rest With good food ad the rellard, that wuld be .forthCOMing froat the
ongtnalprisoJlors on thoir return. 68 W.R.O. Hill" the Mag1s;;1l"e at.
ca1ms~, also "old of the attempte4 roscue by a group. of 200 Chin_eof
thirty-fOUl' Cldneso arres'ted for absconding ,from the Huble40Jl Pllnt.tlon.
Ia the ftpt 'aatensued OM ClUDaaan was ki.lled and throe.ere woun4ed.
The 'headman" of the 1"e,wiag party was sentenced to $evendays gaol for
assault. and twenty oth.er Chinese were fined five poua4s·oach. The
group dtezwards went back town.69
66~,in&v~ . 90onl$ Brisbarf.e Criminal Sittings, 1. November 1861, CCT JB/N4
67'oliee Magistrato, Cooktown to Colonial Secretary, 9 November 187a~ 4153.
COL/A261.
6SNorth queensland Repster. 1 [.fay 1937. p.172.
69 .'
W.R.O. Hill to Under-Colonial Secretary, 2 November 1833~ 3704, COL/A372.
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In his hook, Life 011 a !!ePic Go14fielfl .. J.ll,. Binnie stated.
tha~ thieves withiD the Waes. C08Ullity uwere tried for .the .otfenco
and senUDcecl by & local court composed. of leading Chines. in th.e,,~.tric:'ti:70
For very aiaer dispute. thearbit.ra'tion of a f headUn t was usually' suff'icioat •
When this la11ed the case was usually referr~ to a ....1'.1 ~etil1& of the
particular ergwzation to which the d!sputanu b.lonae4. Advocates far
both .1.. "ore heard ad a verii" WU &1von OJr COJIproai'ed by
accl..ation. ,ines YariN froa the. pa)1lftt of th••v8l'l1q f s s@re 'to a
substantial force4 contrlbuti,oa. AJay al-an.vet! ordissatisfiof1pex:soa
could still tako h1$ as. ~o a Colonial Court.. The power and iavolveaent
of the auilds ....t 'that they eould quite easily have RVened or
nullified th. .cisloaof a Colonial CoUJ't by diftC't orcove-T't pressure.
Yet ao eqapl. 'of this lM" found.
A Chiaaaan was ple4ged first to his co_try, thea t.o his clan
and pild. Be f.lt no loyalty to Aust,ralia. Thus h. rarely a.llove4
Ulb~f'" or per5011&1 jealousy to nak .ld8on 'the $10. .f an Aus't:ra11u
or Australt. law, except 111 cases of persoaal interest against his ow
countryJll\tJl. 'ftteselastcases we" very maerous. Touy Wong Slng;
petitioning for a remission of a sentence incurred for subbing Lout Kay.
stated that the chief w'itno.s .. Le Cl\ing. was Hon 'bad terJilS with hUt as be
I vas taking 1.cal p1'OCeodJ.ngs against hili fordebtlc1 ,11 SiJlilarly in
-----...._--~----
10J .H. Binnie -hy Life on a TJ:!plc Goldfield (aread and Cheese Club,
Melbourne, 1944) # 1'.36.
npetition Tomay Wong Sing to Colonial Secretary ~ 4 July 1888 J 05980,
COL/AS52.
· -4,3....
Bri~baR. the c:onvietioBof ·5. Die and John W1111_ (a ee:t..ctive amoq the
Chlaese) for st..lba op1.. was possible because of the. _vidence pyen
by • nU1llber cf S. Diets eountryaoa. He said they appeuoa agaiut him.
because tn., ••" ..yed a~ h~s going to nt.ide with Europeau1utead.
of a~ the Chinese quarter of the town.7%
The great &1lIOUftt of interaction within th. CAinose cOlIIIuti ty
lncrease. 'the difficulties o£ eli.penslll. Justice 6 Ena inca$uwhere
tile task of crt.. detectioa W&S ..... euier because ofiJlfo'IWLun
reeelve4 from Hatreacherous ChiBkieJl the Colonial officials ·were often
only ence 110" caap.t up tn the Chinese web of i.tripe or the more
lene.ral world of CJ'1ae &tid poverty.73 .The 10&151atl. against gabling
and p%'Ohib1tiD. the uJ.. or ue of opiwa gave fin_cial rewards to
plight .aecurately~ 1f ~Ucall1:
I ayselfVhere • slave 1.0 the oplwa aDd. knockt otf - there where
two w.,. .fo-r ... ODe way to CO.;.1; cri.ao and ••nd.t.o Gaol 1 Q.
other way to inIon on those Chines orWhit8$ what are selling
optua.74 .
The.e nwarisoffend an econOJllic inducement which o·tten ••ale4 a revenge
plan that had ori&!nally won a cue of .ither personal or clan aJrlJaosity•15
12SamDie, Su't...'t to Coloma! Secretary. 2 December 1&16 I! 939S~'~-- ...----
COL/ASJS.
73Mackay*r~ IS January 1887.
74£. nevine ,"0 Colonial Seeretary, 14 July 1892, 08«6, OOL/A703:
see also 00806, 1893, COL/A722;06218, 1905,COL/A&S2.
75Telegram Stanthorpe to Under-et>lonial secretary. 31 December 1873,
2311, COL/13.
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The Police Magist.r.te at Rea cited a case itt which:
it would SH. there 1s .a eonspiracyaaong uo Chinuea. a whit.e
Baa aM. this halfeute to get Ch1.... convicted; ._ of th.e
Chinaeft giviDa the half C&S~e the opium that. he .wears he bought:
frOJI the Chinaun S\UIJIC)ued. forti,. purpose of· Cltividil1g the reward. 76
These last cues 4....'t1'&t. very effectively theintel"-relatiouhip
between the .criminal world and poverty in l1inetMllth contury Quoenslrm4.71
The lug. ataouat of en.. within ~h. Chinese coueunity can also be
ascribed to the breakdown in til. power _ well.n i_diems of their
organiutioAS. A. Cb.inaiUa oou14 now dl.put. th.judl....t.of his clan
ertribal court. and deJaancl a trial by col_tal -authorities ~ s..
tbossaea t even eneouraaed cr1M aaong the Chinese for W.ll.C. Hl11finetl
ono SO "cause of his COR'"1 of • ilO'tOrlous ,ambliag rill' Ott the Palaer
field. 78 A$ the greater penen~aae of Chinese coavi~iOlls were for breaches
of colonial lelislation levelled at thea it would se. that. theiT criaes
were aoro dofillitoly the result of their politi-on as a d1seriJaiaa~4
. 79aaains~ a1Rori.ty.
A funher l11pOrtant fuac:t1cm Of VGluatary I$$ociatiou was
political. The loaclers acteet as spokesmen for the genet-..l Chinese
COJUW.1l1~y .. The leaden would have been able to use their influence for
their ·own advan'ta.ge. !his was expressed $OMwat confusingly in
16Poliee Magistrate t ROlla to Under Secntary J4..ome Departlle1\t, ~ April 1903 1
06218 t roLlA8S2.
71see below. p.
73W.R.O.Uil1, POl"tl-five Years ~.ri_ces inNQrth Q!.Ieenslud. (H. Pole)
Brisbane. 1907) p.71~
79
see Appendix III •
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Parll8Ullt: "Thoy doaot<lesire the franchise, they cou1..t not la:tel11aently
lISO it; 04 if they had it thtry would. COfttrol. the .1-'loutt• SO 'etltiOftS
hued by tn. theadaeD t rIR,M over sU¢.\ subjects as a ...ift for peater
pollee protutlon Oft the road. frea Cooktmm ~o tho Gol. FteldS,I1 to
coaplaiau a:gains,t their position as • dOWJlt~ adaori't)"_Q fto
afte:rmath to the anti ...Chinese t.our of Joh'D Potts tbrolJp QuoUslad. was
a whole series of angry petitions fl'Oll'the leaden of the various Chinese
C08UDlties.U 111. one lIlOSt 111ust_tive of 'tIlei~ a'ttj:t~s cue~
Maekay.. The cainos. thOft PNt.stH ..It!nst the paual 83taaODiSll that
was level1" at them because of Jotthei1.'"frupll:ty, cd that 'they c.a. 40
.' ." .. .84 ..t....__ A .01 iWU& and "11 for les$J!i.OJley thaa a~au.u . Thoy ~R1ie. protect on
for their homes I property and ill'terelU in. the .ve.nt of aa outbreak of
viol_c... The most pertiaent c:lause statH:
Your Petitioners are .1 taeopiaion that if tho GoYemM1l~ of
this ColO1t)' have acted UDWisely in MkiJl& tems on wideh [the
O1iaese] could COM and reside in tb!sColony I (the. Ckiue.t!l an
not &CCO\IDta&le f. said actions aad therefore shoul. not suffel:'
.just oppreuiOtl a~ the hands 01 the European public..... the
labourial class .fyour potltiOfter'seoun~xyaenask only vhat is
jut wha rather~ work or live under ·opP'f8ssioa thoe,. fOllett
at tile haD" 01 your Honourable Gov.~t. a free pusage back
too their on Count.IT and a refund price paid by tho fOradal5SlOB
in'tothisColony..85 '
8O.rh. 'Times. 15 March. 187'7. in g..P.D•• XXIII, 13 JW'l81871, 246.
81petitloa 276 Merchanu ,S~orekeepeJ'S. CGOk'tOWlt to Colonial 8eeroury,
13 OCtG'er 1871 t 4924) COL/A246.
82
Petition Chine.e Clermon~ ~o Colon1.al Soentary.. 1S PobruuylU7 1
1308; COL/A490.
83
v. & P.. f 1886" peS73.
S4
. Petition 173 Chinese Residents Ma¢kay ana D'istriet.V. 6 P... 13&6, p.373.
8sIbW •
, aware of the power of the Ch.l.neso groups and 1t ensund that 1a 'this Act
they' would have to ~ine more securely to CPPQ~ its pTOn.lou.
16
the TRaty .f Tient',!n Q!!!!!l_der, JO s.p'temboJ' 1867. p •. l •
.,
J .14. MaerGs_., Q.P ,.D. > XXV J 15 J\me 1878, SH""
a8
Report DepartantofMines for 1818. 'I v. i It. II, 1819 J 382.
58
54
92
115
Jan!!!I .. to June. 1878
1817 Act
Miner'$~U tssllU!:U.S ~.
34S
14
1
21
1
Hodgkinson
Ravenswood
itherid.ge & Gilb~rt
Cooktown
This pet.itlon expressed attlu4es ccaaonlr held by Chia....
It would thusappoar 'tila~ they' were very disillusioned with the recep-tion
they roeeived in Queensland. Thoir decision to leave ·can ~.seen as
the out-corao ofa nuaberof Wlsuceessful attempts to attain t.'leir civil
aad equal rights vithiuropeau. Their first large Pn)test was levelled
at the Gold Fields Ae'tAmendment Bl11 of 1117.. On the adviee of
Gold 'ields •
.Palmer Rivor
Charters Towers q cape
River
. officials in Ii-I Kong the Chinese residents inCOoktoaaevised. the
EJaperor of China 'titat this lill coastituted a bnaek of hlst...aty with. .
Gn4t Britain.86 'They failed 'to change thi.$ diserlamato1"1' l"g1&laticm.
Th~refore theyt'had slapl)' to .carry on a systoa ·of pusive resistance,
they had only to say tno savee' and 'haven't lot 'any • .Bey •• t~11 their
non-eo-o,eratlen campdan was suecossfu,l;t for 'the pn. of a ••rts 'right
was lowered when the Act was amentied ill 187S.. " The Government was now
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An exactly parallel 5i'tWltlon emerged over the GcvO'X'DMtlt f S decisloa to
i_crease tile duty on riee 'to two p0un4s~ thereby aaking the price, 9.6.8
per ton. Once again tbe Chineso at Cook'town fratiled aD &"0UDt of Ueir
srievlDeM and despatched it to both the Queensland ad Chin•••
Gove~nt.s.. it They also asked the Chinese authorltl.es to establisll a
consul at Cookt.own to better sat.pard their inte....ts. Once again their
tailure as a direct politieal pressure povp' 1M th.. \0 •. aen-eo-operation
policy 1 and flour became 1iUCh more a part 01 their diet tl\IA. riea.
Their a~t81llPU to exert polltical pressure throulh 'tl\$e$1.abl1shed
chauels taa to iravalldate the view that they vowel be incapable of
participating in demecratJ.c govermaeat. These political failures weft
largely rosponsible for their opting out of the specifically political
field It" The en6 result was the aore-eomplet.e wit.hdrawal spoke. of in the
Mackay petition. Thus the insularity and self suffic!eJlcyot their own
organisation wu only one of tho factors in tMir fal1un 'to "~q
lBUlra~ ,pU't of the Queensland COII8tmit.Y•
'the Chilles. in th.. urbancontnsof Queens-land Rre , ••plte
tIlese setback$ ,qUite v.l1 int8grate4 ln~o the colonial COJIIIimi'tY. They
were veryeconomica11y bound up with tne whites, antl-bad SOM social and
political contact with th~~. A great doal of the credit for ~\.1r
adaption must go to 'their elite, t&\e Pen-ti and U~ urehants. whower-c
able to represent their countrymen and Mdi.ate for them ill all spheres ..
89
-Quoenslander, 19 August 1816, p.6. and V. Ii .P •• I IS August 1876.
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In his study of the Chinese in the Philippines ,Wickberg gave the
reasons for their successful integration as their high numerical
The Chinftse in the
It would appear then tha"t thisfaet.or was to bean all iaportant
Also as the Pen-ti and Hakka groups were. not ·now so opposed
their sheer ,,,eight of numbers they were able to make their presence
to each other, they were UQt torn by internal dissensi,on and were
able to p~esent a united front to the outside community. The Chinese
element in Chinese integration in ~~e (h1eensland situation.
on the Gold Fields were not so harmonious a grouping and they failed to
felt.
northern towns were a large and relatively permanent ·g;rouplng. By
adapt.
concentration and the homogeneous nature of their groupings. Most
.. . . ~
of the Chines$ there were from the one area of China. In north
Queensland these features were very important.
90E. Wickberg l The Ch.inese in Philippine Life~ 1850-1898., (Yale University
Press~ New Haven~ 1965).
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.PART II .. ~ roLD FlaWS.
The urban s1tuation was very closely paoll.led by tbat on
the gold fields. Voluntary soelo'ties were still the tmit of soc-1al
organiutio•• and although they were a v.zy mobile populatio·n .. the
Chinese camps tended to" fairly clearly dellnute4 in'tqelan and tribal
groups. aut the inteTAction of these. groups we,re hfte l\ot 53
hiet10nless as. in the urban context. In faet.; the tw.41na bet-WMn ~\e
varyiDa Chinese grol.1ps quito oqualled 'tt\o aniaosi~y hebreen the ChiJlese
and liu"PftatlS on t..~e·se fie14s. n~ Townsville Herald. in 137Srepo·rted
a riot between two cia groups on the Kennedy and Laura nelds wltich
resulted in .the death of two Chinese. l In 1878, four deaths 'Were the
... 2
outcoae of an lntersoeietal clash on the Lower Palmer .. ' and. again in IS81
& feud. between Chineso diggers and gardeners _ant at .least one killed. 3
The most oU'tst.andingreeordod eoaf1iet was that between the
'}4aC&OJHnf and tne'Cantonmon' at Lukinvil1e in 187&. Se.llheia;t 'tbe
Police ~strate at CooktQwn. drew attention to the fact that the
"'principal Chinese fiftlS in Cooktown are conspicuous by the absonce U in
this confli~~ The societies involved see_d, therefore" that of the
IThe Townsville Herald 9 October 1875.
2
Dol~Oll} Ole cit.> p.60.
3
Report on the talmer Gold Field, y. a P.~ Qld.) II. 1&81~ 216.
4
Sellheim, Police t4agistrate ,Cooktow to Under-Colonial secretary,
8 Oc'tober .1878~ 3846, COL/A266 •
In fact,than professional provocatelttS and peripheral soeiety members,
It· is a notorious fact that this man and seven! othen live by
robbing their countrymen of th·<:ir l\ard earned moneyan4 wh~n
d.s·t!tuu urp t..\ea on to crime• The working ChinoseMiner is
poaeeful and tractable and would cause no trouble to the
authorities were it not fO:fNffius of the Sam .Hud staap. The
late riots wrest.ply got up by this wm for his own benefit., he
having lovied a weekly 'tribute of 4/... for every cra41e aM 21~
for each.an installed b>~ him on the ground unlawfUlly and violently
'taken from the 'Mac.aomen t .6
in March of that yeat"~ Seith.im hillSe! f had X'OCGUO'ndod Su }I~ for the
post of district In'terpreter and had Hvoue-liedH for his !1<effieieney~1.'
-so...
s~~-~;;~~~~;;~s ~"'~i;78 J~;~l~-;'Gold Fl~d 1 _.~ « .' a--;-'-:-'·Qld-:.---II j~.
1819 ~ 396. ' ._.-.-. -
6
SellheiJa to Under~ColonialSecretary, 8 October 1373, 3&46 1 COL/A266.
1
Sellheim. Police ~faglstrate, ~aytown to Colonial Secretary,
22 February 1878, 939. COL/JUS4.
and ferocious. According to kllheiliJ
The primary caU$e .of tae dist;wrbanc.e was the col.Usion of the
d11&rent tribes which hitherto had beon in;05sessio1\of
separate poTti01l$ of the ,old fields; evidently a t4elt
arraltlMat ..ag theaselv.s which had been strictly adhered to.
this, ae doubt. use.fuldivision.. was upset by this rustl and the·
c1rciuastance was takenadvanbgo of by some ._liaS vagaboad5
wbo were the ~leadoTS~ for 'the furthcn:"q,ee 0'£ their own
perscma,l needs.S .
1berewu certainly no doubt that tho large mass ofJdnen were being
exploite4 bra few un. Yet. taking the Salt Hand CAH' as typieal~ it
would appe." 'that these ·.n were leading aellibers of 'their group rather
four '11k t whoso ~r$hipCOf1S1sted almost entirely 0'£ Hakku from
Qe Neongsan area. Their ._lty with the .Macao na'tives was' traditional
...51-
release statedz
•••we believe Sellheill punished Stun lland as an a11el~ ringleader
uon.g his COUIl"tryMll rath.erthaa as a Va~~. ttn he is well
knQWll as a urricd mall with a large tufly. He is· $ storekeepor.
aDd has a claim worth Ezoo at Honey Creek and when arreste4 had on
his, person ~20 ·and jewels.a
If, as the a'boveevidence suggS$1ts. the instigators of this riot were
group leaders be'ut on findil\g entplo)'ldAt for their 10011 and 01\ making a
prof!t for 'thel'iSolyes sit would appear tbat the relati0nship between
emplOYQ" and. employod in this socletyhad the same explo1tlve connoUtions
as in t.\o urban sphere.
Without anything that Gould be ealled in:telligent Orpnihtion
'the bat'tle hegan - Qout 6~OOO Cant'ORUeag-ainst2"OOO )t4~.
Many WEtNaX'1l$G;J mainly with Snider rifles or c.arbines~ but others
had 'to get at close 'luarters with stiek-i, plcks~ aDS and. shovels.
So_ of ~he Chinese were wry plucky # and went into hattle '11th
determination J others were sllif'tyana nervOUS!l It wu not unusual
for a Chinese to look out from behind a tree and SI>ot an enemy. say
a quaner of a mile away, them ttOOge back and stick the Snider out ~
pull Iter off. and b\en bob out from the GOver to note the effect of
tho shot.9 ' .
The fighting won't·· on for S~ tItle f. thOUgh intemitt.eatly. &l'OWno .
reckoned. the death t,oll at bet'fteetl twenty and thirty. 10 Mr. McLennan
in his report to the committoe of enquiry into the actions of Mr. Coward,
8petition, 14 Residents of Ccoktcwn ar..d 'the Cook diS1.rie.t. 8 October 1378,
3846 ~ COL/A266.. .
9R•S• Browne- A Journali$tts ~rios (Read. Pross, Brisbane, 1921) p.52.
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Warde'Dol the Palmer. aoted. '~dozen$ of deaths of Chin_en. took place
. . ..11
without any enquiry being 1l.ld. 'i The report fl'Oilt tlte '·a1.r for
tr-..at year al~o stated tha.t the number of Chinea~ deaths was t'ahfto'l1Ully
great duriAg the early part of 1878H .. 12 Add. to Lltese 'figures the
Hgreat -nWbber seriously wounded,;13 and this feud am be seen to have
U$watod quite sizeable proportions.
These societies had a strong overall 'held on the mining community,
but. in Ktual W'orklng practice. the systelB washigh1.y ftl1\gMnted.In
mining utters ~ the merelumts found it far more lucrativo to act as
baak.rs for aining gui ids and ~\artf:r,ers of lmmigJ'ant ships 0'1" 'to be -
cap purveyors through 'their a,iencies. than to be tho actual labour astors.
The arrangfitent of work 'WaS thus 1'<tlegated t.o •headmen , of eo-operativo gangs
and experieneed :m:ining eapt.a.ins enttusted, with bOnded. labourers and slaves
all working Uleir claims. AeeoTc!1ng to t.ofr. MeLMn... parliamentarian,
thirty or forty perhaps were engaged by a headmaa~ and they had
to 'bring hi. a cortain quantity of &old .~t'Y night before· they
were "tloBed for thene.xt day I .$0 that. al~th.e gold that these .4
ChUU1Ml1 IO~ 'f1"O!l the Qigg.iJiIS fl(JJiied in'to the coffers of one un. l
tl.R.O,. Hil1~ when he was warden at th~ Pal~er field, quot.ed one '8os's'
Cbinasan as Hsending home at least 1,000 0%.5. por _nth for some
i~·' ·1 . · IS Th i -. f- . ,,-,,-l.. ,cons tolerabe t11'ie."l. L e . nnuman aspects 0 the ~fiJan group s
IlMr.. McLennan, E'nquiry into 'f'he Resignation of Mr. Coward I Late 'Warden on
Palmer Gold Field. I V. , P., Qld. J II:. 1818, 284.12 .~--,-"
Report Departtnent of Minos:1 1879, V" i PI!' {~lct, I I,. 1880, 534.
13petition 74 Residonts Cookt()\;rl\ and-~Di.$tl~et I S Ottcbcr 1818, 38-46 ,.
COL/A266.
14
Mr. it1eLean, Q.P'ID., U" 3 August 1876~ 371.
IS
W. R.O. Hill, !2. cit. ~ p.76.
"reditor-debtor rtilations!lip were 1nten:51fied in this context for the
isolation of the Palmer ~ade it almost impossible for a ·de$Orter to
escape detection. Also; as the thnat of offieialintftslou was ever
present, th-. 'nead_n t were obliged to continually supervise thoir men
ad invest a la.rge atUOunt of lJlOney into them~ "'n~ Chinese~ especially
GtU'ingthedry season, 'Won very small yields t Thus, whell a p-oup of
them fail" to· pay the.lr miner's rights, the fOO$.ilmln· had --often to pay
for their licence and givo the. enditfor provisi6n$.tm'til t:h-o-ir ~etum5
iller.ued.16 POT most of the Chinf);se this added greatly t.~\ei;J"; debt
a:ad befttlage.
Reports w@:re uified ill pointing to tlu! poveny and hudsblp
P1011g the Chinese. HHundnds of Chinese have·$uccwabed to fevel"'_ H17
HThere is grea.t IIOrtality amongst t."'hinese paupenon this -Gold Field. ll18
This was _partially attributable to the nluelltable ia:no:taace of their doct01"S~9-_-
butCOg.lUU1'tCO IlUst also be taken of th-eirfinancial situation anti tile
$~ty aad high prices of provisiOll$. The Coraissioner of Polie.,
writing 1a 1&14. told -of. etlntinually :recurring situation:
Provision$ on t..~e Palaer according to the bos t inftmhat10n are
complet·ely exhaU$t.ed.,J and unless S'OOle aid reaches tllatplaee soon,
starvation wustensue.20
16(Brooks)~;A-~Oldti~-idvil1~ge---i~-NO~--{~een$l~~dH_~.- -£~OT;-·;;;~~~-·---··
Reiister, Christmas 1892, P _S1. - ,~- .
17Re~port Department ~.ines~ 1819 > V. &- P.:J I I.. IS·80 I 602 ..
13warden Edwardstown to Col'h~ial Seqetal,J 23 Oe'tobe:t 1875 i 2862> -COLIA214 ..
19Report DopartJaent Mines 1379 ~ V• tiP., 11
,1 1880, S84.
20S-eymour, Commissioner Police, COOk'tOlffi to Colonial Soeret.ary ~
Z4 February 1874~ 399, COL/A92.
principal article of food therefore, 't.i~e poorest orders t~e:re paying
at the Palmer reported:
On their
Al~~ough only l~dpeT lb. in
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Christie Palmerston, the noted North Queensland
Some of them spoke English with fluency ..• I determined ~\ey were-
not working rich finds. I did not see IIiOre than SO Chinese
working al though there may have been many· more 10itexing about
the few wretched hovels of opium tents. They have a scant
supply of rations and garden produce such as English sweet
potatoes. 22
For the most part ~ however J their retu...-r.s were small and the product
of plodding industry. .<- ,H.The Chinese have worked over the .old ground
again, in many instances for- the third time. n24 . In 1877 ~ the Warden
21D• Crawford, Ope cit., p.l'.
22 -c. Palmerston, "From Herberton to the Barron Falls in North Queenslandn ,
Royal Geographical Society Aus,tralasia, III, 1886, Bntry. 27 Dec.~mber 1884.
23
Queenslander, . 21 April 1877, p.l.
24Report Department Mines, 1877~ v. &P., II, 1878) 303•
Occasionally a Chinaman registered a lucky find. . In 1879
a Chinese boy fOWld a 72 oz. nugget at Jessop's Creek on the Palmer. 23
predeliction for the national diet, pork, at 6d per lb. also meant a
explorer, described a typical camp.
drain on finances.
China, rice in Cooktown and the Palmer was 5d pe.r Ih.
to the Government a duty of nearly cost price, and to the merchants a
profit of aver 70%.u21 -Economically minded Chinese eked out a small
quantity in tcongee f (rice gruel) and thus sustained life on l~ Ibs. of
rice boiled into. a soup with water and a..TlY available relish. Their
The expense of food was a grave problem.
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The p~t of Chillfte labour on this ,olclfi.ld has beft at
the rate of 12 0&5. J .clwts. 3 gn. per .. at & value of fU.17.0.
for the year. lila it Is tat_ i.to couideuuOll that the cost
of livia, per JWl at local prices DOunts at the lowest to 14/-
(perwek) J it will be ....at • vety sal1 a&rau ~AS
and it is obvious that by far the J1'U'te% part of the go14 sat
to Chlila Is in exchange for aerdume.U.... 25
This exported goldbelODSe4 .&1A1y to th. Chi.ese _rchanu.
Tho Chin... JdDers disposed ofth.ir .old to their OWD .lOrek.pina
COlDlUyun. The merchants only sold to the baak what they~
necossaryia order to obtain f\m4.s ~ carry em th.lrs.YOra1buslwt~se.s.
111e rema1ndoT went by prlvat. buds to Chiu. In ChiDa it .wa.s... wonh
4.2.6 per 0:. in the ailvereurreney ctf the country.26 Th., _reapta'
retuJ'Ais ·best ... by a perusal of the go14 export flp.res It During the
last five .oAths of 1876 approxiutoly 33~100ou. of gold and 3,000 sovereigns
were soat. bac.k to China. 21 The "twal figure 'Would be -.eb larger.
of course, as J1Uch of the gold exported was not declared. . fiere were
some OU'tstad1n1 examples of the weaJth Jilied 'by Chines. inve.stors in
_.. _.--._........._-
2S· . , .... .Report~t Mines 1817. Palmer Gold Plold, V.a- P.; II, 181&) 312.
Ulis mum nuined fdrly eonstan~ UODg· tho different fields, and
over a peri.. of tilte.. In 1814 the yield of Chinese alluvial Iliners
at Raveuwoodwas given as 5.3.10.a per hOa4 J per year. (Report
Department Mines 1884 I V.. &_P., I I I. 1US, 48). In 1&89 ~ the return
fTOJl the Gyapl0 field was lower - ~ 23.7.6 per un per year. (Report
DepartaentMln.'. 18&9. h~. III" 1890, S15.
2'H. St~Georae" Report Pabter Gold Field., Report hputun't HUes lab,
v. & P., , 111, 1'90, 279.
27~lander , 19 July 1876; 2 September 1876; 2J Sep~JIb.r 1876;
7 Nove1lbor 1816; 9 December 1876; 16 December 1&76.
tho gold fl.elds. The tiscoverer of Chink)' Creek, Mosua, solei it t:o
• group of Chinese _%'Chants forslxty pounds. It\llu later found ·to
yield at least one tOQ of gOld. The tbeadmen f hiftd unlucky Bu110peU
diggers 'to pa~rol the plateau -sunounding the field to wam of aboriiinal
attacks. 28 The first CGUfJ%'cial tin field in·florth Queonslan!i was also
developed by Chineseentreprenours • In 1880 'tiler.wOft sao Chinese
workin, Granite Creek and 160 t.OilS of tin; worth f'3S.000wet:e exported
from Cooktown by Chinese _reb.... &lUi S01IO EuropelaSe.,lCj)plll Chine$e
gang labour. 2fJ
A JIlOft typieal, u4 very lUcr&'tive investment. on theao10
fields vas that of gardening. Some gardeners~:re reponed to be aaklng
itanything but a luxurious livingH ,30 At Ethoridge~ thOlJlh~ A.C. fta14ane
stated:
all cUltivation of vegotabl.s b.,loags to the Asiatic u1"ke~•••
tIle result of 'this 1s· that they are holdingtt\e JWn:opoly; obtain
famine rates, for the _at uninviting vegetables. Bag1ish
potatoes when procurable are equally as. dear as oranges in the
South~ and 1/- is chu&ed forS or 6 grMn coarso leaves ltUOtln
here- as cabbage. 01" 8 0-1" 10 carrots not the $12.0 of &nQrdinary
radish.!1
In 1884 ninety-.four Chinese gardeners at the Hodgkinson '.eat 273 tons of
maize to lierborton, which at 9/- per bushel returned them .914.32
Apia eachgardonw&s organized so that 11 'boss t gdned. JaOS~ ,.reentage
2SB• Bolthouse, Ope cit., p.96.
29Bolton~ op.cit. > p.110.· .
SOleport Cape iUvo'r and Charters TowenMines, Report Department Minos li83,
v. &P4~ IV~ 1&84, 184.
31A•C• 'Haldane. Etheridge, Report Department Mines 1889. V. q P., III~ 1890.
32 ... .Report Department Mlnes 18&3:t V. 3P., IV, 1884 ~ 26.
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()f the•• p:rofits while his labounft lived Ott a- subsist_ce wage.
ThA veJY aa'tur8 of a gold rush _ant that the sealos wen
initially ••1pled aalliAst eay effHt!ve integra'llon of the ClU.uo and.
Buropean GOJDmtmlties. Tn. non-1J1vol"...t ot'elite· Chiao.. and. the
utl11zaUOft of a 'bossaan t 51st.. further aggravated the situa'ticm.
The larg_ lIaSl of Olin... w1theut thtir leaden actina &I q eCOJlOll1c.
political ,and social lever remained alaost coap,letely HpUat. ftoa, a
1...11 .'talOJlbtic Iuopeaa group. Wltldn their owa ~ty thO"
wore also very 4istuet and hostil. P'OUps. This funhu kindereA th_,
for it prevated thea 'tom pJ'8$ntingany sort of united front to 'their
ouuide 'oe.
Olle of the few1l1st.afte6$ of co-opara'tlotl bet.wMn 'the two rae.,
involved. the fraail\& of a joint petition by five Buropea and seven
Chiaeses'tOnkeopers 'to protest against. the total lack of police protection
on the Pa1aer It 33 For thtt most pan the; history of inturae:ial contact
on the IGI4 fields .xemplifi04 the dotemtution of tho Queensland miner
'.
to exclude the Chinese froa the sphere of adninl and 1at81: troll the gold
field itself.U Even if the Chinese were allowed 'to s'tar on 'the fields
they were greatly diserbdnated agaiDst. Legislation wasvnacted t.o
35
extract 8D extra fee froa'tAem. These regu.lationstook no account of
--_.•_ ..... ' ..._-
"Res1dQu PalJDer 'to Colonial Socretary, 2 June 1877. 3$i& # COL/AZ40.
34seo below p.
3SGo1d Fields· Act Amendment Aets:J 1877 J 187S. ne fee was levelled in
ISn at 3· for a miner's right. This was lowered. in lS78 to 10/...
I-
I.
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the great poverty of ·lule ataabers of ChiJlese. Also. ao 'I'Ovision was
Blade ~o counteract prejudicial eleuAU tAat wou14 luvit.a1l1r enter
into the coll~iOD of ois f .. ~ 'Tho Couri.rtiD O4:tober. 18n
wrote of:
the gna't <1is~ress at the Palaer among t.he Cldnese. ,JUDY of
whoa are quite unable to pay the f••• i.,osed by the DeW
Gold Fields Ae't ......These aft are sufferiq anat ill t.reatraent.
at the hands of the nativo troopen pruUllably eJiployed to help
,old fields wardens to col1.ct .......36 .
W.lt.C. Hill also told how a .. 41s..pdse4. as a .",a.14.., Chinese
_d "ended a murts Right. t',. got siny UU\lSPRtla&cel••l,J,s",,31
As well as this financial burd..~ the Chi.De .ereo-ftenruuictfHi to
certain occupations and areas of the· fields. seltheill ftported~
A couple of Chine.. have spoken to .. about applyilll for a
he!, but I .. gl&4 to say they have acted .., advlco aad
desisted. I have explained to til. their perfect rlpt of
application, but also considered it prw1entto poillt out the
probable consequences of their action.3. .
Official discrimination wu nevertheless a pale reflection
of the injustices they suffered at til. haa4s of ,the leHftl por~lace.
The JIOS't ..nag cue of 'this kiM CODeened Chris-tie Pa1..rs~, 'who'
was wll known llOtoaly tor his explorations and mowleda- of aborigines
but also fo~ his unreasonug an~ipathy towards the OdD..e. In 1887
he received a :roward for hisdlsc.overy of a gold field on the Russell Rivere
._-----------......--------
36Courler 17 onober 1177. see also: T.C. Hodel, for SUn Vee Lee and
other chinese Storekeepers, Cooktovn to Colonial Secreury 18 October 1877,
4973. COL!A246.
37
W.R..O. Hill, ope cit., p.69.
33
H. Holthouse, Ope cit. p.17S.
M because of the paucity of the tittd ad the iJlpus,tlhl. nature olth•
• utltxy the field wu not ,being developed. PalMntcmtherofore
in~.rvi.1i4d. soae ChiaeseMrchanu at Geraldton with, a view .... Proaotinl
his find.. See Poy" Lok lib ,'Uld SUn Chong Shin, caao 'to an ,apeement
wi~h hilt Whereby, 'in return for a guar&n'teed yieldot th%6e t.o four d.rams
weight each per day. and an offer of 811 oseort to the 'site,. the _rchaats woulc
pay one pead for each of. tilirty Chine•• as proucuoa '~'aa-aiDst
aborlg1us. The yield was teo saall 4a4 'this flr$~ tlap4J.AUcm ta11eo.
All but een of thete 'Chin.s. subsequently retul'nH ,t.o 'eera14't.oA. This.
voature was for no apparent reas.oft ~cklyfol1ow.d 'oy an,wf5xpeeted rush
o,f 200 Chinese to ~he field. PalJDers'ton therefore set up a llltteherl s
store em the field and ugan charginlHper lb. for meat and, bone. He
$unounded the field with his armed abor1p.nes. They wen in$U'Ucted
'to ,pnven~ the 4eparttU'o of any Chinaman who didno-t have &' special pus
COSt iD.g l~ and to prevent 'the arrival of &DY' C1U:nese carriers with
suppli.s. Many of the Chinese wore M.'titillW ~d. "e"both·..1. to
pay for .•~ive supplies OJ' for theei" ticket l'Jt loave. two ·'lOss'
Ct:'Unuen) JiJlllyAh ~.and $. -.a, eollPlainod to ~he police of the
situation but with emIr mild suec:ess. 39 As the lol,d .fleld was Ot.1tsi4e
tho ).fourilya Pollce District the Police Magistrate at Gel."d4tonhesl'tated
50_ tiae before utiag. case. 'lOft eventually b'JOU.at .,unat Pal_raton .
by Lee Cook, a JDin6r. Pal_raton had u.saulteo hi. aa4 destroyed his
-'--',.._"-~,---._...~..........' -.-~_...._~~ ~ ....,.."".......
39M• O-DonOhue, Clerk Petty Sessions. Geraldton to Under Secretary Mino$
28 oe~ober 1&87, Appendix 0 to 9934. L""OLIAS30•
C.E. Adus; GoondiPlantation .. Goraldton to M. QtDonohue,.21 Juno 1887,
Appendix· A ~o 9984. COLIAS30•
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persoul property when Lee Cook refused' to pay hbl ~h. [1 fO'J:hls ticket
of leavo.. Ah Du.e,'a earxtu also enu~ a eorapla!nt. ~"'t.Pa1.rston
fo-r assault and' tobhery.Ah Due t sprov1$lonsh.ad been takesl•.•d.. ii, was
thrown tat» a creek. vh.a he attetepted to bring supplies to tne Chi.-se
on the field. fal;,~ers~on entered Cl countersuit against. tee Cock fo"E
robbery. All the cases were dUa!ssed a1though all th.-· .vi_l'l~ pointed
'toPalmo.rs'ton·s :ui1t. Th. poliu had thirty reeelptsl1v.· oyh1. for
man.y extertodfrom the Chues.. 111e emly witne.ss wno ,pot. for himJ
Bailey J wunot only his employee in the butenerlna blilSiP$$. Di.1i. aa
..tf\
active &CC01llPlice 0.£ his in uny of his operatiQft$ against ~ Cb1aeso.·
nest~ite this# tM Oilly penalty exacted from hi. vu a bottdof [lOO,.afte.r
Lee Cook· sued-him for suroties of ~. peace.. In a n:JiOft haqht with
contradtctiOD,s Walsh I the Police Magistrat.,wrote:
1 should hail with extr$U satufaetiootl1e appoint-inl of a
tribunal independeat of .-to examine witaesse. ad otherwi$e
s-eueh.1Bgly investigate the incident ot Mf'~cn~l$~io PalNrstDn t $
8wuu sojOUl'll with his Chinese cap'tiws ·on the ~r au,••li•
. ·I-v."s \0 •••would. then be ... to have D"n very $eftO\l$ovcmts
itt.... tn ~ehls~G:ryofen_ ~yery distinctly MJ!ke4 .·le the
clul~ of • ae....,llshtl4 en.daal ...... I· clio net, 4eek .·.to 'ptmi$h
or ·dl$pace tU accu l .sought rather to pruerw hi.m. ·boJl
that fo'r8&l~fet1mee to the eriJlinalclus; to _pprests ..'the
offences ~lained of t.1pmt the Lower Russoll and tonfota tl),o
off.der.41 .
Sub$equen~l)';Palaerston tologr~d Parliament to· pzotestagainst
Chines8. being.11fted on his find on the Upper lw$.sell, and 'the Minister
fur Works Instru..e'ted Warden Mowbray to declare the district a newfield
4°JobWal$h':>P~~ie~~~~stnte:Geraldton to·C01~.1 Sec:n:tary-:---'_..~­
17 December 1&87 11 9984, COL/AS30.
41John Walsh j Geraldton to Colonial Socretary, 11 DeQfaber 1887. 9984 J
COL/A530.
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. . ". 42
and thus leg&11y exclude the Chinese.
Just as the Chinose CO*p1ex on the gold fielD. was not stnlag
enouJh to ensure some aeeeptance by ~ or proteC'tion from, the European
population it was GqtUllly tn.fleetlv. in fulfilling 'tradit.ional welfare
dutie~~ n. Ch1nese theu.lve, obviously expected their Meletios to
provide welfan beDelit.s. Ono Chinaun on beiag asked t.o bury another
said that Hthe Chinaman lived on the other side ., tile rivcn:but was aot
no of his countrymen, but vas connected with tllO O'the.1' Clli.U.. "r a
diflerellt Chinese doetor ..n43 Yet.aecording 'to the Warclea a'tEd:wu'Utowa;
as a J'Ule the _out a Chin••• 1s at til. point of death
his Comrtrymen willl.ave him am4 eonseqwm-'tly atany bodies
are left unburied 1m't!l diSCOVered by pusen by. Wheuver
his mates ar. fowa I ... the bury him~44
Tne societies also showed little interest in amelioratini the
pov.rtf and. starvation that "xi$ted in the Chinesecam.ps. During the
early years of the PalmeT j when this situation was at its worst, the
Pollee. Magistrates had often to distribute rice among the ~1\ino$e p~t'$.
Chines. appl1catiOU 'to Governmont au'tho';fit.ies .were usually a last resort
measure. III ClorlBOnt UQu't 14SChinose were :refusod permission to mino,
and vere tItUS coapletely deprived of 'ta'le1r means of liveli.hood. It was not
_-..- ........-__.......,..,.._.............._.~-._. _._. ~._~~_"l~ .. -.-.._._----....... ._..~-............
'2Q.p.O.~ LII, 1J September 1&87.
43A• McLeanoa. Bnq~iry into tho Resignation of Mr.C0war4. Late Wardonon
the PalurGold,Pield, y. 11, P. * II $ 1878. 284.
44Wardea Edwards'town to Colonial Secretary J 23 October. IS1S, 2862.
COL/A214.
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Wilt!l three months later that, in desperation, they applied for government
relief. The Europeans on the field ob j ectEkl to this and thus the Poliee
~lagistrate had to infQrm them that uno further assisimlco would be
forthcoming. sa.ve toellahle th.em to quit the field i.n search of ~1lployment
elsev-JhereH45 There seemed .therefore no cure for their ills.
In legal matten the groups continued to dispense justice.46
Crawford observed that 'IthtlCving is cruelly punished by the Chinese camps J
culprits havin.g been found tied to stakes in a rising river. n47 The
Chinese organization also continued to perform their political functions.
They organized their members and they attempted to evade the payment of a
miner's right. 42 Officials on the fields were greatly concerned with
their systema.tic evasion of legislation aimed especially at them. But th;e
Warden of the Palmer noted, ':lin this evasion however,after all they don't
49differ vastly from the Europeans. H The inability of the Chinose to
pay this fee and the ill treatment they had reccdved at the hands of
wardens and nativetroppers prompted Sun ¥ee Lee and other Cooktown
sos~keepers to protest. It was to little avail.
4Spollce Magist~teJ Morey I' Clermon~ to ~der Colonial See~ta~~)26 ~tay -1888
4973, COL/A548.
Soe also: Telegram Town Cle.rk, Clermont to Colonial Secretary, 2S May 188S,
S484 I COLIAS48 •
.46", ab 4'2is" 'ove p. .0.
47D. Crawford~ op. cit .. , p.32
48 ,0See above p.46.
49Report °Department Mines 1879, v. & P., II; 1&80. 601 ..
ro '0 . °
ffarden Coward beat C'ninese to obtain money. V.& P., II, 1818, Native
troopers cut off their tails. Courier 17 October 1877 i quoted Q.P .~~
XXIV J 19 nctober IS77 J 1355 ..
T.C.Hodel l for Sun Yee Lee and Cooktown Storekeepers to Colonial Secreta.ry
18 October 1877, 4973, COL/A246.
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PAIT 1-1I .. twIAL AUAS.
In the .p'lcul~ sphere th.Chin••• work" as coolie. ad
as aD indepenciea't fUlliq CO'P'UJQlty• As coolies, labour1ac for both
Chinese aDd Buropean overSMrs t they wore not "eiy successful.
Donald Guml t-eprdod the: as
very pod she,lleris t cooks, _arMors and. SOB ... aoo4
shearen • but wken it caae to hut bulletin" feaclq and work
that .eeded st:nnlth and bnbs. the white .. wore -a
superior. 1 .
Tho &est pressiAg p%'Obi.sa forth. labour ..,loyer vas til.CJdaaua·s obvious
dislike of waae work~ Thus I un1 of thea ab$coUe4 boa, the pl.ta:ti~
or stations on which they were eal&,e4. Dr left their ChiDe.. 'bUsaan·. :
But this 1tappened more of'tn in' urban c:ent.res where i twas easier for the
coolie to .S"pe cletectiOD.2 As th.Chinese· theadaea' 'usuallytelar4ed
the defected. laho~r _rely as a bad. inve5taeat:, ad eli. littlo to follow
hia up, it Is difficult to gaiD any idea of how _y broke. their boa4s.
Crawfcml••poaking of the Chinese ellploy.~ sal4:
If' he 1adiYiciua11y embarks in the iJlpon.tloa of boadeG labou%
••••ld. werkMD not infnquently. lUl4er the iafl... of Australian
inst,lt1rtlou an4 the attraction of hip waps. vithout debt"row
so cuel••s of eonHq\lences and lndA.lpea4_t .of eust_. as to cluert.
however .. their famili.. in China _y have to pay in eoaperla&U01'l.
A good woUaan soon eleU$ off the debt of say 20,1. whidl he .y owe
the capitalist, and once free froJl th. hUrd. of inteftst,ne can
dottaad hi. 01f8 teras •.3
nto tel1lS deaandec1 by the Chinese wore oftQ too hip for the planters.
1 ..... ..D. Gunn, ope C1t., pp.2-3.
2See Belew p. for gold field situat.ion.
3D. Crawford; ope cit. p.19.
Anarew Leoa, a ChiDes. p1a~.r in theCuns 4!strt.,.W&S payi81 his
cooli •• f40-~ per year· with ratiOJlS~4 which "as .....fth:l. to the 8JIOUll~
'they recolved. from luropou • .,loyen.S Despite 'this. I.co .tlUJIIbeft
absconded frofI· plataU...· I..J. COwloy, th. ManagCtr of f~$lQCk·. OIl
the Horbert River. introduce« 300 Chines. at. a' coat of k20 pe1:h.&4.. They
·6
all doserted. Tho awabers convicted un.der the Mast.ers aa4 Servaats 'Act;
each year,pves an overall view of tho lWJIber of coataets Dl'Olten by
Chill.5. Ii 7 Maltreatment· by employers, I ..... -the.hepe .. of new opportunities
f()r ecemomie advanceaoat el••wb9rewuepartia11y the ....Uf.ctora
behind their abseond!ng. Mariin, toWilll_ LaB__ 01 the ~cl
Plantation th.y had a type of aawnl ind.epe.....
If you put a Ch1ae$. on acoatraet thoy will weft".11 eaouaa
to "I'll • living for th...lves, and'if~ ea_ 'that. 'they
·40 aot cue aboUt __lag uy -n. ney wil1c:any OU-t thoh
contract siJlply b...... 1:hey have 'to. We ut. apnvisl. thtl1
JlUSt 40 it or suffer &105$.9
~-.......,.~--------------------------~j------....
4J ...ColllaSOD, ope cit.. P.13.
c ... . . .
-J. MadRst.,· Pi_.r PI_utloa. Durd.kinDis~lct_ Report of Royal
coaiasl. 1.to the Sugar Inaustryj laSts ":,P, IV; 1••• 240•.
lag•• : .llIftpe&U g75"1" year; Chinese tiS,.r year; Mal.,.. f30 per year;
baakasf26 pe~ year. S.e also .~at_ts of: R.M. 1oyw4,. tippl. CIllo
PlaDta~i_BerbertD!stricrt. p.210 aDd.,.,.Swallow, l_,.~l~Pl.tation.p.l29
6L•J • Cowley, .. Sapr Coma1ssion, V., './tIV.. 1819. a16.
7Nulaber Chinese .conviaed under Mast~r. aDd Servau Act.
1a83 - 70
1884 25
1185
1886 2
1881 .... 61
lSn -2
'118' .. 6
1890 - 2
lUI _. 1
1892 - 2
8Queeaslan.der 23 December 1816. p.7. The OYors••r of Yena Yena Plantation
gWas fined Fz for cruelty 'to a coolie.
w. Lan.gdon~ Sugar Coaaission. "!. i !..• IV. 1889. 125.
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When he was working as a wag. labourer the Chineso SAWed. a
determination t.o eDt.ala the bat COAtract. Very ouly the,. d....traud
their capacit.y 'to coabine a4 press for b4JtUr eondi~lODS. Thus· tho
stenotyp41 of the essentially senile Chinese was ac'tUally farfroa
tak1DI lower wagos ·than white ... they insist upon hm..~ hipest
waJ_s gola,...10 Donald·Guru1 supported t1ds:
I 1uul to unage many Chiaamen when. yGUa& IUD aad found
it wasa.u.tak.. to have thea in B.UIIbers altho :s... p1aee;
for instancet had a camp of rialbuk.... emce and it wu 110
tiM before they struck tor higher wages e'tC .11
In 1852 at Flyers Creek there was a strike by the Chiaeso.o'Nr
waaes. Th1$ resulted 1D a fierce elash with the Europeans.12 A 1.qer
confrontation oe<:U'rr04 at Canalag, Downs. The Chiaes•• 4issatistled with
thoir COfttraet.s aDd the conilitioas of work. organized iDto • military
fonati•• and, .... with $hearblades. cap~ the Ye&.~able hut. They
w.rel:a_r~.dby Buropeans who had obtained the assistaDCO of~ ,
local ahoriginaltroopen.13 Again, at Pik.ea!o StatiOft, the Cb.1neso
left 'Chetlr flocks in tho overniaht yards and cORvorgeciupouthe 1lc)mestead
to deJaaadldper wAJes. Tile unagor responded by hittitlgtlle leader with
a plaftk £rea ashoep's hurdlo which killed hila_ Tko strike was .ffectively
brokea up aDd 00.....er although tried bofore a _gistrate was aeqtd.tted
lOu.HOl ~1.o1h g.'.ll." J LXXIII. 30 A\1lUSt II'}!» 776 •
. Iln.Gurm, Ope cit; •• p.4.
lIL•R• Marchaat~ HShephenis in BuckramH ~ Westerly, November 1962.
IJibid •
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because there was ne whi,. wiuess to the in.d.c.t.14 lharope. reaction
vas even lIOn extre.e when# at aurtetOWB. a China. lb.""'" u.anded
the wales of hucount.J7IIU- His ..,loyer ord.TOG hill, ~o 1M sot; u.pon
and kill.G. Although the body was never feuad he was reput.e4 "bave
.. raangle4 and ••• his throat was cut the Den _raing ad. hi. body thrown
1Sinto the rivern.
the absconding of the Chi1lde caa be viewed in aucb. the sase
way as. their political non-eo-operation on the gold fields and in the
urban c:u:tres. It was ~lr only alternative. for their _&TIy a~tellpts
to exert pressun by striking had fail". The later tedmiquo of desertion
has bBa len.rally referred 'to. This aecounts for the preVailing
improsslongive.J1 by Labour publicists, and later their historians. that the
Chinese lacked. any concept of TradoUnionism. 16
It is very difficult to pinpoint the vuriD.& Chinese assoe!ations
involve. 1a apieul'tUn. The Chinese whether they we." coolie.~. contract
labounrs or but.pendent W'Ork.rs~ were all pa..yt of an oriL.iutional
structure. It was obVious that employers were forced to take cogni.:uce
of this. Donald GuM wrot..:
14J • Bull - Ul.stori~. ~1an<!. ~tatlol\S, (Queens1tm4. CoUllt.ry Life,
8risbane~. 1960) •.
lSiC'. WUsb. -Q.P .D~ V. IX, 1869, 783. See also: J •Garry I Burkctown
to Colonial SeCNUJ'Y, 22 April 1&67, 1527, COL/A92 •
. 16L•R• ~lant, Ope cit.~ p.124.
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I also found. tha~ _n from different pans of Cbiaa spoke
different dialects an4 one had to be careful .ot to .a1X. 'the
different tribo$~ 1f you did they WOU14'fight ......th.r. 11
Maca11ster*s stat8llOnt. uT.Hy invest DO caplU1 in our
undenakilllS. and undertake no. indust.rles of a peftanOltt character$ is
. .. .. Uinvalidated by an analysis of the Chinese C01ltrlbu~!on in &gricul tu.i:e.
Although they disliked wage work. 'they '.erved a useful purpose' as
labounJ'S coatraeted 'to Europeans. HTholr prefereac:. was for small scale
oult!vation of a sort J'e,quiring little initial expase.Ha "l1uJs they
obtablet a t'cleariagleaH l froa European lad holo.rs who were ,lad of
uu Inexpe1ls!ve way of preparing their land. The laud 1a theNonh was
Hscrub of the richost d.escriptlon which after felling &1l4bumina has to
be cultivated with a hoe for 6 to 7 years until stuDlps havel'OtteG out,
when horse ililple.nts can be usedli " 2(J B. Gullivor.. the proprietor of
Acacia Valo Nursery in Townsville stated:
Primarily I employ Chinese labour for cultivatinl new lana wi'th
vElaetules. That ,rep.res the land for my purposes. ~.~" &$ I
~. the lantl I employ aOl"e intel1igeAt labour.21 .
Similarly. J.D. Johutou.~ to tho 'COIII'I1ssion of inquiry into
the SUgarIAdustry' that I
_.~-~ . --.,.u,_.....-..,:.__
17D. Gwm. Ope cit. 1'.4.
18Macalister- ftQuMasland and Chinos~ Immigration"'. Proeee4iDI,! of the
!lOyal Colonial Iutitute. IX~ lSn-71. 52.
19r.- en-It i. . 1~1J!u•• :m.; 'on~ !fa C ... p_u-:;.
20J .3!1 Montgomerie, ~uiar Commission ~!.. J IV, 1819» 117 ...
21B. Gulliver~ SUgar CommissiOB;t V. f! P., IV, 1189, 256.
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a fewseleetors .~t the sugu iRdustlYu nnw Again and
they are allprepuln"for it; and leasing it to Chi... is
one way of preparial the land fer sOII8thial bft'teT than is
powlag.J2
Gettenlly, the land wu let ftDt 1ft.· for theftnt two years;
for every .enof scmm cleare<t the teunt_ was all.. 35/-. Theowur
provic1od iron for roofing atld viR netUnI for f_dns tree of char,..
All rates and taxes weft &1$0 paid by aim. PortheraaiJdna six years
rent was eaarse4 at the rate 0,' IS/. ,.. acre. A1_maUvely~ nat
could be chaqe4 froll ene secoY year onwards. 1/64. wowibed\arled
for that year.. In the thi1"dyear. this would be inuused W 12/64.
The lessee was then givea the option of, rent.iDg the lad, for a further
'throe years at 16/... per acre yearly. As most of tht.land was originally
soleete4 at 1 per acre f~aho14 the owun stood to ,"fit by Qe,' sy.teJil.2$
Although they wore exploited 1n this utUler tho ChiAese in the calms
dls~ri.et who wen leuing land. nuaberecl fJ'Oll. 1100 to 1500.24 According
to Plon Shaw. H~\.y appear to recoup theftS.lves for their labour by 'the
ant uop-s £.!rowD, Oft tltoir leueu • 2S ,Thh q.tea th\lS pzovod DIY
successful. Bothputies found it pI'Ofl'taOle aad the ClUaue, Md. a
very large aDd penanont COSluibution to Queeulaml'scievolopaoat.
21:-,'---',---'-"",-".'-~-~''"-'-,,',--"'-' ' ..'g~_.".---'--_ .._-,---.,-'_.~_.-
J •D. JohnstoM, SUlar COUissioa. V. • P.J IV. 1889, P.15i.
23 'Tramp' J ;'1.. Travel1o-r 1s Sk.etches. 1903...1906n J C!!'!!ftS .ud. ~ll f S
Wonthlr *.u1no. June 1939. P.19. .',,
24a.R.Smel11e, Sugar CoJllilission. v. & P.,. IV. 1889'; 176.
2SPlora Shawa; Letters from que6tlslaad (Macail1an, Load.., 1893) p.7.
26Repo~ It.T. )tartl.y•. Land Commissioner. CAt...... 1184, Atmual ~$ of
~he ~"'_Qf Publie Lands 1875-1892. 1'.13.
27Henrt Smit.\ .. Sugar Couission, V. t P. j IV. 1m t 118.
28 ..' ..' .thuns Chang, No.278, cairns, LAN/AG206. Jak Gee, No.2Il. cairns;;
'LAll/AG207; Art Ching No.9 Cairns' Wl/AG201.
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ChinesG was that of oanua pawing. This was. a very re.muuftlivo crop
aa4 yield" an aven,goot 7,.500 eGad froll OM and a lulll auo. 1 m\ich
..... .' ..' 26
at 2d ,e.-doze. was \forth £41.13 __4 peT .Cft. This industry was
abloat tot.ally 1n the hands of Chines·e an4 overall was very ftW8riing.
But for uch lad!vidual it 'W8$ not quite so prof!table.. Theil" prilleipal
difficulty WU. OM of traasport;J. botk to the p$l'I of sh1paeJlt aad fna
thence to the southern cities. The Awn:D11a 8t_&I, Hav1S4tion
Company had a ~ly of the coastal tude and, as their .-sel.
were very slow ·and they took, 11~tl. cuc. in handlhg thofrutt, lUS.
COIlsigmaents aniv~ in Melhoume coapletoly W1fi't fe~ conswup'C1on.21
A furthor important hin4e,..1ng factor vas the a~ti~ of t!\oso QUus.
anxious~o make _noy quicklytmd retum 'to Chiaa. They c.qntinual1y
cropped tho soil and oxhausted it. When this a~, they.silBpl)'
moved onto another section of virgia lanci. Tilu; utile later yean
~he y101<1$ ..ere not so luge. Finally. ift la96. JIlO$t o.f tlU,laad
was ~laJJaed by Jhtropeaas for svg;&r eultivatioa•.
Sou Chinese tid sake fruit pow!nl a pexuacmt htvestaont.
Chung Chang. All Ching, and Jak See, aa~rali'" Chi•••, beldfr__\old
a11otme'Ats of 1,000 aeftS, 1,000 acret and 640 &enS,; ftspoe'tlvely.Z8
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They all eployed bailiffs and resi40d e1s~iteft. Ah Ching ad his
European wife h1ui a house in Abbo'tt Street, the ."clus!ve seeto;r of
cairns.29 cmmg Chana was. eoDJlHted witn aflra in New South wales.JO
'~.-..d,,'L. .. ' . 31
and Jak Gee l1ad storekeep!ng iaterests J,n StaathoyPe ud ~..,toa•.
They We" very concerned to improvC/t their 184. aU .exuad the area.utWor
t1'\1t t: cult!vation.
1110 _ntypical lessee vas aided by. coalition~1 of
Chino$e, formed to grow and market the ftuit~ ·One· SUG USOc.ia'tion
invested &2,000 in a baana'p1atat1oa _theJchutone RiYe.'2
Sbdlety, SlngLong and Company.Tosay An Chong... Sa Lee, holders
of special leases on the OtlUkirts of ~aldt':"\,.•~ "heir lardfting
operations to include theu.poruticm of baneau '0 Syclney OA a large
seale. According to M. OiOonohue~ theLud Aa-t at GeraldtOil;J f;7his
seems to give very lucrative rotumsu • 33 Tho key _ controllina·both
thefiuncing of the COIil>an!.o'. and tho. disposal of produce in the south
were the large merchants.... particularly An Chona. '$eo Por II and Tam Sl.
in Geraldton. Ah Lum at Liverpool ad ,Maria ere.b~ and KwongYUOD Chug
i4
at: Townsville. Cklntlse junks and sampans la40n with cargo could.·be
seen regularly leaving these poTts.
2:9 . . .1e'tUm. of Land sales ~ cairns .1877, 3029. UJf/AS3, and Let~er 3059" 1a79 I
COL!A132.
~io. 273. Caitns. LAtrAt/AG206.
31No • 281, cal_$; LM/AGl07.
32 . '. . '. .Q.P .. I)., LX, 23 September 1890. 81.
33Report M.O'Doaohue, ceraldton, 18S6~ An~l le~of Qepart1l...!!..~ of
Public Lan4s~ 1875-1892, p.40 •
.uJ •if.. Collinson I H Innisfail H, Jlola1 ,Historieal Socie.!L of ~land,
V.. 1955 ...1957 ~ 816.
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SSG. :Bolton, !l!. cit,q p.227
36 t Bartle Freft t I 1ttT'ne Sugar IncusU1 at caimsu it North QueeASladbglsur ~
23 s&ptember 1146.
$1ThOlU$ »ehan t Sugar Commission,!'. if. I IV) 1889 J 144.
3&R.O.J'ones~SugarCommission, V. &P., IV,. 1&89, 9t •
The sue types alcoa1!lions and COlIpanlO.W8H involved' in
each of the rural i~,tri.s.. ~y Chinesflt iacU.vt~,lY leu_d1an« and
powaaizo. Ye'tsupemsl<m by their usociations was 'tacit. In the
Atherton d1st~ic't. whore it appeared that the lu4 w&sheiu. 1••04 by
indepeadeat Chifteso; then was _ ~t of inter-factioBal fipt1ag.
In fact, they were ac~ttal1y workiq the land a.s clearly 4.efined lroups,
under the supervision of a "1\8ad ....55 It. .... owrt iftvolYc.M:nt
of the1r ~ani.$ occurre4 in th6JoluuJ~ tiv.~ 4i.":ri.ct. lh,i$
gNup fina_d the prodU¢tiM of aai_~.36
The cultivation of nee wu· another pre40maaatly Chi...
industry~ But here Sur.,.an caplUI played a sipificaatpart.Aecordlng
to Thomas iehu, nChinam.cm cae to _ ·and oft8Nd 'to pl1't down £1.000 to
help .e if 1 would put up .. aiil.It s'nu:k·. that l~ wa qu1te good
_aough to go into by aysolft't. 31 More otten the euopeu. iaves't{)l'S
suble.their lan4 'to 01i1\es.. &.0. Jones s • pioneer sett.le,x- OIl u-e
Mossaan, llad: 200 Chinese working paddy fields. 38 Tho yield hoa this
crop lEU u$appointing and as ti"1e muhiner,y an4 'techniques that }fore used
were nl"Y prt.ttive the industry 4id not really develop. Only 1n 1898
was a workable &mOunt proouced. Tho ~~orn Mini.~A ReB!ster not.od. that
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ttsiJlce only Calms Chinese were involved" tUn was no !nvest1ga'tion
39into this disappolatial showH .. When the iJapon 4uty on this aTticle
was ~th. in4ush'Y all but disappeared.
A fairly typical los"" Ah nick. grew sou of.11 these crops
em bis twenty acre allO'tmtm~. His yield and returns fOl: l~j-wen as
follows; - 54 tons of maize re'turll1Ds £432; baRaU$ wonn f,2;
3 "tOU&1 nee for G25 j and S 'lOBS of Eaglish pota.tftS g1vina f21. liis
total illcoae amouute·d to f550-.40 However~ elimatic conditions I. lack
of expertis:e. in Ute use offiuropean technol()gy~ ..-.d. the· laekof aoveruental
aid meat that the-!r incursion into the agrieultural sphere wu only
temporarily successful.
The mostoutSta1tding .~le of Chinese en:teTprise in tlds
sphen was the Hop ftah experiment begun 'by An4ftw Leon. Hop Wah was
supposed to be Ii srl1dieateeonsisting of 100 ChinN. o.aehof Whom paid f2S
~tlio .va$ invested in a plantation-ou'tside Cairns.41 Die Acting; Land
Commissiooer At Port Douglas ~xaiaed Audrow Leon on oath.
He thea s'tated ..... he us using it (tlu~ selectien) for his own
benefit. My reascm for putting the lastques~lonwas because
1 had bea infomed that the Iud was for t..'1e use· an4 benefit of
a Company ·ef his· country M11 fcmaed. in Cook"town on.UOIlglong. 42 .
-"..... 'II, .~_.:<'¥.:.r_._..- _
3'Northem Mmlag Registe!..• 8 June 1892.
4Ow. W. Masoa. Su.gar Couisslon, V. ijP. ~ IV, 13$9 j 148.
41J •w• Collinson. The BarlyDays ofC&1rns. p.S4.
42Aeting Land Couissioner. Port Douglas to Under SeeTetary Public Lands,
21 February 1SS6 I 2289) LANI AG201. .
The larg~ ~t of money expendedoB.a. p:roporty easu a
doubt on LooUts assertion. But althouah 'the owaen1dp of tke fl•.
wudoubUul it was obvious that in actual wol"king pRetia the
property wu run otl a type of Chine$. co-operative systa.4$ Tho
plantation consisted of two' adjoinin.allotlletllS j one of 630 acres ~ the
o1:her of 1280 acres. Andrew Leon originally bWlht the latt.er so1eetion
for Wary Belton bu't then had it traut.ned 'to.:hlaself'.44 Iraprovaents
~t1ns to f4540 wcx-e made to the saller ,:ropen,-4S LfMHl, lIke
most Cairns: planters j °seloeteU land :far in oXeoJs of (his) _qtd.nmenutt ~
. .
and t~ mon<tywas used tor t..\e etl1tivation of only 300 to 400 acres.46
The original· intention had heeD'to grew·tropltal pro4uets. such as
bananas ~ .coe'tOn,eoffee and 'rice. 111 18al a.cottoA ginning pIantwas
installed. bU't th~h is no record of any lin't belng,roduce4.47 The
co.ton planted in lHO was still at_ding, uncultivated 111 lS11. Aeco~ing
to Leon.•
at first we started eotton and then we found 1t was 'rather expensive,
the lab... tatb, all the profits. _;, •we· CGJamlicate4 with. fribd
in HoBOlulu·who advis,e4. US to .ry $l;1gu. Ar fi"~ it ·...··.xpon$lvo.
the 1~~.11)"~ still we went on ...et-r well tOT the flnt .eason -
the cae poow very 'Woll, but tho eN, did l\i)t turit out wi! at &11. 48
4l--~---~'---' .. .... ".-'_..~~.~.._._,-,_.--~,- ,'. . ..,.. ._-..,.........-...~._.------:-------
A. Leon to Socretary .Land,s. Department 24 January 1880# 1181. LAN1AtU01.
Leon had then 80 Chinese working on the propeny.
44No • IS Cairu. LAN/AGZOl; No. 531 cairns ~ 1..AN/AG212.
4SLe't~eT 1662, 1382) No. lS Cairns, LAN/AG201 •.
%~~i).j tIX, lUt~
41 . .' . '
.The only mention of &&'11 cotton being pro4ucod by the fiB was in the
Brisbane CQurier;f 6 NovoW>er 1$&1. Cotton frea Mop Wah was sent to China.
4SA• Leon. Sugar f"oamission k V. & P. I IV I 1839, lSI.
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In this initial season 400 acres were cultivated with cane and 3,000
49tons of sugar w~reproducod. A mill was established 1n 1&,liJ2 and cane
vas crushed each SO&$On. UDtil 1886. But this SUOU$SWa.s short lived.
The mi.ll itself was primitive. Bundles were fed into the rollers
manually, and the process was very slow and. requiNd a pdttleal of
labour l- which· was oxpensive. ClbiaUc Condi'tionsplayed. havoc with the
venture. Leon wrote: HI have su£fnedheavy·l_H$t1u'ollgh Jay crops
fla.vin,g been washed away by th~ floods ..aa4 mey of ., i",_vaonts
dffStroye:dH • SO n~e disinterest. of g,ow:rnmeat official$vU atlOther
£aC'to~ in its fail~. Leon a,gain complained:
Th~ consequeMe of the 4elay -in tl'lG UQvernor t S signature OYU
thf; deed was disastl"OUS'to us. We shall lIiss tbe sale of 0U1'
crop tilis season -a loss of at leut £5,000. We ue al$O
sulft'1d.ng immense ~ge through non-fulfilJleDt over ,financial
engagemenu .51 .
Porb.aps the most important factor in their lack ols.cess was that
$upplied by J .Ii •. Colli1l$on: H in fact much of the lad Wal unsuitable
for cuo growing allldGnly 'th.o patient, pl-oddhlg Chirto.ecOtilld have carried
on for $0 long .. HS2 Finally in 1&86 navi,ng lost fZ9,OOO thoplutation
was $old tQag;NtJP of Cairns buswssm.en fOJ: f1,500.51 An4rew Leon
49Report R.T. Hartley* Land Commission·er~ Calms j,. lal2~ ~'-ual Rep!rt~
of the ~JlrtMn't"!-'-.Public Lan", 1375-1ti-2. p.14.
SOA. Leon to Under Se¢rotary Lands Dep&r'blellt 10 April 1819 $ 4491 1
LAN/AC201.
Sl~. Leon to t1art mid Plower, Solicitors, to Lads Depart.aont 7 April 1886#
08939, l.A~/AG201.
S2J •W. Collinson ~ More About Cairns. p .15.
S3pi;uo 15?1~y 13S6~ .... ~ .. .-
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daunted by this overwhelaing failure, he purehased 1.280 acres in 'the
iarron valley &ad Sf:t up a f-ruit lam whieh. \1as on.a Sflal1er 5·eal. and
· .. f" _.I 1· . L.l·· 54was 1. 1.a.r.te y more $UCceS$4ll.·.
The Chinese 'w-ere also involved in many othor agricultural
industries although on a saa11 seale. AS ~he Chinese community had
created a _net for dried fish and beche-da..._r~. they beqme involved
1n t.\e fishing industry.. Under the registrational the. 5~k ....h()nl.
in 8rtsbane, fishing_ sta:tiOlU were successfully established OIl I84l1Y parts
of the coast. Another Chinoso veu'tUre was ostablished atTe:xas and
Inglewood. A number of 'theJS irew 'tobae-co which was· dt)sCri."be:d as Hsome
of theocst leaf in Aust.:ralia. f'SS T'ney also made a very d..fin!'to .
contribution ho~\ in the gold c:amps and the urban centres with thoir
gariens.
In several :places thay dolved-into swamps tllatordinary Settlers
would no~ look at j but I by untiring labour they changed th.
a51)QC't of the land to such a purpose as' to raise anat~lv.
display of vegetables,. 111 many cases t.~ey paid ~2 aM. El pe~ acre
as rent for freehold that had been acquired by the Gevenment for
2/6 per a~.S6
Tno mapenelosed shows further tIte type and areas of land leased by Chinese
gardene1'S •
~. "".••..,.~_ ,.~: "-,..,&."".~.~ -......-..~.._..:~. _joO;O'.,\.~.__ - ..-.:'- _.- _.__ . __......-..... __~ .•__.__.~ .-o..- -. .
S4 .
A.. Loon ~ Sugar COllmlission 1 V.~,.!~.~. IV ~ 1889 ~ IS7.
SS,oxt.on, \i.P.D• .t LXXIII I 30 AUgllS<t lS95. 717 •.
S6J.. Doyle 1< uChinamen in {~ueensland31, Cumins ~nd_:~e.llf s MonUilZ
!~az!!.!!_ June 1956. p.21.
1;)e5plte the unionting aspect of their land ad the fact
that they wen Il81dng an. important contributirm t.o the heal'Llt. of the
whole COII!!1U1\1ty. they worerosent.td by uny E\Q"opous:.
AltiloUah they are the only .... Who qe UklJti iat'deaing a
·sue••• 1n til.,e out of the way places, they ant p._tty
disliked aa4 of$en th_lr g..-dens are robbedan4 the Chinamen
ha'ten and· abused if he attempts to defend ais ewn preperty.57
For -the mott part ~ however-» clashes betweon tli. two ra.eos W.Te not so
marked ursa vic:ious in the rural industries u in the urbenand mning
ar... As the Chinese W'ere felt to be $erving a useful pwposo they
ven t1~iliSed and tolerated by the Europea.ns • Most· of til. ia~s.
b.twoen the twosrroups wu eoafined to the economic SP,hfi".. Enuepreneurs
welt as Aridnw Leon were. of eours~, socially very at¢h a part of 'tl\O
European commJAity buttr.c)' fitted into ~b. u'f'l..lAJ\. social centex't; not
its rural counterpart. !!l:h.e~ there was rural an~agoni$. between
European agrieultural labourers and Chinese COJIIletlt01'$ it a.lso was
eeOl\Ollical1y bued.
Avery ill fcelin& suddenly grew up betw$en the iurope4l1
labOurers and the Chlnuaen bocause tne Chinamen ~ted; with
th. iurop6M labourers for emplQyment. whicb. they could bctb.
f&11ow. 58 .
A great deal of enmity ensted btrtween the Chinele and othor
coloured races siirllarly cJaployed as plantat.ion and sution laboure:rs.
57A.. C. Bid:.nel1, b"av~l. andAd,,..~tureinNorth Q!eenslad
(Lonpans~Greenj LondOn.,) 1895) p.46.. .
S8Al' Hodgson, Re-port of the Coomdssion of Enquiry in~ Polynesian Labour.
v. ~ P., II~ 1369) 16.
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This 0$. not usually because of any eeonerde rIvalry but rosult&4 hom
the thinly disguised. racism of the Chlnes$ themselves. Tn. South Sea
Islanders often retaliat~1I During the incidcl.lt~ r~lated byW.lt.O" Hill,
when thirty four Cld.n.e$:f: \\tore .art'Olt$d forabseonding troa tho Haul.don
plantation. the lUmakas Joined the police and beat up the 200 stl'cmg
a~inest ,roup with $ugar cane waddles •.59 In 185>3 th:~ Chinese and );ta1ays
w&re in a disturbanee at the BlooJafiel~ PlantatlGt1.
'" . . ... 1· .1_.. t . , 60$UQ$~1\t '1 ~$er .(t(t ..
Ueli'iito th~$e clashes ~ the Chinese manageis; toco~~istquite
.leabit with the$C g):"OU1)$ ~ilen b1ey could act as 'j1!ddl($lw' between
con:traeted land f01: cl.a.rillg sublet it to Kanak~s who would t~urn tn. scrub
. . .. 61
and hoe for them. .. As ~loyers the Chinese were ve1.jffail.". Ah Cbie t
a garieneri was s~nsed for unlawfully e~loying a Sout:h Sea l$lan4er.
}le therefore made fiitl his putner"62 Mr .. Gibson; a me-mb-er (tIthe Ayr
Pa~rs Associat1on objec:ted to the C":iln,ese 't t cut tht"Ot.\t 'praetice,of
" ,-
offering higher wages. to kana.\asf~•. .01 Si=ilarly the Polynesian ln$poetor
in8risbanen.otedthat lathey the Kanakas pr~fe'r to entrust their llllOney
to Otinamea and o'th~r storeke"epers i.n$teadof putting it in a Savings" Sank. 64
sii:ie:() ~-nIrr~-~pp-:--e1-t'-~-;-"p .. i§:---'--~-".'-"'--'~."_..~'~_.,.""---_.--.---.......~"--.-.'-"'_...--..__._--..._.W'_
6'1~9?-eenslander" a September 1893.
61~. Eglington~ SUgar Commission, V~ & P• ., IY:p18SJ, 121.
62, 'Ifill Voss v.. ftjl Chie, Supreme Court ~. qld~. p eM/2M.
63
Prog~S$ IS A11ril 18$~9 ..
64A• w~ard~ SugAr Commission, V.~~ & P., IV J 1U9, 381.
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The same situation prevailed when t.~ey amplo-yed aborigines.
The Sub InspocU)r of t...'tc ~!ackay d!s,tr1c't wrote:
My exporieue here is that the Chinese fa~:rs who ~loy
aboril1nals treat them vet:y mu.ch be'tte:r than most of the
white people who omplcythem. Th. Chinese offer b1Ittelt
waps _d what is more pay the' aboriginal$ tileir wages when
duo) they 31.$0 b.ouse &Aid~ toh._ '1-011 ~65
the abQrigina.le:aljlore~ full use of t1~eir hurupy t)ven to saQking the same
pipe and d:ri."nking out of 'the same thl11y n\66 fts 'b\eEuropean faraers
h taken alfay frOitl the Cb.tnese and camp-aIled to tt'Ork for ar~y European
who ,might ~~..llra their semC$s.;·67 One r~mh'n: of this gNUPJ E.. C;. Putt"
'told Rot.h that the ChinesQ would !lot he able to make. tJlcir selections
pay without tho cb~:ap labour of aborigines ••.Hit the law insists on tI1G
dispensing with black c$ploye0s. they will have to think s,ttriQusly about
.. 69giving up their leMes. <~
6';--""-' .._~_ ..",.._-~....__.---...~.~.~.~...~.~:.. '-'---"'"''--<~''' c-.-__._.. . . ----••..~--.-.--. ...~" ...-.~-.- ....._.-...........--,...~.,-_ ...__..-~ ••.
;,Report ~. Roth to under 5e-eretary) HQi'iO Secretary t s iJepartMnt,
1 January 1901, 4884" COL/142.
66. ~Report 1:1. Roth~ Athertotl.f 20 October 1898, COL1139.
67R.eport W.. Ro~hJ Atherton, 20 October 18.98; COL/lSi.
6SRe-port w. R01;h~ Atherton l 20 October 1898, COL/139.
69Stateaent Charlie flai Lee in Report W. Ro'th, Atherton, 20 OCtober 1898,
COL/139.
Tho European ~lty.. by employing the steroo'tyPf.' ",f
Chinesevieo. w~ able in the Protection of Abciiigine:sand l\e:strletion
of the Sale of Opiu. Act in 1:898 to prevent them :crom be-ingablo to
employ any coloured labOur ~ They uintaine4 that. "the ChU).3f1 k:e,'
~\oir colour" eaploy~s contented by $upplying theliwitll opiUllor sex.
The ianon ValleyP1"ogro$S Association stated that the d1.triet· 5200
Chinoso· wen 'Eholding all the AbOrigiMs in the districI ia thJ'~l
with this Vile drug an(i preventing t.\eta. froa leg1ti_te.~loYJllOftt
with l!~ans.tt7{). ~n\$re was no evidence tO$u.pport :tlt1s ...en'ti.olt ..
swlarly it wu I_rally heW thact tile Chiac•• were 'the
~. f·:."'............1......;.",..,. • 1 .. 1·· ~ w-........ .71 J';"\;, Vhl .~ ot:~ll' 1U supp yaglquor 'to tne ~$.uas... .uun'~J\ t.Ug.
a jotUi'l1a.lis't in Maryborougn t reported having soen six :Kamt.kas in a
Chill.e$O' urothel. 72 i'be Polynesian Iupector tflerealso telt obliged
to pNt.ec~ the islanders trota these halU~u of demoralisation
that are· kept by Chinamen. I have many .. time $llokea 'l\1:yself
to the is1aaden: about it, and I have gono intothoa. Chinese
$hops. I haveofte:l tri~d to get, the kanakas away ~om there. 73
70Barron Val10y ProgTt\.'S$ Association IS July 189$, M~rt Roth,
20 October 1898~ COL/139.
71Wood Brothers andBo)~d~ Ripple Creek to Under Coloni4l seere~ary,~
2Ssep'tembeT lSaS» 39S4 J COLjAS61.. see also R.Wri.gllt (Bookseller
Bundaberg) Sugar Conunisslol1J V~ .~ ~. > IV) 1&89) 31&:.·
They were notJ1
1l1eix- position
· ...11-
rolewhidl elsewh.ere tiler did so ef~~ctivel,· •
that part of th...,lr failure to adapt 'was inho1:ent in tho,ir O\m $oeia1
eontiuUGd to wQrli\ in the northel'1\. agricultural industry Wltil the 192~Ji5,
but despite their large numbers. they ~ned. a fGirly separate grouping. 75
From the study of the Chinese in {~tu~el1s1and. i twouldappear
elit.e was anlll'portant factor in their failure to adapt. 1'110 Chinese
organization.
a social and econQidc lov~rage into the European c~ty.. Svenin
-~._..-_..•~----"-",-,,,,,,,,,,,-,-,,,,,,,,,,,,-,,,,,,,,-,,,,,,.-~,,,,,,,,-,,,,,.,~_._,--,,,,,,,,,.- .. - -...... ._ , , ~.,.~ ~.. _-~ _•. - _.- ~'_.-....-._-'--_.- _'_..~,,,.._.
74List Convictions of Those Supplying Isla.1l1ue-rs with LiquOT, Gera.1dtofi*
Apper-;t.dix No .. S~ ~ Sugar Comm.1s.~$ion, p.424a
7SThe land leasing returns for th1i) North show 335 Chinese working allotments
in this area in 1913, AGS/5.
C~rtainly
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CHAPTER III.
EUROPEAN REACTION TO THE CHINESE.
It is not a question of the fittest surviving but a question
of the survival of the fittest to survive.
(Mr. Lodge)l
Is it possible for white men to compete against such plodding
slavery without degrading themselves,
2(John Potts)
I wanted to kick the lamp over and burn down this joint and
all the other joints and with it every one of these yellow
devils, l'lho, \'t1ith mask-like faces and fawning guise arid
patient, plodding ways and superb organization, have come here
and rooted themselves here and brought with them all their
virtues and all their vices and who threaten us with this
frightful habit which will wreck the manliness of our men and
the womanliness of our women, and will bury our nationality
in a deadly slough of sloth and deceit and filth and immoralities
from which the vigorous white man now shrinks in horror.
(William Lane) 3
In 1881 a Cairns business man who was moving to the Mulgrave
carried the man's twin babies in the baskets which were balanced across
in a way that aptly characterize1 the Queenslander's reaction to the
IMr. Lodge in H.B. Morse, The International Relations of the Chinese
Empire, II, (London, 1910) p .184 •
2J . Potts, Ope cit., p.S.
Swilliam Lane in G. Souter, A Peculiar People, (Angus and Robertson,
Sydney, 1968),p.20.
One of them
Queensland Punch reported this very minor incidenthis shoulders.
hired Chinese carriers to transport his possessions.
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Chinese. The paper stated:
disease or industry was seen as proof for the general view. So
Some
Thus
These stereotypes had some factual support.
These stereotypes sensitized them to only' certain
'different' race.
for the Chinese it was in terms of these common assumptions.
A combination of British originality with the plodding
industry of the Chinese ought to be the very perfection of
labour ••• always promising that his suspensory pole is a
non-conductor of small pox. 4
widespread were these conceptions that even when sympathy was expressed
features of the Chinese character, and every example of Chinese vice,
Chinese group.
But the· Europeans exaggerated these traits and applied them to the whole
of them were also concemed merely to make money and returmto China.
Chinese did have leprosy and smallpox, .a number didsmok$. opium, and many
Chinese by erecting stereotyped conceptions of them as an 'inferior' or
Thus the European community justified their racial antipat1).y to the
Thompson told Parli~ent:
He could not see that because the Chinese wereyeilow, wore
pigtails and wrote in extraordinary characters they should be
excluded from the colony; and it certainly was not against them
that they were industrious, frugal and law abiding. S .
It will be seen that stereotypes had an all important effect on the
interactions of the two groups but it is necessary first to trace the
component parts of such concepts.
4 .Queensland Ptmch, 1 July 1881, p.l53.
SThompson, Q.P.D., XXIII, 13 June 1877, 244.
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As the theories of Social Darwinism provided an effect!ve
legitimization for European superiority they formed the basis of many
anti -Chinese statements. The editorial in the Northern Miner of the
26th May, 1877, stated:
Kanakas and Chinese are distinct types of the genus Homo - some
would go· so far as to deny that they bel()Jigto the human family
at all. There is no affinity between them and men of the
Caucasian race, and miscegenation of races so physically antagonistic
must inevitably degrade the higher race~ Hence it is not only the
right, but the duty of the gpveming power of the supreme race to
preserve it from deterioration morally and physically and to repress
by statute· the unnatura.l desires and unholy cupidity of planters
and squatters to aSsociate themselves with ''human vermin" for the
purpose of making money. 6 ...
The general concept of Western superiority was deve10pad further by the
editor of the Queensland Punch who regarded even the worst examples of
the European group as of more worth than ·the Chinese.
He would rather take by the hand a hulkingwhite 'rUffian
staggering home from hispothouse full of vile liquor and
poisoning the night air with maudlin blasphemy, ...... recognizing
in him the possibility of better things than he could welcome
the approach of the ,most sanctimonious -looking, clean shaven
Chinaman who ever wrote out the pure monlmaxims of. his
Confucian phl10sQphy as·· appropriate ornaments for his. private
den ofiniquity.T. .
The Europeans attempted to classify the Chinese asa. lower
species because of the threat he presented, both economically and sexually.
When one considers that in only two months of 1875 I 4416 Chinese, all males,
arrived in QUeensland, white agitation becomes very understandable. 8
6Northern Miner, 26 May 1877.
7Queensland Punch, 1 December 1878.
8Immigration and Emigration Table, Statistics of the Colony of Queensland
1875, v. &P., 1876.
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Thus when the opponents of Chinese immigration.spoke of the competitive
J .K. Tucker stated: "Their physiognomy indicates no beam of intelligence
or play of fancy - but rather stolid stoicism'i. 10
Doctor
In his description of them,
Occasionally their fears shoWed through this facade.
They're right enough while they are in theminorlty
Plodding and quiet and out of the way . .
But when they come here with a teeming majority
What they will do it's not easy to say. .
• •• Tho we annoy them as much as "we dare .
Fair play or foul, they are more than a match for us
.4' .They'll be our boss"as and we'll gJ"ow their cabbages
If they go on the· way they've begun.12
Even those Europeans· who professed to be sympathetically disposed to the
Chinese were afraid of them and wanted them relegated to certain areas
O'Doherty denied a frequently reiterated doubt, - Uwhatever Coolies or
Chinamen could do, Irishmen or Englishmen could don • 11 A ~ore explicit
statement of their misgivings was -contained in a poem, entitled The Chinese
Must Go, which was published in the Que.ensland Punch,
was portrayed as a sort of mindless machine.
economic power of the coolies they more usually tennedit. the ~~lt
. of their inferior social quaIlties, rather than of their superior workill8"
capacities.9 The Chinaman' s •industry' becmne his I servility', and he
or occupations. The Honourable Mr. Lumley Hill declared:
9p•C• Campbell, ope cit., p.44.
10J .K. Tucker, .The Aborigines and the Chinese in Australia. (Joseph Cook,
Sydney, 1868) p.39.
llDr. O'Doherty, Q.P.D., IX, 1 June 1969, 243.
12Queens1and Punch, 1 December 1880.
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I am not, one of those who have any sympathy with, the uridue
persecution of those'Chinese'who have come to the colony under
existing laws~ almost invited by us; at the s~etillle I do not
consider that these Chinamen are entitledt~·the samep~Vileges
as'Europeans •••They should be compelled to confine.their
attentions to certain pursuits. As agricultural labom:ers· a..nd
gardeners I believe they are fully capable of working where a
white man cannot. 13
Politicians and publicists were able to exploit this tension for varying
ends and in so doing they added more threatening, exaggerated pictures
to the general public's conceptions. In William Lane's story,
.As the Chinese group was predominantly male they also posed
Parliament that they should introduce a Bill to impose a capitation tax
on arrival on all Chinese who were unaccompanied by their wives', 15 To
justify their, antipathy the Europeans pictured the Chinese as devoid of
Working Man's Paradise, he said of one of the characters t,' .
it would come to her sometimes like a cold chill" that this
yellow man and' such men as he were watching them all slowly
going lower and l-ower ~ were waiting to leap upon them in' their
helplessness and enslave them all as white girls are sometimes
enslaved already in those filthy opium dens. 14
In 1862, Mr ~ Blakeney p:roposed toa sexual threat to the Europeans.
13 'Mr. Lumley Hill~ Q.P.D. L, 26 November 1886, 1885.
14w.. Lane, Working Man's Paradise, (Edward Dunlop, Sydney, 1892)" p.19. '
ISMI'. Blakeney, V. & P., 25 June 1862.
160bjections to Chinese Immigration Anti-ehinese League to Chief Secretary,
25 July 1887, Enclosure to 5034, COL/AS12.
July" 1887 stated:
Eastern races have strong sensual instincts, and the class of Chinese
that.came here are usually· of a low type, hence a low state of
morality J and Oriental vices infest the centre of o~ towns. In the
[
towns North and elsewhere little girls O.f tende.r .. age, .. have unWittingly
fallen victim to their insidious temptations, which has resulted in
their becoming the most degraded of women. 16
any moral sensibilities. An anti-Chinese meeting held in Brisbane in
She had supposedly been married to a Chinaman and have been tak~n
by him to anop-ium den where she was given evil food and beaten.
Closely allied with the sexual aspect of racism was the
She was
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On occasions such latent fear$\%~reexplicitly
In the Worker- of 2. April 1892~ a column eondllcted by
In a siJBilar vein, the Progress termed miscegenation ~ !<tne JRud and
filth entering into the stream of a nation 1 s pure lifebl-00df~.19
nLucinda. SharpH O~illiam Lane)statedz .
I wouldn 1 t do a blaCk. ~an h.a.nn or a. yellow man ora green man
for that matter if but I '.d sooner se.e. a dalJ~"tel!' of .~. de&! in
her coffin than kissing one of theta on the W>Uth.or raising a
little coffee ...eoloured brat that she was mother to ~.. The
coloured man will climb from the field to the kitel~e1'h"•and
from the kitchen to tile parlour and. from the paI;lolU"' too the
bedroom." •and the ~waddlers will rejoice that tJiis Jlation of .
slaves: .has O~tgrown tl1$ colour p:rejudice and 't.\en s<)me eolowr
strqng barbarians will sweep Qown from somewhere and wipe us
al1ou't .18 .
as its 8.ud resul t .
The public \a.tare careful to connect inter....racial sex with
tile influ~nce of opium and to point te: the tdeb.ased alurt.san'
stated.
t1ahout 27 ~ in a piti£ul state bordel'ingon delirium and ~vJ.4en'tly
ak .. ~ '.. d . It" t t .. 17very we'. wJ.tn SlCKness an possessc\l OIt a grea error".
One such 'victim t wa.s described 1."'1 the l'Togress in 1899,
Europen'$ coneern to connect the Chinese with disease and filth.
17· ..Progress_: 1 July 1899"
18Workerl2 April 1892,,·
19Progress, 29 April 1399.
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A poem entitled The CliIlese Leper which was printed in the Clermont Truth
exemplifies this •
Up a dark and foetid alley" where the offal and the slime
Of a brave and lust,rous city met its misery and crime
In a hovel reeking pestilence and noisome u the grave
Dwelt Ah Ling, the Chinese joiner and the sweaters t willing slave
Like a grisly mechanism, very yellow, gauntandgrilll
All Ling laboured as though food and sleep were noedless thing$ to him
With the one absorbing purpOse of retuming to Cathay
In possession of a fortune, and of finishl1)g~s life at his ease
in China proper witb a 11ttie .Chi.n":f) 'fife.
All Ling was thin and grimy" in 'his scarred and pit-ted' tace
Were displayed the characteristics and the vices of his r~e
. l1ith a dre;adful something .added too, by which the truth was known
So his frightened fellows left him and he lived and toiled alone
Do not scores of chairs and tables from such gruesoae dens as this
Go to furnish many happy homes where ignorance is bliss
But. one day his shop was raided and the startled Pagan saw
Himself and his possessions in the keeping of the law ... •ZO
'nle Europeans transferred the Chinaman IS llOral behaviour and
physical disoases to his whole life style. In an anti-Chinese statement
submitted to the Colonial Secretary, the EaployersH association of
[
Brisbane noted, fJExperience shows that a Chinese slum in our to.wns though
not openly very disorderly becomes a human cesspool in which moral
disease assumes its most malignant and infectious type" .. 21 Economic
overtones were present in the objection of P.F. Raphael, a miner from
Victoria who wrote to the Colonial Secretary in Queensland:
20Clermcmt Truth, I April 1899, COLIA834.·
21Queensland Employers' Association to Colonial Secretary I 19 July 1887,
5583. COLIAS12 •
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though they luxuriate in poultry, pork and other choice
products for· the belly's discussion they seldom erect more .
than filthy hovels to live in knowing that they are not worth
seizure for debt or fine and they can generally carryth~ir
more portable effects across their shoulders in one journey.22
According to the anti Chinese groups, ''They work cheaply because as can
be seen by the most cursory i_nspection of their quarters, they are
willing to dispense not merely with what we regard as the comforts
but even the decencies of life". 23 - The exaggerations implicit in
this statement are demonstrated by comparing it with the report of
Doctor Prentice on a Chinese boarding house about which the Government
had receivec1 a complaint.
I inspected the lodging houses containing Chinese in May Street,
in the rooms themselves and the bedding there was no evidence
of Wlcleanliness and the use of carbolic acid was evidenced by
the smell •••The lodgers I did see were cleanly and well.clad. 24
The lawlessness of the Chinese was also misrepresented.· The
editorial in the Queens1ander of 14 April 1877, stated:
We have already in the north a large alien population who do
not acknowleclge our law and who defraud our revenue even of the
miserable contribution which is all that can be demanded of
them at present. 25 .
W.R.O. Hill, when he was Warden on the Palmer Gold Field, eomposed .
a poem, The Palmer Local which drew attention to the Chinese attempts
22p •F• Raphael to Chief Secretary, 9 July 1877, 8339; LAN/A56.
23Queensland Employers' Association to Colonial Secretary~19 July 1887,
5583, COL/AS12.
24Dr• Prentice to Colonial Secretary, 28 April 1877, 2624, COL/A237.
25Queenslander 14 April 1877, p.16.
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to avoid paying for a miner' s licence.
Then the Chinkies will snivel and cry I
"No more shillin', no chow chow have got!"
But the Warden from practice knows better than that~
And· "no saveys" a lot of such rot.
With one hand he seizes the tail
With the other in the pouch has a hold,
He knows 'em so well, and from instinct can tell,
Where the beggars have planted their g~ld.26
The Europeans were unable to dissociate the crimes of individual Chinese
from the behavio:ur of the whole Chinese connmmity. Officials were
sensitive to reputed 'Chinese crimes' such as gambling and opium smoking
while members of the white connnunity indulging the same vices were often
Chinese group were held guilty for the crime of an individual amongst
a Chinaman, arrested at the Cape River Gold Field for selling 'spurious
gOld· 27 On 12 June the paper recorded a raid made by the polic~ on a
On 5 June 1869 a short news item reported the escape from gaol of
TheEleven Chinese were arrested.
An example from the Port Denison.Times shows how the
them.
paper continued:
Chinese garnblingden in Bowen.
overlooked.
It serves them right, they have had full liberty and licence on these
diggings, and when they she!ter and encourage vagabonds in passing
spurious gold I think it was quite time the police walked in just
to show them that our laws must not be played with .. no not even
by ~e Children of the Stm. 28
The misrepresentation here was demonstrated by J.K. Tucker, who gave a
balanced assessment of the crime amongst the Chinese.
26W•R•O• Hill, op. cit., p.79
27port Denison Times 5 June 1869.
28port Denison Times 12 JuRe 1869.
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Considering that they are unacquainted with our language and laws,
that a large proportion of them can neither read n~r write; that
they have been treated with severity by the Governments in each
of the Colonies and with cruelty by the people on the gold fields
it is remarkable that they have given so little trouble to the
Police Magistrates or to the Government. 29
The European's stereotype was also concerned with the seemingly
Queensland and Chinese Immigration, Macalister stated: uThey regard a
good coffin as of more importance than a correct life" .30 He then told
irreconcilable differences between the two groups. In his speech on
as far more than mere labourers in the young British dominions. They
in 1860, Mr. Hobbs stated:
were colonists and very conscious of developing the country on the model
Australians saw themselves
Racism in fact appeared to be an important
In a report to the Select Committee on Immigration
The editorial in the Queenslander of 4 January 1879 stated:of Britain.
If you introduce Coolies you must treat them as other British subjects
and it would never answer to give these people - unacquainted as they
are with our peculiar institutions - the franchise, for they could be
bought like cattle, by the score, and the system would interfere
materially Witil the institutions of the country.32
As shown in the last quotation the Chinese presented a national
threat to the Europeans.
component in Australia's growth to nationhood.
important difference.
of a case of "a Chinaman who laughed until he held his sides, when telling
of the funny death of his most constant companion". 31 Most Queens landers ,
however, regarded the political ineptitude of the Chinese as a more
29J •K• Tucker - op. cit. p.32.
30A• Macalister op.cit. p.52
31Ibid p.54.
32
Hobbs, 'Report of the Se~,ct Conmdttee on Immigration', 21 June 1860,'
v. &P., 1860, p.656.
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Queensland Punch listed "Australia's Complaints" as:
The events of 1887 and 1888 intensified the anti-Chinese feeling and
(Mongolia)
(Variola) .
(Coo1iensis) 35
(Impecunia) .
Yellow Fever
Small Pox
Black Death
- Chest Complaints
They often phrased their objections in nationalistic' terms ..
Past
Present
Future
Chronic
Chinese and Europeans cannot work side by side, either the
Chinese must be excluded or they will exclude others.. We
may make Queensland a British colony or a Chinese colony; but
we cannot make it half the one and half the othex. 33
League stated: Has subjects of the British Empire and a people who
Referring to the 'contract' system of emigration, the Anti-Chinese
profess to follow the teachings of Christi.anity we denounce this human
trading as unconstitutional and not to be tolerated by a civilized
community. 34 The Chinese were blamed for the problems of the country.
Anti-Chinese leagues were formed to press for the exclusion of the
Chinese.
Australian nationalism• China began to take some interest in the plight
of her overseas communities and a Chinese Commission was formed to visit
these groups and to Ilreport on their conditions and the possibility of
34 .Queens1ander, 30 July 1887, p.180.
35Queensland Punch, 1 May 1882.
36Chinese Legation to F.O. 11 May 1886, F.O. to e .. G. 19 May 1886, C08·81/8 ..
The anti-Chinese Leagues36trade between theirs and the mother country".
33Queenslander, 4 January 1879.
/
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The Charters Towers Times of March 1888 stated:
publicized that:
Public panic
the connnissioners who were coming were simply slave inspectors
under the garb of royal commissioners, and their object was to
study the country and see if there was room for a much larger
introduction of the "Yellow agony" and to do a\\Tay, if possible,
with the poll tax entirely.37
was the result. 58 As Britain was dipIomatieally involved with China, the
colonies combined to press for a redress of their common-iniurr. 39
Port Darwin, where they were exempt from paying a poll tax.
The press published reports of a threatened invasion of Chinese via
Thus is the first occasion the real-national spirit of the people
is needed to be shown, and if we judge rightly England will not
interfere provided all the colonies persist in protesting against
the further introduction of Chinamen. It now remains. for the-
people everywhere to hold public meetings and by their resolution
strengthen the hands of their respective Governments.40
The anti-Chinese movement reached its peak in the la'teeighties. Earlier,
in 1876 and 1877 a similar crisis arose when the Chinese were arriving in
ever increasing numbers. 4l But the Government's enactment of discriminatory
legislation demanding an ext~a fee from Chinese gold miners and levying a
poll tax on each Chinese entering the Colony quelled the public outcry.
By 1887 the numbers arriving had dwindled. 42 Yet the invasion of the
Chinese was exploited as a great threat for the press, publicists and
37Queenslander, 30 July 1887, p.ISO.
38Telegram, Colonial Secretary, Queensland to Colonial Secretary, South
Australia, 24 July 1888, COL/I3.
39A Colomal Conference was held in 1887 at which the Colonies attempted to
find a common solution to the race question~
40Charters Towers Times, 16 March 1888.
41See Appendix I.
42See Appendix I. ,-
Just as there were certain periods in which the anti-Chinese
feeling was stronger it was more marked among certain groups, and in
were evoked in any relationship between the two groUps,. ill these years
While stereotypes
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According to Mr • Walsh :
it \'las not the squatters, but the townspeople who were opposed to
immigration; .•.• and he remembered an indignation meeting being
held in Brisbane at which the squatters were denounced as wishing
.to increase the population from sordid motives, and with the view
of reducing wages. 43
It would appear that certain to~hips were involved in the movement.
certain areas ..
and habits on-him•. In this situation no compromise could be effected
and .the eruption of violence was inevitable.
was going to usurp his job, steal his women and impose foreign institutions
they became even more widely propagated and emotively charged. The
European was reacting completely to an lmage of a plodding labourer who
politicians encouraged and exaggerated public fears.
In 1877, the ItVagabondtt (Stanley James) toure<l Queensland and reported
to the Argus on the state of the Chinese question. He noted:
[ In Brisbane there is a far greater outcry against the Chinesethan here. The new Innnigration Act is considered by the
majority to be fatal to the prospects of Cooktown , and tape York.
It is said to be the wish of Brisbane radicals to injure the
North. .. Much has been done by Mongolians ~ In this climate white
men cannot work continuously.44·· .
His sentiments were reiterated by Mr. Groom, a parliamentarian, in 1889.
43Mr . Walsh, Q.P.D., IX, 12 May 1869, 107.
44Argus , 11 September 1877, in Q.P.D., XXIV, 19 October 1877, 1356.
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This letter also included _the signatures of' certain business interests in
was Hsigned by the Proprietor and Editors of both local' papers, all
The split between
It is therefore impossible to ascribe
The petition framed by John Walsh of Cooktown urging the
Chinese supporters and opponents was, nevertheless ,on ,economic lines.
No Act shall at any time be passed to -nullify the tax judiciously
charged to Chinese ••• as we have only one source - that of Gold,
to depend upon by which we trade .and support the Cook District~48
45, 'Mr. Groom, Q.P.D., LVII, 12 September 1889, 648.'
46Jo1m Walsh to W.E. Murphy, M.L.A. 9 August 1878, SlOO,COL/A26S"
47p •J •W• Beardman to W.E. Murphy, 7 August 1878, EnclosUre to 3100,
COL/A263.
48p .. Publ· "1 . eke 1 ial Se - 3 S ....1.. 1818et1. tl.on ',,' ~c t' eet1ng 00 town to 0 _on ,cretal'Y, epte W.1er,',
3364, COLjA264.
Yet even in the north there ,were certain 'groups opposed to
I can tell the Minister for Mines and Works that his Chinese
,Restriction Bill is positively hated in some partso'f the North.
And they have even gone so far as to saythat they would sign a
petition to the Queen to ask her not to give her assent to that
Bill. 45
Cooktown ,and the mayor, 8. Semper".
the anti-Chinese feeling to specific occupations.
Bank Managers and Storekeepers and many carriers and workingmen and
47
representatives of every class". Mining interests w~re noticeably
Government to take off the poll tax on the Chinese stated, "the whole
. h . 1 th . ' 'de·' f . 1t46 Icommunl.ty ,,' ere, except1.ng on y , ,e nuners, are ,', Sl.rous 0 1.tt
absent from this documen~for they framed a counter petition asking that
the Chinese.
J At the-, anti-Chinese demonstration in Brisbane in July ~ 1887, it was stated:
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A white man letting his property to Chinese was apt to be
pro-Chinese. The cabinet makers \'lho in Brisbane,w'ere being
ousted from their own labour market were on the other<hand,
apt to be anti-Chinese. If they wanted really to wake up the
people of Brisbane to a sense of their duty in the matter they
1
should introduce Chinese laWyers,,' p~rs,ons, dr~pe,'rs, mi~kmen, ~d
other tradesmen. If they found ChJ.neseworkl:ng in Bnsbane J.n
that way and competing against them, the people of Brisbane
\\Tould soon all be anti-Chinese. 49 -
It would certainly appear that financial considerations were of great
importance in defining a man 1 s attitude to theChines~ for even Cooktown' s
pro-Chinese group were not adverse to some disarilllinat.ipnbeing used
against the Chinese so long as it did not impinge on their interests.
"We heartily concur in the late act excluding them from the Gold Fields
and the tax on rice and consider any further legislation should be of the
h ,,50same c aracter·.
In the urban centres, the opposition to the Cllinese was not
nearly so violent nor so constant as that ontbe Gold Fields. Most of,
their antipathy was expressed through quasi-politi-<:al o~anizatio!'.s.
The violence that did erupt coincided with the general crisis periods.
Thus in 1876 the population 'at Trinity Bay refused to e,llow the landing
[ of some Chinese. The Lord Ashley arrived with eight Chinese and the
Blackbird with ten more. Riots occurred in protest~ 'Howard St. George,
the Police Magistrate at Cairns, attempted to landconeChinese cook, who
was ducked' in the water and forced to return to the ship.51 ,The Chinese
were then taken to Townsville and with the help of a strong poliee guard,
49 -~ueenslander, 23 July 1887, p.140.
SOJ. ' Walsh to W.E. Murphy, 9 August 1878, 3100, COL/A263~
5lH• St. George to Colonial Secretary, 19 October 1876, 8.10 COL/A244.
. 52five were landed.
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The Queenslander ascribed the violence in the
anti-Chinese movement to "the Irish Catholics, the hoodlums and
bummers 11 53 , and this certainly appeared to be the case in this instance.
Howard St. George reported, j lThere are about 300 men here.
. 1 f· b c· 54d01ng that I can see, tle men are loa lng a out· f •
Nothing
A disturbance that took place in Bundaberg in 1884 followed
the same pattern. Two Europens met three Chinese on a bridge and began
to provoke them, first verbally, and then because they were ignored, by
assaulting one of them. The Chinese then retaliated and a full scale
riot occurred. The original aggressor, Lang, was knocked unconscious
by the Chinese. The police magistrate ended the fight and warned that
severe penalties would be inflicted in the event of another unprovoked
(att.ack on· the Chinese. Al though it was begun by larrikans the riot
vi (eventuallY involved about forty Chinese and the workers from the Millaquin
Refinery. R. Johnstone, the magistrate stated that llboth parties have
55been long preparing for a general row' I • .
1/ ine widespread atmosphere of tension that existed in 1888 was
exploited for the general elections in Brisbane. A poll taken on 5 May
?
showed an adverse result for the opponents of Chinese immigration' and a full
scale riot thus ensued. 56 D. Graham, the Sub-Inspector of Police,
52Queens lander, 2 November 1876.
S3Queens lander, 3 Marcll 1877.
5411 • St. George to Colonial Secretary, 19 October 1876, 8.10, COL/A244.
55R• Johnstone to Colonial Secretary, 10 September 1884, 6474, COL/A400.
'Nf)5,6
1
Petition Yung Sang Tai, Soy Chow Loong, On War Tai and Wai Song Loongt ~
~ to Colonial Secretary, 16 July 1888, 06370, COL/A552. J
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described the incident ..
A disorderly mob of Europeans numbering' aboUt one thousand ?
collected in Albert Street at ~ut 10 0' cloeklastnigbt~
and dispersed in numbers I attacking and destroying the .willdows
in· different shops kept by Chinamen in various p~ofthis
City I by throwing sticks and stones at the ·glass.S' ..
One of the police.en stopped a boy just as he was in the act of throwing
stones. He repented:
I vas then eaught behind by the coat,tails and by the anlS and
pulled back while some of the mob pUlled the boy ,away from my
eustody while the mob jostled me about. Itws.stltrough holding
onto a verandah post that prevented me from being mocked down
aad walked. Upon ••• S8
Ano'therman was arrested and the police were stoned all the way to the
watcbhouse. No further arrests were made for "the majority of the
persons in the street were respectable citizens including women and
children, whom we would have injured if we had tried to do so, u59
No official action was taken after ,the incident. either to punish the
rioter$Jt or to compensate the Chinese storekeepers for 'the damages they
~
incurred, which amotmtad to over (:';00, In his ,assossment of the roles
played by v~ing people in the riot, Inspector Lewis wro,te:
.LIt may be said that it was a few larrikins who threw the stones ; •••
but I n.',otieed t.~hat. .every time a. stone C1'ashed th.r.:ou:. gb.' the.. 1.1.. ass, a*' loud and hearty cheer was given by the erowd,showingplainly they
were in ·full, sympathy with the ruffians who made this daStaxdly
attack and whom they shielded by their presence 8Jl~support.60
S7Report I) .. Grab. to Inspector Police, 6 May 1888, Enelosureto 430'1,
COL/ASS2.·
S8Report ConsU1ble R. Gardiner to Sub Inspector of Po1i,c$ J 6 Ma,·.·y 1888';1
Enclosure to 4301 J COLIASS2 • :J
59 .
Report Inspector Lewis to Commissioner of Police, 6 May 1888, 4301,
COL/ASS2.
6OInspector Lewis to Commissioner of Police, 6 May 1888,4301, COL/ASS2.
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These riots, although seri,ous in themselves, 'were isolated
examples and arose out of explosive situations fraught withe!ther
economic or political tensions. More usually urban anti-c:hiJ:lose sentiment
was expressed through political or quasi-political organizations.
Progress Associations, the Australian Natives Assoeiation. the Queensland
Political Reform League and the Working Man's Reform League were all
. i . d ith h Chin' • 61 Th P 1i l.,.... ipart ally eoncerne w to.· "ese quest1on. '.. eoeeNOg strate
at Mackay, Captain Goodall, told of a man Karr "who is Bel1man (also
town nightman) - He calls himself the agent of the UPatriotH and
rep~sents with 2 or 3 of the sue stamp what is calle4the "Whito League'
h ' .. n 62e" .
The most important organi~ations in theU1'ban' 4;tntres were the
various branches of the Anti-Chinese League. Aeeordiag tQthe founder"
John Potts,
People were anxious that the Chinese should go; but· they. failed
to realize the importance of a movement upon abroad basis, and
that. it was necessary for a moving spirit to go forth for the
purpose ofa,rousug an agitation.63 .
Potts therefore travelled through all the major townsaad made public
speeches which aimed at winning support for his campaign. He was very
successful, and strong organizations were established at Townsville,
6lSee Petition from South Gympie Progress Association V•. &P., 1878~ p.338,
Australian Natives Association to Colonial Secretary, 20 july 1.887,
5122, COL/AS12. and A.A.Morrison, "Liberal Party Org.m.zatlon$ Before
1900" J Royal Historieal Society queensland, V. 1953 7S6 ff.
62Gooda11 to Immigration Agent, 4 March 1878, C.P.S. lOB/G.
63J • Potts, op.cit., p.S.
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64Charters Towers, Mackay, Bundaberg, Maryborough, Ipswich and Bl;isbane.
The League was formed,
to .prevent Europeans fl"Om leasing land ~. houses or store$ or
from buying or selling to, from employing or from in any unner
whatsoever trading or dealing with (Chinese).65
Thus Mr. Chatoway told Parliament of a "case of a Bank Manager at
Croydon, who received notice from a member of the anti-Chinese League
that if he did not cease to employ Chinese he would withdraw his
overdraft from the bank".66 The leagues were also effective polltical
pressure groups and sent many petition$ to official personages.;67
It is difficult to assess the membership base of these Leagues. It
would appear that some prominent people· were -affiliateci with them but
that the actual working members were from occupations such as cabi.net
making and farming. The proprietor of the Mount Albion silver smelting
works eonfronted John Potts himself thus:
~y.0.U .1.e.c.tur. e me a.g.8.1.-n.. st ~e Chin.e._se!. WhY... t.h8Y ar.e .th.e .best CO.I0ft.istswe have, hard-werking, 1Doffens1v., sober people, but what are you,Sir, I should ,like to know? Why J Sir, you are a hUJlbug, aclemagogue,a disturber of the peace, an Irish land leaguer. 68 .. .
The nascent labour movement was another powerful anti-Chinese
group in the towns. The official report of the first Intercolonial
Trades and Labour Congress in 1879 stated that the "iaportation of
Chinese "l:s:ing.ur:'ous morally, socially and politically, to the best
65petition216Chinese Clermont to Colonial Secretary, 15 Feo'X'U8X'Y 1887,
1308, COL/A490.
~. .. ..Mr. Chatoway ... g.P.D. LXXIII, 30 August 189S, 786.
61v. & P., 1887, p.467, ·p.469, p.471.
68J. Po~tsJ op. cit., p.8.
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interests of the. eolony.,,69 ' In Queensland~ the ease of the Mackay
movement was typical, of most of the early groups. The Mackay Mereury
had anticipated that its strong feeling of antipathy, towaxjs ,'~
Chinese would be shared by the embryonic Labour Movement there. But
nospeeific agitation was forthcoming from this. Its attention was
directed towards more particular ends such as better wages and hours.70
The cabinet makers were almost the' only example of a, specifically
anti-ehinese Union. This was only to be expected' as the Chinese had
gained a firm hold on this industry. In November 1888 a Ileeting was
held in'Brisbane at the Royal Hotel at which it was decided that all
An important connection between the Anti-Chinese Movements
was their use of similar stereotypes. Mr. Glassey stated to Parliament:
The Chinese ,have been prohibited from the gold fields and. qUite
rightlyt., it •• now we are pretty fairly agreed that th. tanaka
shall be prohil>itedas well. I trust we sball be agreed also '
that cheap Germans and by all means cheap ltalian$shall be kept
out of this colony. ~.. Th.emoney of the State should certainly
not be spent in bringing people here who will de_ralise and
.grade labour. 72
Thus the Chinese were made one aspect of the never-ending struggle
"-.~ ;:,~ :
69R• IZ$.tt - ''The Ideologieal Basis of the Australian Labour Movement.
1880-1892. If ( Unpublished B.A. Honours Thesis, Sydney; 1948).,
70J •A• Nilsson, "History of Mackay The Sugar Town 1862-191S~H
( Unpublished B~A. Honours Thesis, Queens land, 1963).
71Seeretary Furniture Warehousements Union to Colonial Secretary J
2 November 1888, 09518, COL/AS64.
72
Mr.Glassey; Q.P.D., LII, 9 October 1889~ 2093.
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'With 'seasuality stuped upon his heavy lips ·aM drooping eyelids't. and
Lord St1bb·itls, an A\ilstralian Ddne-owner wAefor his own selfish ends
collaborated with the yellow hordes that were gnd.ually takiDI over
14t.he cOUAtry li
'!he. J,JJ.ti-<:hinese aoveunt in the urban canes was. doIa1nated
by outside interests. Of itself the urban n:&Ctlonvas not s~ violent
as 'the muon. It was built up tt'lough by pol1tieians~ press and
publicists and became a fairly strong movement. Many towupeople were
not directly coneerned. with oppo,ing the Chinese, h~ 'they appeared to
i1ve their tuitsupport to ·those who tid as very few of U!R. came GIrt
in support of thealleas. Thus it would appear that while there were
great variations in the amount of radal prejudice of the urban groups I
it could besafe-ly stated. that as a whole they W81"8 concerned t.o exclude
t.\em fNa the Colony and prepared to pressure thfle lten into le.aving.
73Prc>gress,. February -1899, p.3.
74 . _W. Lane in G. Souter, ope cit•• p.20.
PART II THE GOLD FIBLDS.
At a Dl~ting of the Royal Colonial Institute in 1818# a
certain Mr. Kelsey stated:
Queenslan.ders do not object to Chinamen coming to follow any
industry but one 111 the Colony. They uy freely come in
thousands as farm labourers J sugar plant.ers ~ . merchants or
stock and station owners etc., but they are strongly objected
to on new gold fields. 1 - .
He greatly oversimplified the situation but it was certainly obvious
that theanti-Chinese feeling had its roOts and mos~t of its strength in
the mining fields. The miners were more vocal in their <lis like of the
Chinese. and there were continual eruptions of violence between the two
COJDmUUities. The JIdners response was quite different from 'the urban
~ups, whO$8 antipathy was generally expressed during speeifie crisis
periods and, except for isolated outbursts J channelled through varying
pressure·groups. Kelsey ascribed the two responses to the· type of
contact that each group had with the Chinese. Referring to the urban
centres he said:
Although then is no wall, the Chinese quarter is ned-gEld in
by the lIlere fact that Chinamen live in it: and all that people
need see of Cltinamen - (in townS) - is when a ChinlJJ18Jl comes to
the house to take away clothes for the wash ~ and again to return
them. But the wearied digger finds that when he comes to his
humble home that Chinamen are squatting all round his camp.
prepaftd 1:0 rob him of goods and comfort. 2 .
The continuous close contact of the two coDDlmities on the gold fields
aggravated the economic and social competition between them. The
1Mr. Kelsey, Proceedings of the Royal Colonial Institute, IX. 1877-78, 63.
2Ibid. p.6S.
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economic rivalry providod by the Chinese was the most pressing problem
for the European minot! whO felt himself outnumbered .and out· organized
. . 3
by the Chinese. After the initial rush there did em-uge some
delineation of function betwe~n the two groups and the Chinese confined
themselves to alluvial mining. While th~s rarely returned good yields
the EuropeanS were still resentful. The HonourableMI'. Bailey stated:
There Used to be a chance for the white man byfossickingabOlrt
ona11uV1alground to piek up so_thing though it was. little.
\lBt!! he gain~d enough to start reefing; But the chance was
now takeJi away and he was actually starved out by the Chinose.4
Beenomie rivalry was greatly intensified by theveryuture
of mining itself. In the agricultural industrlesBuropeans could lease
land to the Chinese and know that when they wanted to recla!m·l~_ it :would
still be -there and would have been improved by them. Similarly in the
towns the Europeans stood to profit by trade with Ch:inese me~ehants and
eol.l1d buy cheap furniture from Chinese cabinet makers despite the fact
tha't they were .rivals in tn.se trades. But with· mining there was the
constant knowledge th_tgold could only be discovered once. In Jtme 1878,
Mr. Bear stated to Parliament:
The Chinese should grow vegetables •••They did not wish the Chinese
to have the medium of exchange. I f they added to it, there might
not be so g:reatan objection. but when they came just to take away the
medium of exchange from the colony then he did not see. what benefit
the rest of the colony got from the Chinese.S
3See Appendix· II ~ and J. Flood J Secretary Cook District Progress Association
to Minister far Mines, 15 August 1877, 10376 1 LAN/AS1.
4 .. 1Mr. Bailey, Q.P.D., XXII 1.1 3 June 1877,249.
5Mr. Bear, Q.P .D. J XXV, 26 June 1878, 584.
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While the European's dislike of the Chinese sUJ!IJled mainly
from the economic 51tuation ~6 they were also seen as a social menace.
Thus in 1876 # when the miners and storekeepers of Cairns $uPmitted
a petition to John Macrossan to protest against the Chinese.., 'they
concluded by pointing to the -"uncleanliness" and "immorali tyHo£ the
Chinese miners. They wrote that "Many married men ••• fear that on
account of the great immoral propensities of the Chinese) their children
will be contaminated. u 7
S'tereotypes were widely. propagated on the gold fieldS and were
continually utilized by the opponents of the Chinese. The press in the
gold towns sensitized the population to instances of vice amongst the
aliens. Thus the North Queensland Resister published a story entitled)
"Johnnie Moreton's Experiences j U which told of the struggles of a young
miner. After his first few weeks on the field he realized that each
nilbt some of his washdirt disappeared. The young miner then said J
"We ~~d. not find a. trace of· footsteps or any disturbance of the dirt,
but we suspected theeunning Chinese who were camped about a mile below
us.u
S The story ended predictably with the eaptw:'e and punishment of
the Chinese ·thieves. Tales such as these made the Chinese the 'scapegoats'
of the camps and they were blamed for the ills which the Europeans suffered.
6. . . .' .
Por an account of the European '5 grievances against the Chinese, see
J. Stoodley .. uSome Social Aspects of Early Goldmining in Queenslandu •
(Unpublished B.A. Honours Thesis, University of Qld.~ 1951).
7petition 128 Miners and Storekeepers, Cairns to J .M~Maerossan,
8 November 1876, 2870, COL/A228.
8(J •F•), uJohnnie YiOre'ton' s Bxperiences) H North Queens land Register,
Christmas No. 1892, P •43.
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They were ag.ain utilized in the labour camp~ign against
In 1813 in Stanthorpe a letter was printed in the
Border Post which told of the writer's inability to get work as the
mining managers already had sufficient workmen. Tht) writer was ineensed
because of the men employed over two-thirds were ChiT}ese who were paid
only 3/- less than the EUl:"opean labourer. The letter continued: "When
we find men amongst us ready and willing to sell'us-, their own countrymen
in order to curry fa-your with Chinese •••• then energe1'.ie action is .
neeessary ..... t,9 H.~.• Ransome, one of the men employin.g Chinese was
threa'tenec1 and an attempt was made to burn down his house. According
to the Senior Sergeant at Stanthorpe F.H. Vineent~ Ua loafing miner' J
was suspected as the writer of the letter.
Vincent was typical of the anti-chinese provocateut's on the
gold fields who were mostly dissatisfied miners. The gold fields riots
were also the outcome of general restlessness and discontent" and WCl:8 not
always levelled specifically against the Chinese~ Dtmdas Crawford saw
the at.titude of the miners as one which maintained
HAs long as we can bluff them offft I they say, 11we wil~H I and
the Chinese are Hbluffed off't half in joke, half in earnest~
bYamed demonstrations, by threatening placards posted at the
fords of rivers, or by the dark allusions to the tragedy at
Lambing Plat. lO .
One of the earliest recorded riots took place at Crocodile
Creek in 1867. The immediate cause of the outburst was the· discovery
9Border Post, 3 December 1873 I Enclosure to Senior Sergeant Stanthorpe to
Commissioner Police, 23 December 1873, 2477, COL/A189.
IOn. Crawford, Ope cit., p.3l.
ensued and an attempt was made by some Europeans to jump a Chinaman's
But. it would appear that the general populace" if not involved in the
riot, were at least in 'favour of it, for
The greater part of the Chinese dwelling places had been
destroyed by fire,· while a considerable number of their stores
and business places had been broken into and completely gutted
of their contents, the value of which was very considerable. ll
In assigning the blame for the disorder he noted, .
At that point
A general rush
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The Gold Commissioner, J. Jardine, reported:
In the fighting that followed one of the aggressors received
The Originators of, and Actors in these disturbances are confined
to acomparatively small portion of the Diggings ,and consists
chiefly of new hands who have had no experience on GoldFields,
and to whom the hard-work required is especially distasteful.
These vagabonds will watch a- Chinese party sink a shaft, and if
a Hgood prospectf1 is obtained, endeavour. to get possession of it
on some pretext, or by force .•••There is a strong Irish mob
determined· on annoying the Chinese. l2 · . -.-
the riot became general.
a dangerous blow on the head from a Chinaman's· tomahawk.
claim.
of fresh gold at a spot close to the Chinese camp.
small sympathy was shown for the Chinese and a positive
disinclin~tionwas exhibited to give any assistance in
bringing .the offenders to justice, by persons who from their
position ought to have been the first to do 50. 13 .
A petition signed by 400 Europeans and seven Chinese was also forwarded
to the Colonial Secretary to ask for a remission of the sentence on the
original aggressors who were jailed for assault. 14 After this event
IlJ. Jardine to Minister for Lands, 14 January 1867, LPJ.'ilA3.
12Ibid .
13petition Inhabitants Crocodile Creek Diggingstto Colonial Secretary i,
3 September 1867, 2149, COL/A94.
14J • Jardine to' Minister for Lands, 14 January 1867, LAN/A3.
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many Chinese left the diggings. Jardine saw the Chinese as completely
blameless. He characterized them as lIindustrious and well (.Onducted,
. ·15
suffering nrucll small annoyance Wl thout retaliation. H
The miners' success in frightening the Chinese off the fie Ids
led to a type of chain reaction and similar situations o·ccurred 00. many·
of th, fields. In 1869 G. Murray, the Chief Inspecrtor of Poliee at
TO\fflSvill:e reported to the Commissioner of Polieethat the Chinese had
been driven off the Gilbert Range site by the diggers~· nThere is sure
16to be a riot should they attempt to return. It In Pebrua.ry~812) the
Courier noted that the Chinese had been excluded from the Cloncurry field.
The Europeans attacked the Chinese camp ~d there Wa$ a pi. telled b~ttle
between them. The GolciCommissioner attempted to effect a reconciliation
but failed and therefore offered the Chinese a pTOt~ti.ve escort to leave. I7
At the same time the GQld Commissioner at Georgetown reported:
A great deal of i~l feeling con'tinues to exist between ~e
Europeans and the Chinese Sections of the popula.tion ·l!ndthe
latter are stili prev-ented from following mningpllrSUits upon the
Ethtlri<lgeRiverand Talhot Creek, - they are how~ver 'tol.rated in
these places as garullers.. oooks and tradesmen.18 .
In June, 1875, the Townsville Herald reported:
The Europeans on Oakey, Stoney, Finegold, Limesten, Sandy Creeks
and McLeod's CaDrJ? placed notices \fa,rning any Chinese would be
seized and hanged till death. 19 . .
ISO•P •M• Murray t.o Commissioner Police, 28 June 1869, 2454, COL/A127.
16courier, IS February, 1872.
17Courier, 15 February'1872.
18Go1d Commissioner Georgetown to Minister fOT tvorks and Mines .. 1 January
1872~ 541, WOR/A47.
19Townsville Herald,S June 1975.
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Often the miners' success in excluding the Chinese, rather
wasconvic-ted and fined 2 for assaulting a Chinaman. Aceording to
In Cooktown in 1882 a publican, S.W'. Bolles,
Bolles Ah Quang, was going to strike a lady and he intervened to stop him.
Magistrate, judged that Bolles attacked Ah Quong 'riith no provocation.
Tile Chinaman t s face was very sev~rely cut; but Bolles maintained that
Ah Quang had done this damage to himself so as 'to' have a case .20 After
eons·ide.rlng such contradictory evidence Howard St. Geotg" the Police
than appeasing their racial hatred. only gave rise to more discriminatory
attacks on the Chinese.
He roPQrted to the Under-Colonial Secretary:
, this ease was the culmination of a series of' brutal and almost
,murderous assaults by the Europeans ~on Chinamenwhlchtook
place almost immediately after the Chinese ha~ been driven off
the tinfields by the miners of Cannibal Creek•• "'". 1 have the
,satisfaction of knowing that my action in this matter, has
effectively checked this lawless eonduc't. 21
The Gold Fields Act Amendment Act, which W1l$' passed in 1878,
forbad the Chinese working on any goldfield for the first thneyears"
This Act legitimized the expulsion of Chinese from the diggings and
disputes arose after this date over what was to ecnstitu,tea new field.
In 1886 in Clermont~ a new alluvial deposit was discovered and included
as part of the old field. rne Chinese therefore movetionto the new site,
but the Europeans objected to ~~is. Clermont was therefore declared
20S~W. Bolles to Colonial Secretary, 18 August 1882, 4553, COL/AJ47.
21H. St. George to Under-Colonial Secretary, 20 September 1882~ 5117;
, COL/A347.
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a new field and the Chinese were forced to leave~·even though many
of their mining licences had not yet expired. Great distre;$sprevailod
among the now unemployed Chinese and a letter was sent to th~Colonial
Secretary to petition for some relief. It stated:
no compensation has been offered to 't!~ese men for the loss which
they have sustained th:rQugh the action. of the Government in turning
them 0#£ property which they had occupied so long (some £01: 12 run)
under Government Licence ~ ••• They WQuld· be afforded some small
satls,faction if they knew why they had been so dea.lt wit.1l. 22
Samuel Griffith's reply became the standard official response.
The Government will not have recourse to any kind of unjust
treatment towards Chinese or any other subjects of the Crown
in Queensland, but it is their duty to see that the law of the.
Colony is observed. 23 .
A similar situation also occurred in Croydon. In 1886 a
large conflict was provoked by a miner, P" Enright, who demanded 10 from
a Chinese miner, George ~lJ. Hoy, who had bought a piece of land in the
towns.hip. All .Hoy refused to pay and a. few nights later a large groUp of
minersapproaehed his house and tried to pull part of it down. Enright,
the ringle.84er~ told the policem.cL'"1 who tried to stop them that he would
only cease pulling on the rope when the warden had promised to hunt the
Ch " f·f - d· ." 24 Th ri 1 h d th 1 las. L 1nese 0 ..• the· 1991.ngs. e . oters a so smas· e .e pate g
window in the store of J.B. Lorldan. Loridan employed a Chinese cook
and had suspended Enright's credit a.t his store a few days previously.
22Lilley and crt S\\llivan for Chinese on Clermont Gold Field to Colonial
Secretary 10 February 1888, 1320~ COL/A548.
23S•W• Grlffit:.~, Minute to W. Shing Lang to Colonial Secretary"
19 January 1888~ 1033, COL/A548.
24nepositions Police v. P. Enright, J. Pope, F. Pope, J.White and H. Daley,
2S September 1886, 9478,COL/A486.
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ineident the Chinese were cleared off the field although as scurvy was
A£t.er smashing the glass the mob burnt an effigy of Loridan and set
Samwell, the Pofice fy!agistrate described the
general atmosphere prevailing at the time of the riot:
end produce vegetables.
rife amongst the Europeans some of the gardeners were allowed to stay
fire to the tent and possessions of his Chinese cook. Following this
The whole f,act of the matter is there are: no crushing mills
as yet at work, the :roads are very bad, and a great deal of
sickness and idleness with excessive drinking prevails. 2S
Again it WQuld appear that the Chinese were used as scapegoats for, the
general restlessness of the population. The Poliee Magistrate at
Georgetown reported:
After smashing the window Hthey thought to coveruptiieir
misdemeanour by tailing it to the Chinese question. tl In fact
it is only a few blat.ant people of no repute that llake all this
fuss ••• the greater portion of the people being law abiding
although somewhat timid perhaps, attend to their own business
and do not care two straws for the Chinese question. 26
But some. measure of general support was giyen to the rioters for a
petition signed by 180 persons was sent to the Colonial Secre~ary to
ask for a remission of the sentence on Enrigh.t \fho was jailed for
27disturbing the peace. The At'lti-Chinese League at Townsville maintained
that the rioters:
2Ssamwell to Under Colonial Secretary 22 October 1886, 8296, COL/A486.
26Police Magistrate, Georgetown to Under Colonial Secretary, 11 December
1886, 0204, COLIA486. ..
27petition inhabitants of Croydon to Colonial Secretary, 8 October 1886,
7978, COL/A486.
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hard labour portion of their two months sentence and gave 0 them permission
regarded 'tli.e economic 0 dislocation caused by this as of equal importance
He said:in precipitating the outburst.
Once again officials on the field excluded all the Chinese from the
It was the hordes of incoming Chinese as \'inters 1 cooks, ~lkmen,
poultry and eggsellers" interfering with European labour in
various ways at cheap \'iages that gave rise to indignation meetings
amonglP.iners here .. 31 0 0
j 0
28Secretary Anti-Chinese League Townsville to Chief S~#e~4%Y
8 October 1886, 7978, COL/A486. 0 •
29Samwell to Under Colonial Secretary, 22 October 1886, 8296,' COL/A486.
3°Secretary Anti-Chinese League to Colonial Secretary 17 April 1888, 3481,
COLIA549 .0 ,:,"J>JardenCroydon to Colonial Secretary. -11. April 1888, 2293 J
COLI4549 o~o'5Yr-;~
3lwarden. C~~don to Under Secretary Mines, 4 May 18S8, 4340,COL/A549. 0
and the Croydon Branch of the Australian Miners .Asso~ationwere thus
prompted to demand the removal of the Chinese from the fieli. SO This
was the immediate cause.. But the two year period of their expulsion
was up, and many Chinese began arriving on the field. The Warden
field. A report was circulat.ed that there was a Chinese and a white
leper on the diggings. Organizations such as the Anti--<:hinese Loague
to get their own provisions.
The year 1888 sa," another anti -Chinese deJllOwrtration on this
connection with the expulsion of the Chinese but for generally disorderly
conduct and lanikanis1l1~!.29 the Govenunent al1o~ed a remission of 0 the
were activated in what they did by a sense of duty t.owards
the Miners Protection Association at Croydon, thinld.ng no doubt
they were acting within the pale of the law which makes it
compulsory that Chinese shall not mine any Gold Field. 28
Despite Samwell's contention that they were "not convicted for any
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Chinese. He wrote:
who infomed 'tl\eColonial Secretary:
U:nsuccessful miners bro\1ghtwide campugnthatrest:ricted their entry.
32A• ~iusgrave, :Mi.nute 4 May 1888 to Charles Han to Governor Qld.
3 Y~y 1388, 4180, COL/A545.
3~Petiti()n 74 Residents Croydon to A. Chester, Police Magistrate, Croydon,
10 May 1888, 4816. COL/AS49.
34 . .
Warden Croydon to Under Secretary Mines, 4 May 1888 ~ 4340, COLIAS49 •
3SH.R.Buttershaw, Police Magistrate, Cooktown to Colonial Secretary J
23 June. 1888. 05693. COLLAS49.
It is not contemplated to disturb any such men here. They are
peaceful and law abiding and being in po.~sessionefhouSe property
it would be manifestly unjust to ask them to remove.·'butthe . ·34
xoenewing of their title is with me quite anothermatteral'together.
only in ridding the diggings of the Chinese but in sparkin.g off the state
The anti-C~inese movement on the gold fields was sue~essful not
When he was discovered not to have the disease he was allowed his passage
35
money to Cloncurry.
compensation granted was that given to Tommy Kin,the suspected leper.
I can scarcely believe that 'the Warden has legal authority
to order the removal of a body of peaca.ble men in this way
when they are breaking no law and when some at least have
been licenced by the constituted authority.32
Thus ~il.en licences expired all the Chinese would have to go.· The only·
roots movement was becoming stronger" A petition of ~'J.e residents Wt;1S
determined to strike a eompromise and placate public feelings whi~estil1
carrying out the minister's instTuctions to do nothing h.arsh towards the
sent· to the Police l\fagistrate which threatened Hdisorder and probably
bloodshed if there was any tampering with the Chines~eviction·order,
whether f~om Sir Samuel Griffith or any other~f3S .The Warden therefore
vicinity. One Chinaman Charles Han, protested to Governor :Musgrave
The officials on the field were confronted with a dilemma for ,the grass
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their racial antipathy to the urban centres and the fears engendered in
the Govenunent by the violence of the urlnet'S reactions caused them to
enact legislation discriminating against ~\e C~inese. The mining fields
became the 'ocal point of the Anti-Chinese f"iovement. Their antipathy
and their success in ousting the Chinese sparked off a chain reaction which
had repercussions on the whole of the European community. It is not'
Of\t.y
valid to see the miners as thel\raciai, group in society• It is also
incorrect to see the anti-Chinese stereotypes ·as. emanating sele1y from
the gold fields. All groups were opposed to the aliens and anti-Chinese
propaganda was as much a product of urban press campaigns ~ The miners'
two races as incompatible.
situation far worse and thus legitimized the el~ of those who regarded the
antipathy to ~~e Chinese acted as a catalyst. Their violence made the
to the Chinese for they ~yere constantly preocC'..Ipied with thep:roblems of
The Europea..lls engaged in rural industries were qu~te sympathetic
PART III RURAL AREAS.
a labour shortage and of working in a tropical. eliInate. Exeeptfor a
few isolated cases the EUrOpe&lS were not in any sort of economic
instances of violent rioting between the communi~ies'.
".rue sugar planters were the most vocal of the supporters
employing coolies or leasing land to independent Chinese workmen. Thus
while they we),"e still racially opposed- to the C.~inese there were no
I t was more usual for them. to be
of coloured labour and, as -this induStry provided 9S%ofthe ret-urns
from agricultural produce,1 th.eir voice could not go unheard. Therefore
varying attempts were made to introduce Indian eooliesand Chinese
competition with the Chinese.
South Sea.· Isla.Tlders were easy to obtain and proved useful labourers the
The planters framed their attempts to introduce coolies not so much in
terms of the inability of tJ'1e Europeans to labour in tropical heat, as in
But the GoveI'IUllent was dotexmined
Ipresident Mackay Planters Association to Colonia! Seeretary, 24 March 1882,
1536 I COLIAS3-4 •
2v. & P.,lI, 1875; 555-69; V.·& P., II, 1883-4, 1421-2; Despa'tdl No.39,
Emigration Officer, Hong Kong to Acting Colonial Secretary 8 March 1877;
Memorandum for Governor Cairns, 4 May 1875, 1262, GOV/AS.
introduction of coolies was restricted to a few private ~ndividuals.
that it should be put to no expense on the planter's bohalfand. emigration
from these countries required official support and organization. 2 As
-----~-,.--~-_.--------_._----~----.....;.-.--.,-----..,--..--------
agricultura1·1abourers from Amoy.
Admitting that white men are physically capable, \'1it..\ s'uffi¢~~nt
temptation of rew'ard~ to do fora time at least whatevereololi.l.red
men can do; yet the econonde di££iculty remains. Sugar growing
could not afford the wages required by the white. men if employed
\'lithout theco~opel:ationofeheap colQured labourers. The. 3
physical impossibility is negatived by ~~e financial impossibility.
They were also careful to point out tl\e benefits .t.hat would accrue even
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to the Colonial Secretary:
R.J. Jeffrey, aplante.r, wrote
In th.e petition they sent toparliamant theto the ·European labourer.
terms of their.owu economic necessity.
land stockholders and merchants' of I\iaryborough st~ted:
the introduction of an Asiatic race - lio work at fieidlabour] -.
would not interfere \iith the fair claims or prosp.ets of the
european emigrant~ of whatever class, -but~ on theconuary ..
would in. every lllay:) tend to advance his position by giving value
to property of every kind and by developing souxces of Wttalth and
profitable industl"'yin whiCJ~ every colonis.t woul4.p.articipate. 4
Governor Bowen developed this idea still further when he wrote to the
Secretary of State in 1860;
tbeintroductlon of Asiatic labour would be to Queensland what
Mathinery has been to England, elevating the European labourer
to the r&~ of a' fv1echanic ,atid the Mechanic to tha.t of· an employer,
and contributing in a marvellous degree to the \tell beL'lg of every
class in society.5
But while the planters \tere not opposed to coloured labourers
~~ey were still susceptible to the operation of current s~~reotypesand
3R.J. Jeffrey to Colonial Secretary 4 October 1884~ V. Ii P. t II, 1884, 932.
4petition 92 Land Stockholders, Merchants of Dist.rict MarybOl"ough,
24 JUly 1861, V.& P. ,I, 1861. .
5Bovlen to Secretary of State, 6 January 1860. V. &P.;t I, 1861.
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and many of them saw the Chinese a.part from other al.,l.ns. . Thus
M. Walsh told the $ugarComm!ss:iOu: . hI think t.~at k~~l~ou:r is
. ," ......- .... : - .
. .
not detrimental, but I think the employment of Chinese,J~~.·
and Cingalese- is. n6 Much of their entipathy sprang £ron.ltbe f.~that
they vloufd not he able. to control the emigr~tion of the Chi:nese.. Mr•Archer
stated,lna debate on the s\Jgar industry in: lSS9:
.. .
The islands from, which we get,·eolOU8dlab:~..-:·~t~tted .i_1\W1ber,
.::~IlJ~;:~~~e~~:~~::~:/~;r~::.~~·
. t$l~s. It is quite diffe~n1: however.. l'Iith t1\8:.'c:n~,$.~ :The,-
coie in di1;"ect' competitionwith the white man.nu~t:·¢~,at"heir
own'will j .and would come in overwhelming nUl.lb.r$;ifadm·tted.,1 '.
They 'even referred to an idea eunent among lftaByWestem lULtions a't this
time .that· China was undergoing' a·· renaissance and was ·'eonsc;iously.spreading
to other parts of thewQrld.
The rO'reignpolicy of that COU1.ltry i$becomi.J1,gcl#.lYJlK)~.ggressive
and the increase of surplus popul.atioU$o·.eX~$si:ve,tha•••~·aay
t:J.me hordes of' thQusands ~ of even millions &:fCh1~~JJai,llee"\1ted
'lobe £1ung'£orthon .islands of theEas~eTn;'seas·an~··.the ..NOltthCoast
of Australia.! ." .... .
But the most persistent theme in their, Qppo$~'tl~ ·ifa$a mpral
antipathY.. J~D·" ).!acn,ish stated in Parlimnentin 1&36;
6M.Walsh~ SUgar Commission, v" & P., IV I 1889, 113•.
1Q"P~D... LVII, 6 June 1889, 112 •
.8petinon, 1514 .SUbjects in the Sugar Industry f . VII: i P" J ·11, 1884 ..
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I have had a. goocl deal of experience \'!i th Chinamen ~ having employed
them as shepherds ~ labourers" gardeners and cooks, and I will say
that they are vel:)! good workers, patient, painstaking and as a role)
they perform their \-'fQrk faithfully and well. But there is another
side to the question ... I believe that Chinamen are immoral to a
degree that is shocking even to the most immoral of our peQple, and
that they have vices tmknovm to the EuropeaJ1S. Why should \~e
encourage people to com.e to this colony t~ho make our O\kffi people
,,;'01'$e tha.n they ~.n.'e TW':/. 9
But despite their distaste for the Chinese ~le farmers and plantation
o\mers were still inclined to mnploy them.
Parliament in 1889:
Thus iYtr. Murphy assured
He "'QuId continue to employ them for \vegetable gro\;fingl :t but he
did not wish it to he thought 't4\at he -was a friend of the Chinaman
or encouraged them. in any way. He hated them and would like to see
them banished al together.10
Overall it seems that a less impassioned iON of this attitude
was the one generally held by Europeans engaged in rural pursuits for
any defence of the Chinese was put forth on purely economic grounds.
The Secretary for Pu,blic Lands regarded them as Hthe very best class they
could introduce for developing the tropical resources" of North Queensland. ~1
The general consensus of :rural opinion Ha.s givan by Donald GlL"U1!
Chinamen like convicts did a lot of really valuable wQrk for
Australia in the early day, still I consider our Parliamerits
:':;;:k ... ',vise to restrict them coming to Australia and so far \1e
have kept as much as we are able for European raees. l2
9J •D, t:aCtlish, Q.P.D., XLVIII, 30 September 1886" See also t'larden Haldene,
Report to Under Secretary of Hines, 1899, Enclosure in Roth to Under
Secretary, Home Secretar;' 5 Department, 1 January 1901, 4884, COL/142.
lOMr. i\;iu.rphy, Q.P .D., XLIX, 8 September 1889, 722.
11 '
. Secretar; for nlblic Lands, Q.P.D.~ XX, 3 August 1876, 380.
12D ~~ 't 6• ~~n , op • C~ " p.. •
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The attitudes of those in the rural industry differed from
those expressed by Europeans in the urban and mining areas for they
did not feel so economically threatened. They were mostly employers
and rega:cded the Chinese very much in the light of their usefulness.
Yet the racialism and social antipathy inherent in most of their
stateuwnts proved that Queensland's Anti-Chinese Movement was not
specifically because the immigrants posed an economic threat, -nor was
it just confined to the one class or occupation. In all areas and
amongst all classes there was at least tacit support for the ~bvement.
PART IV - OFFICIAL RiACTION.
The pass-roots anti-Chinese aovoaent was reiat.reed and
leptla1&ed by the support it received from outside organlzatiOAs such
as the press. the churches and aoverareent o'lflc1al5. 'ine press was very
involved in 'tIle 8JV_n~; and aowspapon,.uclt as ~e aoo.rang~, the
Worker t 9!!!n.land Punch, tlw Pro@!!.. and sos~HGrthem an4 maina papers
ude it their special platfo.... These publicat.loas wen not only
dotoniud to keep the ChiMse out of QUeeaslawl but they also supported
d,lscriJliaatlon aaa!nst those Chiaese who were already in the C010ay.
beial inciuaU wo." reported so as to depict tho alieu as the a""'Mrs.
The riot Which occurred -in .Burtdabera in 1S34ahor a POO\JP 0,1 Europeans
provoked sou Chin••• was due-rib" as uvial bOI\D1 after the HChinkiesu
hit the Bri"tlsh lahourers on the head in respoue to th,.it' ~&ooddayH.1
In 1819 a case wuheld at the '.at Downs GoldField, inwhlch a Chinaun.
Yount Kin, wu sued for a debt he OWN. The evidence in the ¢ue
disproved many o£tb. plaintiff'. claims and therefoR & non·su1t was
iranU4. The Peak Downs ~elep!! and Copperfiold Mill_x- reported. the case
as if the Judg. had 4ec:ided a.gainst the. BuropeaaplaiJltiff. It stated:
until this JIieIIOrable deeision.. it vas no't known that a Chinaaan IS
oath vas of lIOn value in law. than the oaths of two .it,. "D...
If the law be such that a Cllin8.UJl Call outanar two white "Il, and
virtually ie' a verdiu; all.ecurity in ~rc1.al affairs is at
an ead.2 .
1·~.rgMai19 Septembor lU4;R. JohnsWM. Police Na&Utra~,
Bundaberg to COlemial Socretary 10 september 1844, 647., COL/A400.
S.. abov.·p_
2111• Peak ~wn$.Tel.ira .and ~rfield Miner 20 June 1179 ~ Enclo$u.re to
SoueUry Progress Assoeiation Cl,naont 'to Colonial Seeretary I 12 July
1879, 2684, COL/A282. .
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The press played on the European's fears and condoned anti ...Chinese
diserlmution &D4 Yiolenceand thus became the voice of the Iftti ..Chineso
In direct. contrast the churches· influence on the IlOvemetlt
ste..d f'roa their refusal to ~ake a :lund 01" express an opinion on
the ls$Q8. This question. was one Oft which the churches could have
expressed a clear opinion cmd exerted apower-ful influence qainst racism
but they faitH to do lIOn than speak occasionally I aM thea with only
liJdtedforco on only certain ~pects of the 'luestlon. In fact it was
DOt un~il lala that a definit.e attitude on the Chinese question was
recorded by a representative ~f tho churches. The Rev. W. Osbo-rne Lilley #
the pastor of the United PreeMethodist Church .. urged that 'the Chinese be
restricted fro. entering the colony. but he thought that friendly tl'ea'tment
should begivon ~o those Chinese who were already here. 3 There wore .few
other eases of a similar stand being taken bya churehJi&ll. This clerieal
silence hact great signi fieence be·cause the opponents of Chinese lJUdgratlon
now had no stumbling block in the shape of t.'le Christian ethic. By not
fODlUlatinl a poliq supporting the Chinese the churchos eould be taken
to be accepting racialism.
The &oyemJlOtltal support that wu giYn to the anti-chinese
movement was of the greatest importance.
-.-~_ ..-.._-----~
OnoccasloDs a scathing attack
--- -----_.--_.----:----~-.--~:'-
3••0. Lilley, .leainiscenC8s of ~fe in ~risban. and ~eflo¢ti~sand Sayings,
p .153 In .1. layner. HThe At~i tude end Il'1flwmce of the Churches in .
Queensland on Ma't~ers of Social and Political Importanee (18S9-1914)·~.
(Unpublished B.A. f~nours Thesis, Lniv. of Qld. 1951). p.96a.
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was lUde em the Chines. in parliament bu~ aon e-en11ythe ~.rs were.
like the plaDtHS and landowners. racially prejudiced b\ltllot to such a
Ge&ree ~h..t they would instinctively frame the d!$crimnat():ry·lqls1ation
that did ."ate froatheir petls. A typical atutU4ewu statedbl the
40spateh that t.be Lelisla~lv. Council ,e.tto the Attoraey Gopral ill -1877:
Theprob_ility is that; in a count.ry 50sp•••1)" populated,
as ~lad nowls, (the Ch1aeseJ. ~d entiwly.supplant
liuropNa .. l.aaoU% ad the Cfta~:1onfJf: a·lup~blt.l111.t:"
docile but servile class would. t 40 not .doub'C,$oriouS1Y
alt••' aadchaap the conditions upon which Our·,.it'tleal
syste.!s founded. 4 . _ _
Similarly, when referring to reports of brutality inflicted OD the
Chiuseen~heNorth.rRGoldfields, WI'. Pa.1aer sta'te<l}
I do ut helieve the lIOSt ardent advocate olk.oplDg the Chinese
Ottt of the colony would allow them to be treate4-111hll ••ly while
within the colony.i _ ,-. '.' _ .
But there were muy outside faet.ors acting on the parlllaentuians which
hardaed their a'ttitudes to the Chineso. ~. Attorney G••raJ.,
A. Macallst.!". alluded w a constant preoccupa'tion of 'the early govenments
- the nee.ssity to prove -that Queensl.od was a viable and successful
eoIOl1Y. He Saietl
The proposition to esUblish the new Colony was Rot .carried without
<:oftsiderable oppositton by those who objeete4-to any further cutting
up Q·f the older Colony; and many we:re ttloprophetic ann~ts
that the experiment was at best a danae:rous O.1le.... an4- that the new
Colony would Pl'OV8 a mistake.6 .
------..".~..._-----..~.. -,,-----
4Despatch Legi.slattve Council w Attorney GelleD!, 20 April 1877,
V;. 6 P .. , 1811 »' p.lloS.
5MT. Palmer, Q.P.D., XXIV, 18 October 1877. 1356.
6A. Maealister. Pl"oeeedinis of the Rota! Colonial Instltute~ IX, 1877-78,
43-4.
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In their efforts to prove tnat the Colony was cal'-.blYJ!l8Uaging, iu affairs,
tho varyin,g govenut~nu oveneae:ted to' the discontent ',xpn$sed by the
opponents of Chinese i-.igt11tion.. The South Sea ls.landoT~tlOAbad
already J.Barked. Quoensland asa HraceH State and thoIOYern~~was,
deteTmined to prevent tho anU-Chinese movement, from growing too.troDI_
Thus th:$ ~'bluf:fsff of the miners wore suecfisful..and at, the flrst hint of
, "
a riot the govern.eat agree'!! to~lear the Chinese. off 'tile fields. For
oxample in 18SS, a disturbance occurred at Nonaanton bouWJe of the
general dislike of the coloured groups in the town.. 11105e weft placed
on a hulk in the bay and, the government then lent ~~_ to Thursday Island.
Thoau ~k:I lwraitil J refe'ning to tlle incident" said:
The people. of Normanton were never in danger from. th. coloureds •••
The danger was that we a,s a. colony might be cosadtte4 to 10.
disgraceful act 'hy S(»liC ill cons,idered outr'd.ge. Qr murder on the
part of the pecpleof Normant:Qn .. 7 ' ,
,Parliamentarianswerea15o conscious of outside reactions: for moro
$elf-interested'reasons.
with one eye onth,e race issue and it became standard po-iier toinclwe
ant1~Chi...fuase propaganda in campaign spoeclles. 8 ,~1r" Walsh'suaod up
tile!r attitudes in th$ debate on the imposition of a d\Jty on rice.
7ThOU$ ~1cllwraith, Q.P.D. j LV Jj 18 Sept#mber laSS" 2.'97.
8poliey Speech ~ I sidor Li$sner I Charters Towers Tlaes 30 April 1888.
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Because the Chinese were considered to tread on the toes of a
few Englishmen, .... to make themselves popular .. those members -
he could llot call them statesmen - have brougt'lt in th.is kind of
legislation.9
The laws enacted by Queensland GOVGrnDi6nts fall into a number
of ea'togories. In 1870, a duty of 1 per lb. was levied on opium, a.nd
finally in 1817. a duty was levied (after several atteupts) on rice.
But this type of legislation "nlS vert unpopular in some quarters.
1-1r. Walsh charact.erized it as upondering, petty personal Cand-l partial. n lO
BU%acott supported this opinion:
Say that only a certain number should come into 't.he colony every
year, do it in an Englishman's style, but do notiJapose duties
th.at were intended to starve them 01" m~e the lirosecu'tion of
their industry so hard that they could not carry it on ~ith profit
to themselves. II
Thus tho discriminatory legislation tha.t was subsequently enacted
taxed the Chinese directly. Thompson described the Goldfields Act
Amendment Act of 1877 as one dto prevent t.he Chinese treading too closely
f i . . 12on the heels o' European.-~ and coming into competit on with ~\elQ. H
*rais Act provided for an increase in the eost of a miner's and bUsiness
licence for Asiatic and African alitlns. They now cost [3 and { 10
respectively. The Crown objected to the discriminatory principle
inherent in the Act and refused its assent until t:.\e Government had
gya1"aIlteod to amend it in the following session.
10. L }. '. n ". . !"t.re-Walsil;9.~P.u~, IX, 9 August 1074, 4;,.,;.
11 Q.? D.2- XX, 9 August 1876, 469.Buzacott,
12 Q.P.D.) XX .. 3 August 1876, 374.Thompson,
Under the 1878 Act
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the price of a liceAce was droppod but 1t determine4 that no Chinaaan
would be allowed on a new gold field until it had beon worked for
three years and also stated that no consolidated ainer's right shall
authorise the employlflont of an Asiatic or African alien upon a new
gold field. This Act did away with the principle of discriminatol'Y
'taxation of Chinese in specific occupations that was objected to in tho
earlier logislation. Mr. Bell described the general aUlOspnere
surrounding the fr&Ung of this legislation.
I hope now 'that the Chinese fright that existed about the time
when these Bills were before the Lcgislat.iv~ has somewhat
subsided.. the q~stion may be viewed cal,mly. t admit myself
tl\&t at that time I had more fears of an inun4ation into t.his
colony of a greater number of Clllnes'o than was good for us as
a colony, than I need have had" and that I have formed. a difforent
opinion since.. Tho Chinese are necessary for the North and sbould
be eneouraged. 13 .
An attempt was made again in 1888 to reintroduce the principal of taxation
of the Chinese worker. I t was proposed to protect the European cab.inet
makers by imposing an excise duty on Chinese-made furniture. 14 This
was refused but the Factories and Shop Act compensated for this by stating
tllAt the employment of one person of Asiatic race in the handicraft
industries was sufficient to canstitute it being tCTmOd a factory and
bring:ing it under the provisions of the .factory Act.
In 1878, 1884 and again in 1889b1115 were enacted which
leYiod an evor increasing poll tax on C\inese arriving in the colony.
It was hoped that tilese measures would deter the Chinese immigrant.
13t~. Bell~ g.p:p~, XXIV, 19 October 1877, 1358.
14Q•r.n., LV~ 2S October lSgS, 882.
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. ... ISThis lea1s1atioa was also aiaed against lritisa shipping coapan1es.
The col-.i&1 officials 101t ~&t tho British autheriti.. atH9a1 loni
and S1tt.apOJ'e aipt easily and quie~ly ·have diseourapdndPati.-
without atvia. the Ch1aese gOYerDOJl't _y valid ... for eompl.aiJlt.
Thus,. releniJlI t.o the Act of 18&4-. u. PostlltaSUr GeaOftl stated:
U'the pol1tu was llot the aterlal restt"ic:tion la th... 8il1. The
. .. .... ....""1.~1a1 restriction was alaUs~ the owneD ·and .captains 01 ships. t!
'Ibis aUitu4e.. largely accounts for .Queensland's put .. iD ~ H ..nts
strike ia 1878. This oecurrodin reaction to the dee!s!_ 01 ae
Au-tralian Steuship Navigat.1ou Coapany (A.s.N.c1 to •.,loy coolie
labour on their ships running in tropical waters. iuropean .s.amel\ ~ero
thoftfon discilaqed. While 'tho south.ft· aowm.ats· $..portedthe
unlons, ~he Queen$land Gove.,...t 'took positive $"teps~. 11lJanuary
18791t informed the Australian S~.amship Coapanythat it would. discontinue
iu Nil suhsldy 'to til. Company ad Invit.•• fre.h teDders for it which
.opcoa4i'tlona1.on no Asiatie or Polynesian seamen or finmMU\ 'being
empl0yM.17
_.. _.--"~_.-..~ ..........-.. _"..........~~-_. ---.,.-----_.._--
lSW.p. Reeves ... State Exp!rimerl'ts .. in Australia and New Zealand 11,
(Waddllat\s Australia, 1~2~ 1969) p.339. .
16Postmaster,General - Q.P.D., XL, 6 March 1814. 125.
17Local i41maget' A.$.N.Co. to Colonial Secretary. 19 Decetaber 1811~ 4330,
COL1A268.
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attempts to penaliSe all thoso employing Chin.,e. Alaoulll 1t was
never n.act.e" the BuropoanMineZ's Protection Bill of llia dotendned
that any Ildaer -.playing a Chineso or Coolie would pay a 'penalty of 1
per pen_ ,e,r day. Thi$was again mooted 1ft August. 1895, a.tlG was
also UUUCGU-sful.18 but in 1192, tho lta11way Cout1'UCUon (Land SUbsidy)
Act provided tllat the HCOmpeny shall not employ in the construction
of 'the Railway by Asiatie or African not of European uscentH • The
penalty for l1On-colipliana was f1 per person per day ~ dunng which they
were .-ployed.
The Sale and Uso of Poisons ·Act of 1891 and the Aboriginal
Protection and Restri,ctlon of the sale of OplU1! Aet. of 1897 were oth.er
types of legislatiQIl which not only discrim:i.t1ated agullSt th.Chinese
'but pointed to the operation of ettrrent stereotypes on official opinion.
lbes. Acts bElie·ted heavy penalties of up 'to f100 on thosesupplyiag
. op1_ to the Aborigues and wJ:thout boing specifically stated in the
l_pllaUon it was fully understood t·hat the offenders wen the Chinese.
R.L. Bvau noted:
The killing don$ by utile vices of civiliutionH w,uprillarily
bla:med on the opium suppUed by Ori.en~al.. ..roEuropean
action could not be fully denied, 1to could be .XCU$eel by
bui.lditta. on thesytapathotic stereotype· of tho Abori.ginehimself 19
sunk lathe lowest d.pth of d.epravity JI barbultyand heathenism ..
18
g.P.9., LXXIII, JO August 1895, 711.
19R•L• Rvans, ·f.lEuropean - Aboriginal Relations in Queenslan4 1330...1910H J
(unpublished B.A. H~nours Thesis. University of Qld. 1965) p.lOl.
-....__.~-_ ...._--.,._-_._.-______. ~-._4 .......~_~ ._·...~_..; ...__..",._~~" ,,,--_
Archibald Meston. the Northem Proteetorfor the Ahorigines save a
len,gthy but eomJlIOaly he14 opinion OD the subjoet.
OpiUti appaMn:tly takes Goaplete poIS.SSiOD of· the ~~~1,
to the ,ua1ysis of mental and phY$ieal faculties, tile' tOw
dti'tmctlon of onerg and willpotrter and ~. aq1hl1a'ion of
all ...... of manhood. or woJaUlhood" $elft..p.ct,sha"~ virtue l
}l-Gftesty and Y*l1luty. . The aho1"llUal addi~te4~oopl_
becoaes a Mre ghastly semblance of htmani·ty liviag .fir a
fo_'li honie eachantment. This detestable druB is kl111.1
th.. in .$eohs in vuious. parts .of Q\Jeoasl..d. chiefly. iathe
Wfit and. this is . aggravated by the vile q\w.ty~fopiua supplied
by th. Chinese. The C,.\inese are nK 'tht' .1, c~ls .1. this
bUliuss but so far they haw been thoS~ptll'O.t$.",ocury· the
mon prominent s1ns of the degrading 'traffic. !Whi"el1cm.whose
position and reputation sboul4ioeagU,ar&ltee 'at leutof'
respect for t.h. law··... supply the men wtth Opiwa to laduee
. th•• to work, and the women so that th4tr aayreain abou~ the
station •••• This .w1.11 ecmtinue &$ long, as :aboriginals are
allowed to mix widl Chinose and white:s.20
Despite the fact that· officials recognized that the Chinese were being
. .
used as a scapegoat for the Aboriginal question they wore .. still
preeonditioned t.o be more awa" of Chinese C081tUng th1soffenee.
Th~ f4t)Stof 'the coavictions under this A¢t wen of Chinoso, and each.
cue brought before the courts was regaTded as support. for 'the general
stereotype. The Commissioner of Poliee described one of these to
J. Newell" the Hember for Herberton.
Tho other case was against a Chillaunwho had all.originals
about .his premises having a 4ul1 opium sletly appe&%ance. ..
This Chitl~ was also eautioned~ and on contirlldng to
e.ncoura.. 'f.e the blades about him was proceeded agdnst ana
11n84. 2 · .
-......-----.. _....~.. -..-..,----"..~_.-.--._.--,..-.-,-~_.._._.•.-
20A• Weston, Rep$rt on the Aboriginals of Queensland~ to tlomeSocTetary.
1896~ p.12,001,/14O"
21 i·' L/CommiS5 oner Police to J. Newell, 16 MaTCh 1899~ PO 1 p.21J.
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Europeans .convicted for the same o-ffen~ ,.onI1y. had thell' fine
reduc:e4under tho Justice Act 188:6 hom between &00 .4 ••m.raum
()f ~10 to as lovas one caso of 1/- or 1 hourts jail. 2% T)l.~ratlon
of this idea of ChInese cOTruption of tbe Ahorigines had consiarable
repercussions.' In 1901, A. )feston disallowed the marri.ageofa
Chinaman, Charles Lee Lay, and Bli~.akth Sf.d.th. an &bot-lainal airl .. who
ha4 boen living together for four yOU5 and had. thea applIed for a
marriage Ucence. Heston n.o't only refus·ed his pe.misst.onbltt _ad the
couple fON:Cably separated and at~te4 to have the giJ'l malTY • nat-lve
tracker who in tact turned out to. be herhalf-brcther. WI rationali%ed
his ac:'tlOt1s by $tating:
Our ,marriage·has no meaning' to a Chinaman ••• TneChino••
.have' killed many hundreds of aboriginals wi'th,. oplum .. 1ad it
is. asking too J1\UCh ·t!'iat the unfortunate raee thus cruelly. 23
wronged be asked to supply 'WOun for 'their4eatlliest __0'.' ..
The 1897 Act ~lso penalized anyon. who saoke4opiUlJ" This
wu more definltelyaimed at the Chinese and for the fint fiv. years
.ft•.ri" eaaetmeat seore. of Chinese were convicted under this clause.
Btrt they were $-Ul.)sequently allowed a realssiw of the ••nt.eneo uthe
pUtyOSe of tIle Aet became cloarer. Douglas stated:
The Ac;t never contemplated placing a IUlrcbhip up.' Chine:se
smokinS bya1'>solutelYPt"eVent.ing the. from taoklag*ftor
they badbee.ll addic'ted to the habit· for yeanaad ~. It.abit
had been sanctioned by the law for yearspast... . The Act waf
pusetl fertile protection of the aboriginal:s. 24 .
22 .._....~_..-;n----.......,.-_.._~_._v .. -.~-. ..... .-...----.~-_. .-_._--,...~---
A. J.)cuglas, Townsville to Colonial $eeretarr" 26 July1899 t in l\.L.Bvans ~
op. eit.~ p.SS.
%3Mes~on to Home Secretary, 14 September 1901, in: ibid pp.6€>-7.
24
Telegram. Douglas 28 June 1908. 09517, JUS/33.
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official Mt'U't1fty. This tis.ase came to epitom1ae all tb.honors
of Chinese bailftti01l and could be counted on to provoko violent
".actions .aaonJS~ all classos of the Europoans. Once again the ))-lrOa.
att.apte4 to assign leprosy as a lunher Cau.s6 of thedeelineof the
Chinde 1"8rs had been cohabi1:ing witb aborlginals .for SQ_ tilao and
hadspl'oa.d'theuseu.e t.o the.~ It st.ated:
To t1d.• that. a Chill.man should make this fair land his hQf4.0
aad'tllft be .the means ofeonveying to' the aboriginals 01 tl\e
Mil. the horrible d!.se.... leprosy in something awful 'to
conteaplate I lIOre especially when thOft is reason to believe
tit.t· ·the "number whQ have.cOlrtractod the fearful coaplaint
unnot yet be ucertaiud.25 .
The .Govern&ent f s r-upOIlse ~o the public outcry was the euaetJlent in 1892
of an Act .to provi40 for the Traat=ent and the o..elt'tion _d I$olation
of:Lepeft,&at prior to this there had been instances. of adJUJiistTa'tive
di$·er1ldna~icm.. Tho Preslden~ of the Roekhampton Hospital had refused
to take. Chines.. leper as a patient in 1877.. He su'ted:
Iv•. 1f' the disease was not contagioU$. the presenee of the'Leper
woulclhJlve an injurious effect on the other patieB'ts~ •••• It is
highly itaproper that any person should be a't liberty to pus
their ii.l~le diseases to others .... by the d1sg\UtingplNlctice
of forwarding the foul disease by the ordinary pas~$nge1."trafflc.26
Ta. 1892 Act providod that all coloured. lepers wero to be sent
to a la%aret .at· Friday Island while Europeans with the diseueworo housed
at Stradbroke Island. H. Tozer, the Colonial Secretary, stated iIi '1897:
25"--.~----~'''-''-.. ~'."'-.-'-.--"-.-"'--'-.,.-----.----~-.,..-.,..-----:.-~-.--.~..-....-.--.... ,,-...~ ....----.-
Charte" Twers Times 26 March lsas, Bnclosure to G.R.Brook,e" Chairman
Publie ~ting. Georgetown to Colonial Seero,tary, S Marc.'-1 ISIS, 2075»
COL/AS38.
Aborigiaos. The ChartorsTowers Tblos revorted .in 1&88 'that some
-.;..."......... '. 414 ............... • .' PI!:' -.
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In a case ofsuspeeted leprosy of a white man J get him.. if
possible it shipped by some steamer to Brisbane. . I f a: black
lD8l\ or if a passage i$ unobtainable for the whiteman. put
him on Magne'tie Island.••• I have no desire that any pNcautionJ
whatever be takensav. to secure hint. 21 .
Also, in 1896, eight Chinese lepers were deponed to China,tG$ave the
28 . . ~_
expense of caring for~hem Although leprosy was generallyregarWQd
as a disease peculiar to the 'Chines_e~ of the eighty-eight put into
detention during the ten years fro~ liS9-1899 7 only sixteen were Chinese.
On~ again they. were the scapegoats.
nle Government showed the same disinelinationtocare for
Chinese· mental patients. In .h.t\e'twe'n.ty years af't:er 1&6. there were
only a: total of se.venty-eight Cldnese in 411e~nsland UjI'lUlll.$ 129but even
these were objected to.; Referring to Canada's l"'>lans to repa'triate British..
and French pauper patients~ John Douglas sta-ted;
I don tt thinl,tthat. the repatriation of lunat.ics is mu~~ required
in our easei \lll.losswe could repatriate Chinese lunatics,
whom·we 'have' sev6ral~30 .
Year Number Admitted Year
-----_._---
1868 11 1818-
1.869 18~1
1810 18~
1811 '! 1881J.
1812 4 1882
1873 3 188.3
1874 2 1384
1875 2 1885
1876 1886
1877 6 1887
30
J. Douglas, Minu'te 4 September 1877. to 4281, COL/A219.
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Of the list of fourteen Chinese mental pa.-tients it \ia5 decided 'to
return to China.. the Sul"geonSuperlntendent at .~()Ogaroo lneludod
two he to~ Hhamo$s, ant.bodied. useful. sane. n31 The expense, .
appoar 'that evn within 'the asylWlS I the Chinese wen accorded
differential treatment. Included in the report on Woogaroo for
. 1&79 was the following statement ~
fiofewer than 25 or 11' of male patients are Chinamen.. An
Asylum life fo1US a sort of earthly paradise to these colestials
who WMn once in are·' very hard 'to ~rn out. I~ 1s no ouy task
'to de:<temne the $anity or o~erw1se of. a Chinaman bu:t the
:readiness with which they haw resort to weapons .Yell Whon
sane J ma.kes. me· very careful of se11ding out a Chinamm whose
sanity· _y be doubtful•.)
Chinese also suff.red discrimination at tile hands ofGal4 field
the Palur Gold Field. It was reported 'tha~ Coward beat °netl e.l.wmU
Chinese who had no lieene. and made. tho. take out new licuce.s before
hand.cuff" to a tree and netu:.en. Coward t<IGk his _noy od lieonee and
clemanded flO for the return. oftr.~e lattEJr. He also took. six Chinamen
who had no licences hack t.Q the: town. One of them was tflQ weak to
crO$$ the 1'1wr anel died 'that night from exposure. In the faee of
~_._-.~~._._.: ••..-..•• •.-."........<:~'. .~.__...._~ ......~_......-_·'_·__n_......._..-...,_--...~ _r...._,.-..................__.·~·~ •• _
·31· .' - ..SUrgeon SUperintendent Wooguoo to Colmual Secretary) 14 July 1830,
3919 i COLlA2!l6.
32p.Smithl Report on Woogaroo fOT 1&79. 21 ~~rll 1800 j 22:47 ~ COL/A292.
In the repQrt printed in V11 f1 P _j I, 1880. this $ tateme.nt was omitted.
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retening to this case in parliament, stated~
The poliey of the House is sililpIy being carried out by the
waNat only they are cutting it a little further it. oj. tile
officer guilty of sue.\ tnhummity hu_ been insulatod to it
by 'this Houso, "'hen we told 111m that the Chine.. we're to he
persecuted and if possible driven··o·ut of the cO\Ulu,r.S4
Certainly oth~:r instanee$ ofadministratiV~ behaviour were very auch
in line with tbe official poliey of yielding to Europeanelalms. .Thus
in 1879 'thekne.\ at nlaekall reftised to 'renew 'the Publiean' $ Lieenee'
ots. Wah" and justified. its attitude by referenee to the steNotype
of Chinese viee. The Poliee Magistrate stated:
I believe the aetlon of 'the Ben&\ to be correct Jt.espe·elally
bearing in aind tlle- larg. incHase of Chinese hore at a tiM
when our own people cannot ge~ employment. Every Chinese PUblic
ileus. that tile hnctlhave had an opport:ul1ity of inspKtina
frem the Comet toBlack~ll 1s a bawdy Itouse of the VffJ'ry wont
kind. J5 . .
SUdlarly i in thornborough in 1881, the tlarde.n began to chargo rent to the
ChUHe gudeners who were eampedon th~ jfild River and who we're very
anxiQUS 'to bav., p~tection and werew.l11ing to pay the rent. The }taners 1
Association bJmediately objected to this on politieal grounds; yot.
despite 'the statement by the ?-uneral Lands Officer, HeX'bortou.i that
Chinese Wfb'r"e cloar.d ofr th.e 141,d.;# and the warden WQ.$ oNf)re,d not. to
issue atlY more lieences to them. 36
$3R;si~~;i~~ :~-co~ri:-'La;~;;den' Pal;r '~oid";;;~d~ V':iP:'~II ·.~~818'~---;~83"
34}1r. Jlailey ... QI! P. D. XXIV J 19 October 1Sn,f lis. ,----
35Poliee M~gi$~ra~Blackall to Colonial Secretary 23 April'li19# 16S9~
COL/A276.
S6vJ.neral Lands Office Herherton to Under secretary Lands l! 24 April 1882 I
6929, ~~IA90.
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nt0 European reaction framall Glas$os Qf so,ci.ty' as well
as f1'Oll0£llc1'1 souJ'¢es towards the Chinesemu.st be soen as a
very large faetor in the latter's failure ~o a.dapt to-(~e.n$land COIlditions.
Yetit must al~ays be' balanced against the etlL'l~entrielty .of tn.-
Chinese tbe.elves if the full reason £Or their' failin'e to in~pate
CONCLUSION •
Racism is a feature of social interaction that cannot be
assigned to one particular century nor to one particular environment.
It is now generally acknowledged that racial prejudice is a fe..ture of
the Anglo-$axon mentality~ and certainly in white Commonwealth countries
racial concepts form a definite part of their history and,national outlook
yet to interpret the anti-Chinese movement in .Queensland solely in the
light of white ethnocentrism is to distort the picture. The Queensland
situation was an outstanding example of the Anglo-Saxonraeial approach
but its classic pattern of racial interaction· also reveals the importance
of minority group ethnocentrism. .
It may be said that the Chinese elite were willing and capable
of adapting to the Queensland situation. All the 160 Chinese who were
naturalized in the years to 1903 were from the elite group. Their attempts
to adapt; whether permanently or not, sprang not from any loss of
identification with China but were an economically oxpedient measure.
Their integration was therefore more economic than social, for while many
wore European dress or adopted their manners most of them remained tied to
tradition in basic institutions such as marriage and religion. Even the
slJl811 percentage who married white women and became Christians preserved
their indigenous culture and their children were more entrenched in the
Chinese than the European way of life•
.Although this elite was prepared to make a superficial adaption
themselves they did little to facilitate this process for their poorer
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COUR'tryIlfm. Ideally the CbiM$e social system nuli! aave allowed eur
llipan~ &4aption for the elite had lui. eontaet.5 with tkeU$s of Chinese
throup tho!%' &OCl.~le. and they &1'0 had elm!t. aecess iJl~ 'the
rec.ivugcOIIJIUl\ity. au~1 the elite's· preoccupation with aaking·.-.y
aunt tha't· they concentrated on an ecoaoadc relationship with other
Chiaeseaa4 d.14ftot adequately fulfil their social_ political or benevolent
funcUou. The average Chln.aJDaa, exploltod by his wealthy countrymen" and
ac:Uvelydi.,lik" by the Suropeau found int.irati. IUl i . ,ossible 'task.
Noverth.l.,ss the el11':0 did aid h1a a little even if indoireetly. In urban
ceatres where this elite becau entrenched the antipathy. ofth.hropeaas
was iIOditi04. OIl the 101d fiola and in the run1 areas. the opposlte was
the case. nto elite lroup wu not directly involved in JaiDing, and the
ChiDese cOllDUlity on the field was iuelf divided. Buropeanoppositiotl here
was aaximiHdll In agricultural areas one finds Buropeus ..orofuaore
tolerant and theft were ftC ujor ins,uru:.os of n.eial violouee. This uy be
expWae4 by the fact that here the Chinese fo11lled a usefulb04y of
labourers nth.r than a source of economic eompetition as at ~. 41u.1ngs.
Ap-icu1tuhlly there was also less evidene.e of allen exp1.oitat.ion tor
as cultiva~ors they contributed pe:nwmently to Queonsland. devol0pa0ut while
as ainers 'thoy extracted the gold and left. Vet in both case. there was no
real aclaption for there was no elite to lead. the way.
This explanation should not· Wloerrate the erucial part playe" by
European antagonislIl. Any small step which the Chinose took towards
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late-poation was obstructed by thts. Opposition fore.' faced them on
everyt!4e. The,."." • .st orlanllM 1a urban eeat:res.· Instances of
spouuneous rackl violence occurred alongw!th concerted political pressure
by the .I.&bour movemeat anti-Chinese leagues and Propes. Associations.
Instinctive violence and Wld1sciplinedrioting was the predoltiaant reac'ticm
of E~. aiDers. Eftn planters and squatters who.~ em cheap
labour ofta saw this as a neuss,ary evil • but as .. evil aevenheloss.
A repupant stereotype was .rec~d which breaded. the Chinese as
ally II seDa.11yde.enerate curiers of l.prosy and smallpox. They were
servile ~ the capltalist .4 aath... to organized labour. They ianore4
Christian •.rality and $6cular law,pIiOI." ohsessively and spDad opiwa
throup th.eColony. No tloubtt.bere were Chiluuaen to f1tay 0·£ these
cateaories, but the stereotype transformed their behaviour into the
attributes of the whole raee.. It was publicized by large sections of the
press which took 'the ant.! ...Ch!nese moveuat as their special plaUora~
The Cwrehes took no positive stand against this, while 'the GovertUllent
actually nppo1.ftOd it. Dlser1Jiinuory legislation was cU.reeted towar4s
ke.,ug the Chin.... an alten .Ieant with only a temporary connection to
the CGIOllY. .MainistrUive officials, goldfield wardens and superiDten<l_u
of hospiUl$ aad asylwas reinforce(! and disseminated this policy.
Colonialisa i1\tesified and deepened r.acial hatreds. Queensland
was a young colony ins.·cure about her present problem end fvttmt status.
Raciu was an important component eleunt in her 8Ilergent nationalism.
She was ecmcemed not to solve the Chinese question but to dispense with it.
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The tnaedy of the Chin"e question in Queenslaad is that· aeitherside
ua4erttoo4 the other. 'nle Chifteae saw only the worst sic. of.the
Europeans while the Europeaa $ tereotype ensured· that the Qu••nslan4ers
gained no 1.'eal insigbt into the Chine.. cbaracter. They parted not
beeausethey were actually in¢Qllpatible but because they felt th...1V8'
~o be so.
APPENDIX I.
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~umb~of Chinese ~Ei.froD!-fh1~!la.and .!t~~u1!ling to CJ.1i.!!.!-!:rOEl_Que~!!~ lan~.•
Year. . FroIA China. To China.
257
2356
238,6
3106
2464
1399
1004
741
941
1269
1174
1259
1253
892
885
696
575
588
493
526
461
493
380
398
478
815
:<.rl) 3~~
18.70
1871
1812
1873
lS74
1875
1876
1877
1378
1879
1880
1881
'1882 .
1883
1884
188·5
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1395
1896
1891
1898
1899
395160S rC'L<P605219*/
637
7680
6650
1513
2493
51S
217
251
948
2951
1619
921
836
307
98
2,82
266
303
449
543
436
547
.368
455
742+
SS6
HO r sCf3
~'~4'6n z: .
It The figure for this year is not complete •
j tx Fl~ureals~ includes Japanese numbers.
APPBNIJIX II"
__.<Joo .....~,""'..... .. ...........
CHINB~B ON TI:!!!_ r~LD F.I~U.E!...
'lear
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
IS75
1816
1871
1818
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
189{)
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
.,.--,.-_._.._.- ·--.-".·..-..-----·-r 1'Otir1Iiiroleans--~-·-·
i .._NOrn:~~th~~- _~__~:rl~Ot-h-~;-t-~~~o~b.r-- - T"ta~·_~~:~;·~T~~-j~·=··~~!el-~!:..~~--..-..-
._!:,!i~~.! .2~~~!io!! ._~~:t: _~~l!-E!2'I_pili!l_er ~e~a~~n Mino'!-". Oci:ili2~. Total..,
1,914 110 57 j 30 - ... 1,911 200 f 2,1711 11,552
728 . 143 414 ! 1S 200 100 1,342. $12! 1,.654 . 10,951
1,273 . 211 279 I 75 SO 50 1,,602 335 I' 1,931 11,567
1,949 234 267 i 92 SO f 5Q2,206,1 376 1 2,642 . 10,771
484 256. 255 1 87 128 115 867l 456 ',1 1,325 10,323
735 . 21.1 II ISO I 100 I ... 150 8.85 1 421 1,306 11.299
.
' 1,533 I 482 123 .1 119 " 6.\ 11-5 1 t667 776 .2,443 . 12 )6:90
J $ )432 I 8.oS i 106' 94 22 104 S~5601 11)0016)561:' 12,090
I 9,046 { 2,534 I 66 I 7r!) I 34' 110 9,146 2,723 11,869 . 12,765
13,191 i 2.,4311 69 J 72 I 18 110 13,278 2,,713 15,991 f 14,442
10,,796 I 1_310 j 40 I 491 20 126 I lO,~S6 1,485 12,341 1 12,359
i. 5,685 I 1,404! 34 I 13 ., IS. 1.27 . \ 5 it 134 . 1 .. 544 'I 7,278! 12,981 .
l 4,660 1,263 i 71 S' 17 I lOl I 4,748 1;,369 6~111' 13,,929
I 3.~ 92.:3." 1,925 1 105 I 1.2 I 2(J! 8.. 2 4..,?4.8.' 2...•...01.9 '.' 6., 1)07., .~, 14 ~.449.
I 1,868 1,177 I 47 7 I 11 I 86 I 1,926.. 1,270 1 3,196 14,7821,275 '.1 1.1 016 1 22 I 21 - I' 80 1.327, 1,117 .' 2,;504, 16.540I 1)121 1,281! 1081 11 ... 90 I 1,229 1,,382 I 2,611 i 18 .. 600
I 808 I 1~364 ! .19,7 I 32 10. t ~)2 I 1,Ol~ I 1 ,4~~.' I. 2,503 1 22,598
\ 695 95.-0 I 23.3 I 3.. :5 2 I 901I 9.30 '. 1.073 . 2,OOl I 2.6 11 S2.9
i 676 i 1 .. 108 . 162 I 59 5 t 97 8431 1_264 j 2,107'1 37,S83
I 578 I 1,3.02 . 162 61. 4 I 126 . 744 .J 1 ;48.:9 1 ,2.Jt 233 39 •. 139431· 1;,247 98 53 i 7 lIS j 536'1 1,436 . 1,932! 40,111I l77. I. 1,IS5 ' 106.' I 70 j S t' 104 ! 491 1,.32.9 'ji 1 11 820 I 41,659
, 396 I 963 127 I 64 I lS 97 } 538 ],,124 . 1 t 662 ! 46,430
536 i 1,439 5S I 325 8' 4 I 629 1,168 . 2 .. 397' 46,757
:)90 I 1,327 138 I 61 i 13 224 f 541. 1,612 2,153, 49,484
572, 1,117 161 I 47 1 28 219 I 761 1,384 2,145 ! 53,151
614 I 1,258 74, 181 i 36 t 213 ji 714 I l,SS2 2)266 ; 54,001
700 ., 987. 91" 105 I 1.3 I 196 , 804 1 1.,288 2,092 I S5,868
740 I 9.1.:.3 I 147 I. III ! 2S: 107 I 912.l 1.131 2. ,043 !. 61,186 ~
714 1 J 262 I 144 i 160 5 63 1 86S 1 1,485 2 .• 348 6:t,792
_~
.. This includes offt'ne·os :aga.in$'t thea-ambling Act~th.t.··hines.e ,1u1grat1oft Restriction Act,
the Licenced. P'ubl1ean'5 Act. ,and the Vagrancy Act.
1880 47. 14 '. H).f> I. 2.891881 27 65 ,. 239 331
1882 3.4 41. 121 196
li83 2·Z 19 159 200
1884 S9 I 48 15S 242
1885 ., 24 . 53 ~'l06 283
18·86 SO I 45 , :168 f 243
1881 42 46 224' 312
183S . 2,6 I 4S 147 218
1889 42 J 42 116 200
1$90 .f 25 54 92 171
1.·.891 I ,25 SS 1.19.: 239.·.···.
1892 31 5,3 ,268 3$8
;, ~
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Cri~s . C_i,ttod.~_, lbl9ine5L_~!!-.Ql.l.!!l!~•
I. . I~f~nees ~t~~t. I 0t!lor O~t'~elJ•.·.. I !!tal Erilles:..
f.!a!!-
1()ffC!!=~_al"~~$,t P.r~on.
I
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APPENDIX IV
NATURALIZED CHINESE IN QUEENSLAND.
Chinese adaption has been discussed in a general way
throughout this thesis but there has been little attempt rnade to give
a more detailed account of the type of Chillese who decided to remain
in the Colony 4 This oversight can be partially remedied by an analysis
of the social backgrounds of those Chinese Hilo applied for Queensland
naturalization papers. The petitions which they forwarded to the
Colonial Secretary listed their present occupations, places of residence
and marital status. Waile these do not give a co~prehensive social
coverage ~ley do provide SOIDe insights into the type of Chinese who
adapted to Queensland and the extent of their integration.
Over 200 of these applications were subillitted~ but in the
years to 1903 only 160 Chinese actually gained their Queensland citizenship.
The others were excluded because they failed to comply with the provisions of
the Aliens ACt4 This Act was designed to insure that Asiatics rem~ining
here would be colonists. Thus they had to be married and living with
their wife·in the Colony. As many Chinese were umnarried or had left
their wives in China they were barred by this Provision. They also
had to have been resident in the Colony for three years. These prerequisites
greatly restricted the number of Chinese who could becQme naturalized,
but it was almost an economic necessity for a settled Chinaman to attain
his citizenship here. With this status ·he was entitled to own freehold
land and was exempt from paying the extra fees demanded of Chinese aliens
for miners· and business licences. Fe,"! of the Chinese applying for
naturalization did so from any patriotic fervour. RatIler they \~ere
motivated by financial considerations. One such request came from" Ah They,
a gardener and butcher at Aramac. He wanted his certificate because he
had llpur~hased an allotment of la.ld in Aramac and a Butchering business
for the su.m of (500 stg., but being an alien he cannot get a title to the
land and runs the risk of losing the money· he has invested.HI-
Of the large numbers of c\pplications sent to the Colonial Secretary,
I have collected a representative sample of 140 petitions. As ·some of
these forms \vere incomplete and as some Chinese ,..,rere not married, the
samples taken for the tables compiled from these sources vary. The survey
does represent a good cross section of the "tAleal thy Chinese in Queensland.
The percentages listed in the tables are important not because t~ey.provide
any sort of adequate survey of the Chinese in Queensland, but because they
provide insights aLJ guidelines into their social background.
It has been previously deduced from general evidence that the
Chinese \vho adapted to the nel'l situation 1vere from the \'leal thy elite.
TIlis is reinforced by a consideration of these applications) for all of them
came from this sector of the Chinese COillffiWlity. AIL~ough they were in
lAh Thoy, Application for Naturalization, 17 October 1877, 4941, COL/A246.
various occupations, these petit.ioners had the common charU'teristic of
wealth. They all had business interests which they were deurminedto
insure. Tne gardeners, farmers and storekeepers J wanted to i:a1n freehold
rights to their land while t.radesmen and carriors desired to be free from
extra fees demanded of them. Few ·0£ the professional Chinese applied for
naturalization despite the fact that as doctors they were me-oers of the
elite. As there \~as no specific legisla.tion aimed at them th.ere was no
real necessity for them to obtain a new citizenship. Also these Cninese
rarely stayed in the Colony. They wen sent out to supervise a group of
coolies contracted to Chinese capitalists. Once having fulfilled this
duty they usually returned to China. Only a very small percentage of
labourers applied for naturalization. f-lost of these Chinese were unable
to cliKab out of th.eir 0>""11 ethos tor they remained economically dependen't
on the elite groups
Table I Showing the Occupations of 137 Chinese when
applying for Naturalizatio:n.
Occupati~!!~
Professional
Merchants
Storekeepers
Tradesmen
Gardellers and Farmers
Labourers
Percentage of Chinese.
2%
17%
3S\
17%
2S f6
1%
The merchants applying for Queensland. citizenship were mostly
from the very elitist !en-ti elan group. There were some outstanding
examples of wealth amongst them. King Shan, one of the partners in the
prosperous Gooktown firm of Hip On and Company had a large shipping
business exporting tin, pearl shell and beche-de-mer and some interests
. 2
in sugar cultivation outside cairns. The Victorian entrepreneur.,
Kong Mens, also had one of his kinsmen, Chan Kum Meng. managing his firm
Messrs. SOy Chow Leong and Company in Queen Street Brisbane. This
business laid claim to being the largest importers of Chinese good.s in
Queensland. 3
Chinese in the other occupations were also wealthy. See Jung,
a storekeeper in Roekllampton" had just bought an allotment in that tcr.m
for [1,000.4 Thomas Look Hop, a farmer and storekeeper at Ingham, had
a 375 acre cane farm in the Herbert River District and a largo storekeepiu·
business in Ingham. S Similarly Tong Lee. a cabinet maker in Brisbane,
haG a Hvery large business and expenditure" and employed twenty to thirty
6Chinese· and European hands.
Most of these Chinese came from urban centres. Some of thes·e
were gold towns, where Chinese storekeepers J gardeners and tradesmen
sought to retain their rignts to their property by forfe!ting their alien
sta'tUs. Chineso from these t~'nS became particularly prone to t8.ke out
na~alilation papers after it became illegal for Asia~ic alienS to work
on the fields at all. Some applications also came from gardeners and
2Ung Shan, APPlieati~for Naturaliz~tionJ COL/74.
3Chan Kum Meng" Application for Naturalization, COL/74.
4See Jung, Application for Naturalization 20 september 1879 J
SThomas Look Hop, Application for Naturalization, COL/74.
6Tong Lee .. Application for Naturalization, COL/13.
3354" COL/A283.
tradesmen in the western districts. Once again these did not live on
properties but in the rural townships. This table reinforces the
'conclusion drawn from general evidence that Chinese in the north were
more integrated into the European colBJ'lWlity. Nevertheles$ thore were
also a siuble percentage from southern -urban centres.
Tabl. II Showing the Residence of 140. Chfnese when
applying for Naturalization.
Centres
CooirtOWB,Caims
Northem Urban
Central Urban
Southem Urban
Brisbane
Gold Towns
Rural Towns
)
)
)
. )
25\ ) 36'
11\ )
16\
8\ )
. ,21'13\ )
lS%
12\
An insight into the different· types of adaption amongst this
ellte is given by a consideration of their marital status. Of the
s8JDPle of 122 married Chinese applying for naturalization •. 48 were married
to European women. According to Donald Cunn .. "their wives were some of
our worst class of women". 7 A Chinaman found it difficult to obtain a
respectable wife with the consent of her relatives and friends. Also)
Has he is. not encouraged to marry and set1:1e as an equal j he naturally
objects to tie himself in a one-sided way to an untried woman if he ean
avoid it.H8Yet, despite this initial handic:ap,most of these marriages
1~'"
D. Gunn .. ope cit. p.S.
8 ._
Report B.B. Parker - ope eit. p.S.
seemed to be very successful. OCcasionally one of the parties deserted,9
but more usually the UfO of them lived .ogether fairly aldc:ably and had
quite large families. IO
One aspect of these inter-raeial marriages bean aentioning.
It would appear that the wealthy Chinese -rchanU we".. unprepared to
marry European women. Of the forty-eipt Qlines.e who had BU1'Opean wivos
only one vas a merchant. These elite Chinese wore not only .the IBOst status
conscious b1tt also the most etMOCfttrlc 1IUben of the comemlty. They
adapted to Queenslud conditions but in fairly superficial ways. On 'basic
issues eoaeenina re11gi08 ~ marriage an4 oath tile,. remained very Chinese.
hdher, the respect they won f:rca both caMmlties was clepnciet on their
maintaining their refined llfe style. Their status _labe _re eDhaaced
in both IJ'OUps by their having a socially adep~ Chiaese wife, ather than
a low class European one. 1here were also only .. saal1 JWJIber of .labourers
'Who interaarrled. This was due mainly to their lack of soelal contact
with the whites.
Table III - Showing the Percenups of OCap.d. . of 48
Chinp. with European Wives.
Chinese Occupations
Merchants
Storekeepers
Tradesmon
Farmers and Gard.eners
Labourers
Percent!'. with European Wives
2\
30\
22\
42'4'
.~-----------------------_. __.-.---
9SH ease Mah Coon, Storekeeper at Island. Point. whose wlf. lett with
another aan~ 20 October 187., 3851, COL/A266: and Chuas- Lee .. Gardener,
.Sou"th Brisb..e, whose wi fe left for London with their child. COL/73
10More usually their families numbered four or five, but some had very
many more children - e.g. George An Pol - 9 children. 31 February 1877,
508. COLIA234.
Of the some 122 married Chinose applying for R&turaliu.tion~
seveuty-one had Chinese wives.. Of these the larger proportion were
merdlanu and storekeepers. Some of these alliances wen eontraeted
heiGH leaving for QUeensland, but often Chinese made a visit- to their
home for the express purpose of marrying one of ill.ir eountrywomen.
Tradesmen dd labourers often did not have the money for such an undertaking.
11; is worth noting the large pereentages of storekeepers in both Table III
and IV.. It would appear that 'this vasa very diverse grouping ..
Table IV - Showing the Pereentage of Oeeupatioas of
71 Chinese with Chinese Wives ..
------~----------------------
Chines,. OCcupations
MeTehants
Storekeepers
Tradesmen
Gardeners
Labourers
P.r~ntag. with Chinese Wives
32\
41\
8%
13\
These tables point to some aspects -of the typ_ of adaption of the
various Chinese groupings. Nevertheless ~hey allow of no really
comprehensive social survey and it is difficult to pinpoint the degree of
adaption of any' of the groups. Most of these Chinese were still very
cmtrenched in their own society and even in the Anglo-Chinese families _ the
Chinese cuItura1 elements appeared the strongest and their children more
often married Chinese and remained in this soeial system. A great deal
more field work of a sociological type is required. Nevertheless· this
study has at least partially qualified the very general 5~at...nts in the
text as to the extent and type of Chinese adaptlon to Queensland.
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